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Abstract
This was a qualitative study designed to explore how
women at various stages of lesbian identity development
manage and make decisions about managing their identities.
Management of identity was explored in terms of how women
came out or stayed hidden and how they made decisions to both
disclose and conceal. It used Cass'

(1979) Stage Allocation

Measure, based on her model of homosexual identity
development,

as a means to categorize women at various stages

of lesbian identity development.

Twenty five adult women

were individually interviewed, using a semi-structured
interview schedule.

In addition, participants agreed to

maintain a journal for one month recording their management
and decision-making strategies and to an exit interview.
Qualitative analyses utilizing recommendations by Hycner
(1985) were employed.

The major findings indicated that

women at different stages of lesbian identity development use
disparate and similar identity management and decision-making
strategies.

Participants discussed an assortment of

strategies used to conceal and disclose which varied among
the stages and which extended Cass' model in terms of depth
and scope around the intrapsychic and interpersonal
experiences of women at various lesbian identity development
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stages.

Underlying and connecting lesbian identity

management and development was the need to maintain self
esteem.

Implications for practice,

training, and future

research were addressed.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Coming out is not a singular, one-time event. Whenever
we step from being another face in the crowd towards
being an individual who has a name and a personality,
we're again faced with the decision of coming out. And
again and again, as long as we continue to have the
defiance to exist.
(O'Lexa, 1988, p. 131)
A m I "out" today when I tell some people I am gay (while
they never have to tell me they're straight), and others
(mainly men) whisper it anyway, and still others go on
thinking I'm asexual? Why is it simpler to announce in
print that I'm a Lesbian than to tell my neighbor? -to
identify myself as a homosexual to public groups than to
tell the woman at the next desk that I love women?
(Knowlton, 1980, p 218)
These reflections from lesbians convey the lifelong and
complex process of identifying oneself as lesbian or "coming
out".

The process includes both self-acknowledgment of one's

lesbianism and self-disclosure to others.

Coming out has

been described by Nemeyer (1980) as "a period of time when an
individual acknowledges her lesbianism to herself, to others,
and may or may not entail a public debut"
Throughout the lesbian's

lifetime,

situations and people that require

(p. 26) .

she is faced with
her to make a decision in

regard to exposing herself as lesbian.

How does she decide

to reveal this important

aspect of her identity as a woman?

The questions of whom to

tell, when to tell, and how to tell
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are daily concerns that affect her life and change as she
develops and integrates her lesbianism into the whole of her
self-concept.
The research of the past 20 years speaks to these
concerns.

As a result of the gay liberation movement and the

decisions of the American Psychiatric Association and the
American Psychological Association to discontinue the
classification of homosexuality as a pathology,

the focus of

research on gay and lesbian behavior has changed.

The notion

of a healthy homosexual person became more tenable.
Researchers began to explore how homosexual individuals
developed positive and healthy identities and lifestyles.
Where once queries of psychopathology and etiology of
homosexuality dominated the literature, questions of
homosexual identity development,

identity management,

and

healthy adjustment in a homophobic society became more
typical.

The life experiences of homosexuals themselves

arose as richer sources of interest and understanding.
Homosexual Identity Development
Homosexual identity development is defined as the
process individuals undergo in which they come to see
themselves as homosexual.

Theories of homosexual identity

development originated out of the experiences of clinical and
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non-clinical populations of both men and women.

The models

that sprang out of these clinical observations and empirical
investigations posited conceptual stages in the formation of
a gay or lesbian identity as well as the possibility of
achieving a positive and well-integrated homosexual identity
(Cass, 1979; Coleman,
Troiden,

1979).

1982; Raphael,

1974; Spaulding,

1982;

The theories propose a linear progression of

identity formation, beginning with either no perceived sexual
identity or a heterosexual identity and moving through
processes of perception of self as gay/lesbian,

acceptance of

self as gay/lesbian,

and integration of self as gay/lesbian

into one's essence.

Cass

(1979) notes that "with increasing

identity development comes a growing consistency between the
two [private and public homosexual]

identities, giving rise

in the final stage to an overall and integrated homosexual
identity"

(p.220).

How is this integration process achieved?

The

literature suggests this is done through greater self
disclosure of one's homosexual identity, a process termed
"coming out"
O'Carolan,

(Berzon,

1992; Cass,

1982; Spaulding,

1982).

1979; Coleman,

1982;

Revealing one's

lesbianism to both heterosexual and homosexual individuals
allows the lesbian to connect her private and public lives.
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Berzon (1992)

reports "In general, the ability to make one's

self known to others is critical to the successful
establishment of relationships with other people.
only critical to one's social development,

It is not

it is essential to

the growth of intimacy in close, loving relationships"
(p.13) .
Nemeyer

(1980) notes that movement toward gaining self

acceptance is achieved through gaining validation from
significant others.

Self-labeling and self-disclosure are

salient components of this process as they affect the manner
in which the lesbian manages her identity.

When the reaction

of the lesbian's audience to her self-disclosure is positive,
she may experience validation of her lesbian identity which
in turn permits her to accept her sexual feelings and
facilitates integration of her sexuality into her overall
sense of identity (Coleman, 1982).
Yet, not all audiences are receptive to the disclosure
and knowledge of one's lesbianism .

Historically, gay and

lesbian people have been the victims of rejection,
discrimination,
orientation.

and violence as a function of their sexual

A recent example is the policy of "Don't ask,

Don't tell, Don't pursue" which the federal government has
adopted in respect to homosexuality in the military.
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Revealing oneself as lesbian may not always be in the best
interest of one's survival.

Negative reactions also

contribute to previously held negative views lesbians possess
about their sexual orientation and may contribute to a
negative self-concept.

Controlling the flow of information

about one's lesbianism is sometimes necessary and prudent.
Stigmatized Identity
Associated with this challenge of information control is
the concept of a stigmatized identity.

Goffman

(1963)

defines a homosexual identity as a stigmatized or
"discreditable" one, one in which difference is not apparent
and which requires the "management of undisclosed
discrediting information...To display or not to display; to
tell or not to tell; to let on or not to let on; to lie or
not to lie; and in each case,
(p.42).

to whom, how, when, and where"

Becker-Gorby (1983) discusses the awareness the

lesbian woman possesses of society's negative reactions
toward her and the adjustments, accommodations,

and coping

mechanisms she subscribes to and organizes her life around.
Stigmatized Identity Management Strategies
Because a lesbian identity can be so easily hidden and
is one which is stigmatized,

identity management strategies

become a part of the lesbian's daily life; that is, the
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ability of lesbians to simultaneously take on the outward
appearance of a heterosexual identity while maintaining
lesbian private lives, the ways they regulate the flow of
moving between these identities, and the behaviors they
employ to conceal lesbian identities or to "pass" as
heterosexual in a variety of social situations

(Moses,

1978)

The theories of homosexual identity development address
the need of homosexual men and women to cognitively,
affectively, and behaviorally manage the flow of information
about their sexual orientation in their interpersonal
relationships.

Cass'

(1979) interactionist model of

homosexual identity formation describes the delicate balance
homosexuals maintain in regulating information within their
surrounding environment as they attempt to gain greater
congruence between self perception, others' perception,
one's own actions.

and

The surrounding environment includes the

continuum of social interaction,

from the stranger on the

street to one's intimate and domestic relationships.

This

model realistically contends that total cognitive and
affective congruence is highly improbable "given Western
attitudes toward homosexuality",

yet offers the possibility

of endurable and functional levels of congruence as
attainable

(p. 222).
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Decision-Making Strategies
The studies cited above revealed complex processes of
decision-making about how to manage one's identity as a
lesbian woman.

Judging who is safe to tell and when it is

appropriate to tell are examples of the kinds of decisions
included in this processes.

In addition, they proposed

relationships between information control and concern about
being identified as lesbian.

Concern about being identified

as a lesbian changes over the course of a lesbian's life as
she moves through the coming out process
Spaulding,

1982).

(Kahn, 1991;

In her study on the formation of lesbian

identity, Spaulding specifically examined identity management
strategies used during the coming out process.

She found

differences in the kind and amount of strategies used at
different stages of lesbian identity development as lesbians
attempted to balance concern for self protection and concern
for others.
Though much has been written on lesbian identity
development and lesbian identity management, the tie between
these bodies of literature has been loosely tethered.

The

literature on homosexual identity development has been
primarily concerned with the process of development and
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movement from a confused sense of self to one of greater
self-understanding and acceptance.

Less emphasis has been

placed on the specific behaviors engaged in identity
management as one moves through the coming out process and as
one's self-perception as lesbian changes.

For example, in an

attempt to validate her model of homosexual identity
formation,

Cass

(1984) conducted an empirical investigation

in which both gay male and lesbian subjects placed themselves
within ideal stage descriptions using a Stage Allocation
Measure developed from her model.

Though this study provided

support for the validity of these descriptions and placed
subjects in discrete stages of identity development,

it did

not include the exclusive experience of identity management
of lesbians within these stages; that is, the management
strategies used by lesbians in each stage of identity
development were not examined.
Studies on lesbian identity management have failed to
examine the effects of identity development on the management
techniques employed.

As a lesbian works toward greater

integration of her public and private identities,

it would

stand to reason she would engage in different management
strategies along her developmental process.

However,

management strategies were reported without concern for the
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stage of identity development of the lesbians investigated.
This left retrospective experiences to account for the
strategies utilized at varying stages of the lesbian's coming
out process.
Purpose, of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore the identity
management strategies lesbians use in varying spheres of
their daily interpersonal interactions as they proceed
through the process of lesbian identity development.

As the

literature shows, there is a great deal known about the
identity developmental process as well as the management of a
lesbian identity.

However, the connection between the two

processes has not been studied.

The primary purpose of this

study was to bridge the gap between these two bodies of
research directed at lesbian experience.

The second purpose

of this study was to investigate the decision-making
processes lesbians use in managing their identities at
different stages of coming out.

The study attempted to

answer the following questions:
1)

How do lesbians at six different identified stages of
lesbian identity development manage or regulate
information about their identities?
and whom do they not tell?

Whom do they tell

How do they tell and how do
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they hide?
2)

In what kind of decision-making processes do lesbians
engage when managing their identities?

How do they

decide whom and when to tell and whom and when not to
tell?
3)

How are these decision-making processes different at
each of the six stages of lesbian identity development?
These purposes were investigated through the use of a

naturalistic-ethnographic research paradigm.
paradigm,

In this

"primary importance is granted to the worldview and

constructs of the persons under study, as expressed through
the interactions between researcher and informant"
1989, p. 16).

(Hoshmand,

The decision to undertake an ethnographic

approach for this study was based on the interest of this
investigator to understand the subjective meaning lesbians
make of their coming out and identity management experiences.
Spradley

(1979) notes that ethnographic study "aims to

understand another way of life from the native point of view"
(p.3).

The existing literature on the lesbian experience has

included both quantitative and ethnographic designs,

yielding

both generalizable information about lesbian women and in
depth analyses of a limited sample of women.

Though the

quantitative approaches have contributed to the scope of
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knowledge,

they have lacked the dimension of reflective

meaning the lesbian makes of these experiences and how these
experiences influence a lesbian identity development.

The

ethnographic approaches utilized have provided rich
understanding of the subjective meaning of coming out and
identity management for these women.

Hoshmand notes how well

suited these approaches are for investigating less researched
populations and states the following in regard to the aims of
ethnographic approaches:
Within this framework, emic or native perspectives are
sought from the subject with minimal preconception in
order to preserve the informant's point of view. The
insider's perspective as revealed in the natural
meaning categories used by the informant are used as
units of analysis rather than the researcher's
predefined theoretical units.
The inquiry process is
kept open in order to allow for emergent meanings to be
identified.
(1989, p. 16)
Ethnographic approaches have been endorsed as a viable means
of research in the realm of psychological study (Ashworth,
1987; Giorgi,

1970; Hoshmand,

1989; Stones,

1985).

This was accomplished by administering a semi-structured
interview that explored the subjective experience of lesbians
at identifiable and differentiated stages of lesbian identity
formation.

Identification and differentiation of stages of

lesbian identity formation was accomplished through the use
of

Cass' Stage Allocation Measure

(1984).

Lesbians were
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asked to place themselves within ideal one-paragraph stage
descriptions provided through this measure.

For each stage

of development, varying number of informants were obtained,
totaling 25 women for the entire sample.

In addition to the

semi-structured interview, use of personal journals kept by
each woman for one month was incorporated into the procedure
and data analysis.
Limitations of the Study
Certain limitations were present in this study.
Potential threats to reliability and generalizability of the
findings existed as a result of the qualitative nature of the
research, lack of random sampling,

and small number of

participants in the three earliest stages of lesbian identity
development.

Due to the closed nature of the lesbian

community, a representative sample of lesbians was impossible
to generate.

This was most clearly evident in the uneven

representation of women across socioeconomic status,
and occupation.

race,

The population was generated through

volunteer participation,

raising question as to the

differential qualities of volunteer and nonvolunteer research
participants.
Measure

The static nature of the Cass Stage Allocation

(1984), used as a tool for identity development

classification, may have resulted in limitations as well.
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Asking participants to place themselves in one stage versus
another may have put constraints on their ability to fully
and accurately represent their dynamic processes.
Other potential limitations of the study, as suggested
by Hoshmand (1989), were: possible subjectivity of data
analysis; some compromise of narrative data as a result of
the procedures of reduction analysis; an inability to capture
the full richness and vibrance of the narrative with
transcribed data; and possible difficulty in study
replication due to the influence of style of the researcher
and the interactional contexts.
these limitations,

However, notwithstanding

this study can be justified as a viable

investigation, particularly as the nature of qualitative
research does not emphasize the issue of generalizability.
Definition of Terms
Coming Out - is a term used by lesbians to describe the
process of acknowledging one's lesbianism to oneself,

and

which ultimately leads to public identification as a lesbian
(Raphael,

1974; Stein & Cohen,

1986).

Homosexual Identity Development - most succinctly stated by
Cass

(1984), it i s :
the process by which individuals come to perceive
themselves as "a homosexual," ...secondly, the
translation of homosexual self-image into homosexual
identity as a result of interaction with others;
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thirdly, the affective, cognitive, and behavioral
strategies used to manage such an identity in daily
life; and fourthly, the way in which the new identity
becomes incorporated into an overall sense of self. (p.
144)
Stigmatized Identity - an identity consisting of

personal

attributes one possesses and social category one belongs to
which makes one different from others in such a way that one
is perceived as tainted, discounted, and/or discredited,
(Goffman, 1963).
Identity Management Strategies - for one with an invisible
stigmatized identity, these are the processes of regulating
information about one's stigma in social interactions.

Moses

(1978) describes it as "a process of engaging in interactions
either in such a way as to convey an impression of self as
nondeviant, or of dealing with the perspectives or expected
perspectives of others if one has already been identified as
a deviant"

(p.6).
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERTURE REVIEW
The following literature review will include two
distinct sections.

The first section will discuss the

process of developing a homosexual identity,

including theory

and research on lesbian identity development.

Subsequent to

this will be a section that will address the concept of
stigma management and its relationship to lesbian identity
management.
Homosexual Identity Development
Much of the initial exploration and conceptualization
of the process of homosexual identity development originated
out of the observation and report of clinical cases of gay
men and lesbian women and the empirical investigations of the
experiences of nonclinical homosexual populations
1979; Coleman,

1982; Dank,

1971; Nemeyer,

1975; Raphael,

1974; Spaulding,

(Cass,

1980; Plummer,

1982; Troiden,

1979).

Models

of homosexual identity development were derived from these
observations and data and revealed similarities between
clinical and nonclinical gay populations.

Similarities and

differences between gay men and lesbian women were also
reported to exist in regard to identity development
Monteflores & Schultz,

1978; Troiden,

(de

1988).
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As a way to understand and to organize the literature
in this area, presentation of theory and research of
homosexual identity development,

irrespective of the

significance of gender, will be presented first.

This will

be accomplished through the discussion of Cass' model of
homosexual identity formation (1979).

Discussion of

identity development models and research specific to lesbian
women will follow.
The decision to use Cass' model of homosexual identity
development in this study as representative of a general
stage model was based on many factors.

The development of

the model emanated from the experiences of both gay men and
women, thus providing a "gender neutral" theory.
of development,

As a theory

it has been widely cited in the literature,

has been extensively utilized as a means for
conceptualization, and has been empirically tested
1984; Kahn,

1991; and Radonsky & Borders,

1995).

(Cass,
It is

comprehensive in regard to the inclusion of the impact and
interaction of the individual's feelings,

thoughts,

and

behavior as he or she develops a gay or lesbian identity.

It

is additionally comprehensive in its incorporation of how the
social environment affects the individual and how the
individual,

at all stages along the developmental process,
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mediates his or her feelings,

thoughts,

and behavior in

response to his or her environment.
C a s s 1 Model of Homosexual Identity Formation
As an outgrowth of her clinical work with gay men and
lesbians, Cass

(1979) developed a theoretical model of

homosexual identity formation based on interpersonal
congruency theory.
identity,

Simply stated and applied to homosexual

it is a theory which sees "the development of a

stable homosexual identity [as arising]

from the interaction

between individuals and their environment"

(p. 221).

Movement through stages of identity development is
accomplished by the need to reestablish congruence among
three components within an individual's internal and external
environment.

These components are: perception of some

characteristic of self
one's own behavior

(e.g. as homosexual), perception of

(e.g. meaning assigned to behavior is

homosexual), and perception of how one is regarded by others
(e.g. acceptance or rejection of self as homosexual).

Cass

notes that both affective and cognitive elements exist within
each component and that when an incongruency exists between
these components,

individuals seek to find some resolution.

This is achieved in one of two ways: 1) by changing one's
perception of self to a new perception that is congruent with
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one's behavior and how one is viewed by others; or 2) by not
changing one's perception of self and thus returning to one's
original perception of self.

Movement from a perception of

self as heterosexual to self as homosexual is regulated by
these change processes.
The model,

therefore,

is founded on these basic

principles and consists of a six-stage process of identity
development:

identity confusion, identity comparison,

identity tolerance,
identity synthesis.

identity acceptance,

identity pride, and

Affective, cognitive,

and behavioral

components exist and vary within each stage.

The possibility

of foreclosure of future identity development exists at any
point along the process.

A brief description of the model

follows.
Stage 1, Identity Confusion,

is characterized by a

realization that feelings, thoughts, and behavior can be
interpreted as homosexual.

Confusion and turmoil may follow

as one's perception of self as homosexual is incongruent with
previously held perceptions.

At this point,

the individual

may either accept the homosexual definition as accurate or
not accurate,

and as desirable or undesirable.

If the

individual does not foreclose his or her development by
denying the existence of this information and accepting the
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homosexual definition as potentially accurate, movement to
the next stage follows.
In stage 2, Identity Comparison,
saying to him or herself,

the individual may be

"I may be a homosexual".

As he or

she moves away from a heterosexual identity and finds the
continuity between past, present,
challenged,

and future being

feelings of alienation may emerge.

Guidelines

for behavior and expectations of self as homosexual are
lacking,

leaving the individual with the task of discovering

new ways of being.

Preservation of a public image as

heterosexual continues as the individual decides what path to
take next.

Again, decisions of desirability and correctness

of fit are made and influence movement or foreclosure to the
next stage.
Identity Tolerance, stage 3, is characterized by an
increase in commitment to self as homosexual and in seeking
out other homosexuals and the homosexual subculture, more as
a means to reduce feelings of alienation than as an indicator
of acceptance of self as homosexual.

As a result of

experiencing and perceiving positive acceptance by others
(e.g. primarily homosexuals)

of self as homosexual,

feelings

of not fitting in with heterosexuals are heightened.

To

alleviate these feelings, the individual becomes more
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detached from heterosexuals and chooses carefully those with
whom to interact.

A public image of heterosexuality is

maintained, while privately with other homosexuals the
individual presents him or herself as homosexual.
Increasing commitment to self as homosexual moves the
individual to stage 4, termed Identity Acceptance.

The most

salient features here are continued and increased contacts
with homosexuals,

acceptance of self-image as homosexual,

and

increased importance of homosexual subcultures in the
individual’s life.

Individuals in this stage of development

are faced with the dilemma of either making their public and
private images more congruent by presenting themselves as
homosexual in various areas of their lives, or leaving some
separation between the two images by presenting as
heterosexual,
others.

thus reducing the possibility of rejection by

Whatever decision is made, movement to the next

stage is often accomplished.
Stage 5, Identity Pride, is characterized by heightened
awareness of incongruence between one's "own concept of self
as being totally acceptable as homosexual and society's
rejection of this concept"

(p. 233).

A dual process is

established within the homosexual's world,

that of

depreciating the significance of heterosexuals and increasing
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the value of homosexuals.

This results in a dichotomization

of the world into homosexuals as creditable and significant
and heterosexuals as discreditable and insignificant.

A

strong sense of in-group alignment and belonging occur as
well as an increase in anger and pride.

The combination of

these behaviors and feelings often results in increased self
disclosure of one's sexual orientation, with expectations of
negative reactions from others.

When these expectations are

not met, individuals may move to the next stage to manage the
incongruency that exists.
Finally,

in stage 6, Identity Synthesis, as a result of

positive reactions from others, individuals no longer hold a
"them" vs. "us" philosophy and acknowledge that there are
heterosexuals who accept their homosexual identity.

The

anger may still be present but is less intense because of the
reduction of incongruity between behaviors,
perceptions of others.

self-images,

and

At this point in development,

personal and public sexual identities become more synthesized
and recognition of a homosexual identity as one aspect of
self is affirmed.
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Analysis of Cass' Model
This model has been validated as a viable and
representative one both by Cass (1984) and by Kahn (1991).
In a study of 178 nonclinical gay men and lesbians, Cass
sought to test the validity of the descriptions of the stages
and the order in which they occur by comparing the results of
a questionnaire,

the Homosexual Identity Questionnaire,

created to measure various dimensions of the model, with an
instrument developed to self-assign subjects into one of the
six stages.

This instrument,

the Stage Allocation Measure

(SAM), is a collection of one-paragraph ideal descriptions of
each stage of the model,

including thoughts,

feelings, and

behaviors which an individual at each stage might
demonstrate.

Results indicated that the model was generally

accurate in its ability to describe the experience of
individuals within each stage, to differentiate individuals
between each stage, and to demonstrate a predictable order of
events.

Though the SAM demonstrated content,

construct validity,

concurrent, and

the construction of the Homosexual

Identity Questionnaire was somewhat flawed in that it did not
clearly differentiate between Stages 1 and 2 and Stages 5 and
6 due to poor item construction and inadequate scoring keys.
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As a means to apply Cass' model to lesbians, Kahn
(1991) correlated the responses of a sample of 81 lesbians on
an Openness Questionnaire about sexual orientation with Cass'
Stage Allocation Measure.

She found that as the lesbian

woman progresses through various stages of development, her
level of openness changes as predicted b y Cass' model.
Specifically it was shown that lesbians were not very open in
early stages of development as a result of personal and
social alienation and feelings of confusion, and that those
in later stages were more self-disclosing as they challenged
social norms and relinquished efforts to hide their
lesbianism.

Factors such as expectations of others'

reactions and value placed on openness were shown to affect
the degree of self-disclosure.

Methodologically,

the results

of the Kahn study must be interpreted with some caution due
to the possible effect of psychotherapy experience on
openness of more than half of the sample,

and absence of

reliability and validity data of the Openness Questionnaire.
Though there are some experimental flaws in the testing
of Cass' model, generally speaking,

it appears that this

model of homosexual identity development does rather
accurately describe the process gay men and lesbians go
through in acquiring a gay or lesbian identity.

However, a
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discussion of the strengths and limitations of Cass' model as
a basis for understanding the structural underpinnings of
lesbian identity development will allow for more critical
analysis.
.Strengths a n d Limitations of Cass' Model
The strengths of this model in understanding the
process of developing a homosexual identity are many.
stated earlier,

As

as a model based on interpersonal congruence

theory, it acknowledges the effects of one's social
environment as it interacts with one's developmental process.
This provides for attention to the interaction between
interpersonal relationships and intrapsychic processes,
allowing for the awareness of others' influences on the
attainment of a homosexual identity to be considered.
Elliott

(1985) notes that an advantage of this model is that

by "placing homosexual identity formation within the
framework of interpersonal congruence theory,

[it allows] us

to consider the relevance of homosexuality to other aspects
of the self-system as well as the external environment"

(p.

69) .
Cass' model,

as a result of taking this interactionist

approach, is detailed, complex and complete in its ability to
describe homosexual identity development.

Elliott

(1985)
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suggests that this strength allows for hypotheses and
predictions to be made more explicitly and that "while other
theorists acknowledge variation, Cass' model provides means
to explain it"

(p. 69).

Additionally,

the model allows for the foreclosure of

identity at any point along development,

indicating that the

process is not a straightforward process nor one that
continues without possible interruption.
useful in describing the process,

Finally, it is

in general terms,

for both

gay men and lesbian women.
Analysis of the model also reveals limitations.
stage model,
(1991)

As a

assumption of linear progression is made.

Kahn

found in her sample of lesbians that this linear

progression did not occur for all subjects.

Various patterns

of identity development were discovered and were reportedly
affected by a woman's pattern of communication, her view of
women's roles and of homosexuality,
process from family of origin.

and her individuation

This assumption of linearity,

therefore, warrants circumspection as individual experiences
and social environment may interact.
caveat,

reporting that "it

Cass provides this

[the model]

is not intended that

it should be true in all respects for all people since
individuals and situations are inherently complex"

(p. 235,
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1979).

Falco

(1991) notes that although Cass suggests that

nonlinearity exists, this point is not emphasized.
Related is the question of whether all who acquire a
homosexual identity necessarily pass through all of the
stages presented.

Cass' model suggests that this is so, yet

her analysis of the model did not test for this.

Ponse

(1978) reports variations among paths toward a lesbian
identity which are associated with the woman's age at coming
out, her affiliation to the feminist movement, her past
involvement in heterosexual relationships,
choice in entering a lesbian lifestyle.

and her sense of

This sense of choice

is described by Ponse as a difference between the primary and
elective lesbian.

The primary lesbian is a woman who reports

a "continuity of experience showing a consistency of identity
throughout her life summarized by 'I was always that w a y 1"
(p. 160).

The elective lesbian is a woman who has had

heterosexual experiences, has usually had a heterosexual
identity prior to a lebian identity, and comes to a lesbian
identity later in life.

Kitzinger and Rogers

study of lesbian identities,

(1985),

in a

found that lesbians differed in

respect to how they viewed themselves as lesbian,
of how they believed they came to be lesbian.

reflective

This is a

particularly important issue when looking at the process for
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the political lesbian,
Finally,

as will be discussed later.

though the model has been based and tested on

both male and female homosexuals, Cass

(1984) notes some

findings of differences between males and females.

Through

analysis of across-profile and across-group differentiation,
identity development through Stages 2 and 3 was more clearly
detected for males than for females, while females were more
clearly differentiated at Stages 5 and 6.

This variance,

then, introduces the issue of the unique experience of
lesbian identity development and the association to C a s s ’
stage theory.
Lesbian Identity Development
The usefulness of applying the framework of stage
theories of homosexual identity development to lesbian
identity development has been examined (Chapman & Brannock,
1987; Faderman,
Ponse,
1982).

1984; Kahn,

1978; Raphael,

1991; Lewis,

1974; Sophie,

1984; Nemeyer,

1980;

1985/86; Spaulding,

A table of these models, as well as Cass',

is

included in Appendix A.
A consistent finding among many of these studies is
that a difference exists in identifying oneself as a
nonpolitical lesbian versus a lesbian feminist.

There are

implications of this difference on the process of lesbian
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identity development
Kitzinger & Rogers,

(Elliott, 1985; Faderman,
1985; Ponse, 1978).

1984;

Women who define

themselves as lesbian primarily as a function of political
beliefs are "women who have come to lesbianism through
radical feminism [who] reject the notion that lesbian is a
sexual identity" and whose "sexual activity is for them,
generally, only one aspect, and perhaps a relatively
unimportant aspect, of their commitment to a lesbian
lifestyle"

(Faderman, p. 86, 1985).

Those who do not define

themselves through a political movement may be described as
"sure that they are really lesbians, believe that they were
born lesbians,
Rogers,

and are quite happy to be ’g a y 1" (Kitzinger &

1985, p. 176) and whose "lesbianism has the

connotation of essence - an immutable, transitional quality
of the self"

(Ponse,

1978, p. 178).

As the discussion of

lesbian identity development research and its association to
Cass’ model is presented, how these differences in definition
affect the process will be included.
Models of Lesbian Identity Development
Much of the research on lesbian identity development
has been ethnographic in nature.

One of the earliest of

these studies was conducted by Raphael

(1974), based on both

the experiences of 41 lesbians in a nonclinical rap group
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over a three month period and the author's experience within
these groups as a participant-observer.

She posited a five

stage process of identity development that began with
awareness,

followed by testing, then entering a community of

peers, compartmentalization,
decompartmentalization.

and ending with

The effects of the Gay and Feminist

Movements were incorporated into her model.
This model diverges from Cass' in three fundamental
ways.

First,

it proposes that lesbians enter into an

exploration phase earlier than what was indicated by Cass'
data.

Cass'

stage of identity comparison can most likely be

merged with Raphael's initial stages of awareness and
testing.

Second,

in Raphael's model,

the last stage of

development presents a variation to Cass' model in that a
lesbian woman may choose either to integrate her lesbian and
heterosexual worlds or not, thus keeping herself separate
from as many heterosexual interactions as possible.

Finally,

the possibility of coming out through a primary
identification with the Gay and Feminist Movements is
presented as well as the effects this has on self-disclosure
and on development of both a lesbian and political identity
simultaneously.

Raphael's model is similar to Cass in terms

of a sequential developmental process, which includes
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movement from awareness to self-labeling to incorporation of
a lesbian identity into one's sense of self.

Raphael's study

did not specify, however, how data were analyzed and
triangulated, which restricts generalization of findings to
that of describing experiences of lesbians during a
particular historical point in time.

Retrospective accounts

of identity management strategies at various junctures of
coming out also limited the study's ability to reliably
describe strategies utilized through identity development.
A more comprehensive ethnographic study of lesbian
experience was undertaken in a three year field work
investigation by Ponse (1978).

Taking a social

interactionist approach, she entered a gay organization and
interviewed 75 lesbians, mostly middle-class and Caucasian
and ranging in age from 16 to 76.

Ponse found a pattern of

development toward a lesbian identity and defined this
process the gay trajectory.

It is composed of the following

five elements of subjective experience and behavior:

feeling

different, understanding feelings of difference, acceptance,
seeking a community, and relationships.

These elements are

similar to both Cass' and Raphael's models in terms of
content,

yet in regard to order of occurrence,

Ponse proposed

great variety, with some women demonstrating simultaneous
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occurrence of elements.
Ponse, therefore,

introduces the possibility that

various pathways exist toward lesbian identity development
resulting from the woman's starting point.

The political

lesbian is a good example of this model in that she may adopt
a lesbian identity in the absence of the usual process.
Strengths of this model include this flexibility in
description as well as detailed accounts of how a lesbian
woman manages her identity.

Though thorough in describing

lesbian women's experiences,

this study's shortcomings

include the absence of the use of standardized questions and
a lack of detail in the analysis of the interviews and the
means of triangulation of the data.

In addition,

rather than

the focus being on how women came to adopt their lesbian
identities, her study was more interested in the identities
and roles open to women in the lesbian community, which
leaves the relationship between identity development and
management strategies unclear.

Recruitment of subjects from

one gay organization restricted the range of her subjects
and, consequently,

the results.

Using a qualitative life history approach, Nemeyer
(1980)

investigated the coming out process of 25 lesbians

between the ages of 25 and 50 years,

five from each five year
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period.

The women's retrospective experiences of coming out

to self,

family, the lesbian community, and at work were

gathered through in-depth interviews.

Results, contrary to

Cass' theory, revealed that, though the process of coming out
is a continuous one, it is non-linear in nature.
suggests that demographic variables,
experiences,

Nemeyer

such as age, life

and social class mediate the process, making it

nonpredictable and individualized.

The study, though sound

in analysis, utilized retrospective accounts,

an approach

that asks women to remember, in their histories, behaviors in
which they engaged.

This may affect subjects' selective

recall and reinterpretation of past experiences.
Both ethnographic and quantitative methodologies were
used in a study by Spaulding (1982) to investigate various
aspects of the coming out process,
development,

such as lesbian identity

interpersonal strategies utilized to manage a

lesbian identity,

and the possibility of developing a

positive lesbian identity.

A nonclinical sample of 24

lesbians, age 30 to 54, who exhibited either the potential
for or existence of a positive lesbian identity, was studied.
Three instruments were used: a semi-structured interview
schedule to explore past and present conflicts related to
various aspects of one's lesbianism,

the Blatt Parental
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Description Scale to assess level of psychological health,
and the Sexual Arousability Inventory for Women to measure
physical sexual functioning.

The findings suggested a five-

stage process of identity development similar to Cass' in
terms of sequence; and behaviors,

thoughts, and feelings

experienced within the stages.
Additionally, Spaulding reported a divergent finding
from Cass.

She found that women adopted a negative identity

prior to the adoption of a positive one, and suggested that
this was due to the woman's expanding social and personal
interactions with others as a lesbian, and the inner and
outer conflict that managing the stigma of this identity
engendered.
models,

Though supportive of previously discussed

this study was methodologically limited in its use of

retrospective reports and biased selection of lesbians who
exibited either the potential or existence of a positive
lesbian identity.

Its usefulness as a means to connect

identity management with identity formation is limited by
these features as well.
Lewis

(1984) discussed a five stage model of lesbian

identity development very similar to Cass'.

She suggests

that though these stages are presented sequentially, they are
often passed through in various orders with parts of them
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revisited many times.

Additive to Cass' model, she provides

an understanding of the feminist lesbian's process of
identity development.

Reporting that because these women

often come out after having previously identified themselves
as heterosexual women, they do not initially go through a
period of feeling different and alienated and that:
Because they have formerly fit into expected roles and
lifestyle choices, these women may begin the coming-out
process with more self-esteem....Although [they] will
still experience dissonance and shame, starting the
process with more self-esteem may aid [them] in moving
more easily toward self-acceptance than a woman who has
always felt different, (p. 4 66)
Lewis' findings,

though useful in supporting existing

literature and understanding the feminist lesbian experience,
lack empirical foundation.

It is unclear what sample of

lesbians she used on which to base her ideas or to derive
findings to support this model.
Additional theorizing about the feminist lesbian was
proposed b y Faderman

(1984) in her discussion of the "new

gay" lesbian, a lesbian who has been identified as such since
the 1970s and within the radical feminist movement.

She

reported that these women developed a lesbian identity in the
reverse order of that delineated by Minton and McDonald
(1983/1984), a three stage model similar in sequence and
content to Cass'.

Faderman discussed that,

for the new gay
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lesbian, there is first a critical evaluation of societal
norms and acceptance of a lesbian identity,

followed by

encounters with stigma and feelings of isolation, and
finally, though not necessarily, a lesbian sexual experience.
These conclusions are consistent with previously mentioned
research on the feminist

lesbian, yet on what sample

of

lesbians these assertions are made or in what way these women
may have been studied is not made known.
In a study to test the applicability of

various stage

theories of homosexual identity development to lesbian
identity development,

Sophie

(1985/86)

conducted an

ethnographic investigation of a nonclinical sample of 14
women experiencing changes in their sexual orientation.

The

women, age 18 to 40, participated in two or three structured
interviews,

at least 3 months apart.

The focus was on their

experiences of their sexuality, psychological well-being,
social environments,

career, and future plans; and the

comparison of their present thoughts,

feelings,

and behavior

within these areas with those at the time of the last
interview.

In addition to testing specific stage models,

such as that of Cass

(1979), Raphael

(1974), and Spaulding

(1982), Sophie presented a general stage theory composed of
the following stages:

1) first awareness,

2) testing and
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exploring,

3) identity acceptance, and 4) identity

integration.
Results of the study were mixed as related to both the
general and specific stage models.

Most of the women

followed either a specific stage model,

the general stage

model, or both in regard to the sequence of lesbian identity
development.

Yet for three of the women,

the models were

inadequate in explaining their final identification as non
lesbian.

Sophie concludes that a "great variety exists in

the order and timing of events predicted in the stage
theories of lesbian identity development examined here, and
that some anticipated events m a y not occur at all"

(p. 49).

This study supports results from other investigations,

yet it

may be compromised by its lack of specificity in how the data
were coded and triangulated.
women,

Also,

from a sample of 14

generalizability to all lesbians is limited.

Again,

attention to identity management was not highlighted in this
study.
A quantitative analysis of lesbian identity development
was conducted by Chapman and Brannock

(1987).

Through the

use of a 42-item questionnaire developed to explore the self
labeling process and the awareness of a lesbian identity,
data were collected from a nonclinical sample of 197 women
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ranging in age from 19 to 61.

They hypothesized that lesbian

identity exists before there is self-awareness of it and that
an awareness of the incongruence between societal norms and
one's sexual orientation precedes the self-labeling process.
What they found was that though the self-labeling process is
a variable one,

"lesbian identity awareness is the first step

in the self-labeling process and occurs as a result of the
recognition of 'differences' between one's
feelings/orientation and those of the nonhomosexual
environment"

(p. 78).

As a result of these findings, Chapman

and Brannock developed a proposed model of identity lesbian
identity development that consists of five stages similar to
Cass'.

The study, however,

is methodologically flawed in its

use of retrospective accounts of lesbian experience and in
its use of a questionnaire which lacked both inter-rater
reliability and validity beyond face validity.
A final model of lesbian identity development was
proposed by Hanley-Hackenbruck

(1989).

Based on

psychoanalytic theory, she suggests that sexual identity
development occurs through a parallel process of the
loosening of superego constraints and the development of ego
functioning.

The implication of this process is that

proscriptions against a homosexual identity, which have been
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incorporated into the individual's conscience, must be
modified so that movement through the coming out process can
occur.

This three stage model arose from a nonclinical

sample of 25 lesbians and is similar to Cass' in general
content, process, and sequence.

However, the conclusions are

limited by the lack of report of methodology and analysis of
data.
Summary
This section presented an overview of the literature on
homosexual identity development and lesbian identity
development in particular.

What appears to be true is that

there is a prevailing process of homosexual identity
development that, in general,
predictable pattern.

follows some kind of

This process entails the negotiation

between one's behaviors,

thoughts,

and feelings about oneself

and the perceptions of others in one's environment.

Cass'

model of homosexual identity development was presented as a
generic model relative to which lesbian identity models could
be understood.

The literature revealed the existence of a

variety of models to explain lesbian identity development and
the diversity among these models in regard to number of,
sequence within,

and adherence to stages of development, with

some lesbians following no pattern of identity development
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proposed.

A consensus, however, among the models can be

recognized and associated to the existence of a general
pattern of lesbian identity development.

The status of the

research of this concept now lies in the area of continued
analysis and application for verification.
Stioma Management
If being a lesbian were perceived to be as natural as
having brown hair or blue eyes, then this process of
developing a lesbian identity would be similar to that of the
heterosexual woman as she develops her sexual identity.
Conflict would not be centered around how to express oneself
emotionally and sexually without facing societal rejection.
Nemeyer

(1980) writes that "a major task of the coming out

process is to resolve the conflict of understanding oneself
to be good and moral but defined by society as immoral and
sinful, by giving up negative definitions of the word
ascribed by society"
Yet,

(p. 108) .

societal reactions to the word lesbian are

generally not positive nor embracing. In his essays on sexual
stigma,

Plummer notes that:

Homosexuality in this culture is a stigma label.
To be
called a "homosexual" is to be degraded, devalued or
treated as different.
It may well mean shame,
ostracism, discrimination, exclusion or physical
attack....But always, in this culture, the costs of
being known as a homosexual must be high. (p. 175)
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Societal perception of a lesbian identity as deviant leads
the lesbian woman to be aware of the need to be careful and
wary in regard to exposing her sexual orientation to others.
Decisions of whom to tell, how to tell, and when to tell, and
anticipation of the possible consequences of telling, become
a part of the lesbian’s interactions with her world.
This section will discuss the literature on the concept
of a stigma label,

the perceived need to control information

about this label, and the ways those labeled as "deviant"
manage their stigmatized identity.
management,

Lesbian identity

as related to these concepts and processes, will

be presented.
Stioma Label: Deviant/Discreditable
Labels are not created in a vacuum.

They are

fabricated in the space between self and others inasmuch as
"individuals are never considered in isolation from
interactive partners - actual or ideal, real or imaginary"
(Plummer,

1975, p. 17) .

Plummer

(1975) and Goffman (1963)

write of the importance of the interactive process between
individuals and the part others play in categorizing ones'
attributes, perceived or real.

Goffman,

in his social

psychological essays on stigma management,

speaks to the

expectations individuals hold of others' attributes and how,
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when an attribute is perceived as undesirable or
discrediting, this attribute is seen as a stigma.

Because

the discrediting quality tends to taint the whole of the
person in the mind of others, what follows from labeling the
attribute as undesirable is labeling the individual who
possesses it undesirable as well.

Behaviors and

characteristics become labeled as deviant by individuals and
groups within society and those who possess these qualities
are subsequently treated in a stigmatized way (Plummer,
1975).

The term deviance,

then, as applied to those who

possess a stigmatized attribute,
social definition,

is seen as a product of

taking on different meanings as situations

and interactions between individuals vary.

Plummer describes

deviance as something that "does not arrive unannounced.... it
has to be identified,
and structured"

interpreted,

and subsequently fashioned

(p.73).

Influential in this labeling process is the nature of
the stigmatized characteristic.
can be visible,

The discrediting attribute

such as a physical disability or abnormality,

or invisible, such as that of the homosexual.

Goffman calls

those who possess the first kind of stigma identity the
discredited and those of the second type the discreditable.
When one's stigma identity is discreditable, assumptions are
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made that the stigmatized attribute is neither known nor
easily perceived by those present.
in labeling for what Becker
and the "secret deviant".

Visibility plays a part

(1963) calls the "pure deviant"
The pure deviant breaks rules and

is perceived as deviant while the secret deviant breaks rules
but is not perceived as deviant.
visibility of one's attributes,

Perception by others and
therefore,

interact in the

labeling process.
Important as well in this process is the manner by
which the stigma was acquired.

Raphael

(1974) discusses the

difference between acquiring an ascribed versus an achieved
deviant status.

The former label is based on being born into

a minority group or group that is seen as inferior.

The

latter status is "earned" by an individual who consistently
acts in ways contrary to societal expectations.
deviant status,

therefore,

The achieved

is one evaluated by one's actions

rather than by one's inherent qualities.
How central this difference is to one's identity is
another dimension of stigma identification.

Lemert

(1972)

considered the commitment to a deviant label as either
primary deviance or secondary deviance.

When the centrality

of one's difference is only marginal in its implication for
status and self-definition,

such as the individual who gets
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drunk once a year, then the deviancy is primary.

However,

when the status of deviance becomes a more centrally integral
part of the individual, such that the individual's self-image
might change,

the deviancy is secondary.

Secondary deviance

engenders greater integration of stigma label into one's
identity and generates greater perception by others of the
stigma label then does primary deviance.
The importance of self-labeling as deviant must be
considered as well.

An individual does not have to

experience societal reactions first-hand to identify oneself
with a stigmatized label.
"specific people
'labeling'

Plummer

(1973)

suggests that

[do not] have to react towards a deviant for

to be successful:

it is often sufficient for the

individual to simply react towards himself"

(p. 21).

Related to self-labeling is the concept of metaidentity
in which one's view of others' view of self is incorporated
into one's identity (Laing, Phillpson and Lee,

1966).

How an

individual believes others are viewing him/herself and the
integration of that perceived appraisal occurs as a part of
the self-labeling process.

It appears that obtaining a

stigma label can occur as a result of perceptions, one's own
and others',

accurate or not, and that it involves a variety

of processes and factors occurring both overtly between the
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individual and the environment and covertly within the
individual1s psyche.
Stioma Label: Lesbian
How do these concepts and processes apply to the
lesbian?

It is not difficult to see how the lesbian easily

fits into the status of deviant.

Throughout history, various

social institutions have categorized homosexual behavior has
evil, sinful, sick, immoral, perverse,
abnormal

(Nemeyer,

Spaulding,

1982).

illegal, and sexually

1980; Plummer, 1975; Ponse,

1978;

In the space between the woman and society

sits the stigma label:

lesbian.

Goffman (1963) would classify the lesbian's deviant
status as a discreditable one inasmuch as it is not visibly
apparent that she is lesbian.

This invisibility of her

sexuality creates a discrepancy between her virtual social
identity, that which is placed on her by society,

and her

actual social identity or real social identity (Goffman,
1963).

The status as secret deviant would therefore be

accurate in describing the lesbian identity.

She breaks

rules of society because of her sexuality yet is not
perceived to be deviant by mere appearances alone.

The

implications of her invisibility in regard to identity
management will be discussed later.
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The acquisition of the stigma label for the lesbian
could be considered to occur as a result of her behavior.
This would classify her status, according to Raphael
as an achieved one.

(1974),

Because she consistently acts in ways

that are contrary to societal rules for proper sexual
conduct, her identity could additionally be seen as one of
secondary deviance.

Her deviant status becomes the master

status, taking precedence over and obscuring other identities
(Becker-Gorby,

1983) .

Troiden (1988),

in his sociological

work on gay and lesbian identity, reports that "the stigma
attached to homosexuality and the perceived need to mask
homosexual identities and lifestyles infuse homosexual
identities with a significance and centrality they would not
possess otherwise"

(p. 96).

The centrality of her lesbianism

is perceived to be so not only by herself but by others as
well, such that "one will be identified as a deviant first,
before other identifications are made"

(Becker, 1973, p. 33).

The lesbian's process of self-labeling as a stigmatized
identity is additionally important and occurs without having
had direct experience of prejudicial treatment because of her
stigma.

In a study of lesbian identity management, Becker-

Gorby (1983) quotes Warren and Johnson as stating that "Most
homosexuals live out their lives...without their sexual
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activities ever having been made a public
issue....Labeling...results... from...having an identity
infused with the cognizance of its public opprobrium"
p. 76-77).

(1972,

The self-labeling process could be seen as the

time of coming out to oneself as lesbian with its
accompanying problem of integrating a stigma.

Nemeyer's

study of the coming out process for lesbians revealed the
struggle in self-labeling some lesbians went through as
stated by one of her subjects:
At the time I thought it was important not to put a
label on what I was doing.
I had, I guess, a lot of
apprehensions.
I couldn't integrate being lesbian into
the rest of my life.
I just couldn't admit it to
myself.
(1980, p. 83)
With what is known,
being a stigmatized one,

then, about the label of lesbian as
it is not unreasonable to think that

controlling information about one's sexuality would be a
consideration.

The impact of societal perceptions and

expectations of behavior,

as well as the lesbian's

invisibility, require the

management of information

her sexual orientation.

around

A discussion of this need to manage

one's identity follows.
Need for Management of Identity
The possibility of being seen as tainted by others as a
result of an attribute one possesses leads to a need to
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control information about o n e ’s stigma.

Goffman (1963)

writes of the attitudes that those not stigmatized have of
the person with a stigma, ranging from actions of
discrimination or to use of specific stigma terms that are
degrading,

to the implication of imperfections beyond the

originating characteristic.
As has already been presented, societal perceptions of
lesbians run the gamut of shaming and offensive labels.

The

consequence of disclosing one's lesbianism may leave the
lesbian open to these labels and the actions that may
accompany them.

Nemeyer

(1980) reports "because of the

stigmatized nature of a lesbian preference and societal
homophobia,

the potential lesbian woman must mediate her

internal view of herself with the perceived external view of
her same sex preference"

(p. 110).

Ponse

(1978) states a

similar view:
The perceived need for secrecy stems both from the ever
present possibility of stigma and from the perception,
prevalent in the lesbian community, of heterosexual
hostility toward homosexuality.... Intrinsic to the
sense of gay or lesbian identity is the definition of
oneself as different from heterosexual others and
the realization that one will be defined by straight
audiences.
This sense of difference is accompanied by
the realization that disclosure of the gay self before
certain groups may be problematic, (p. 58)
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Fears of Disclosure
Many have reported on the consequences lesbians fear as
a result of disclosing their identities, and the need to
manage their identities
1978; Raphael,

(Moses, 1978; Nemeyer,

1974; Spaulding,

1982; Troiden,

1980; Ponse,
1988; Woods &

Harbeck,

1992).

Her fears of rejection by family and

friends,

loss of child custody, and lack of economic security

and personal safety control the flow of information about her
sexual identity with o t hers .
Raphael

(1974) reports on the extreme fear of

disapproval and disownment common among the lesbian subjects
in her study.

Nemeyer

(1980)

also speaks to the fear the

lesbians in her study possessed in regard to parental
inability to handle the knowledge of their daughters'
lesbianism.

A similar fear has been reported in regard to

self-disclosing to heterosexual friends
Moses,

1978).

(Becker-Gorby,

1983;

Fear of jeopardizing relationships proved to

be a concern for the lesbians in these studies.

Goffman

(1963) writes of the impact discovery of a stigma has "not
only on the current social situation, but established
relationships as well and not only the current images others
present have of him, but also the one they will have in the
future"

(p. 65).
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The lesbians in both Nemeyer's and Raphael's studies
were also afraid of the ramifications disclosure of their
sexual identities would have on their children.

Loss of

custody and desire to protect their children from teasing by
other children were reported as the two greatest motivators
for control of information.
Loss of economic security has also been reported as a
fear of disclosure of one's lesbianism.

Nemeyer

(1980)

found

that those subjects who held positions in the mental health
field and educational system were most afraid of job
security.

One lesbian is quoted as saying "I could never say

anything about it at work.
work around children.

They just wouldn't understand.

My colleagues are very narrow people.

I have to lie to them because I am positive I would lose my
job"

(p. 99).

Woods and Harbeck (1992)

found similar

concerns of the lesbian physical educators they studied,
Ponse

and

(1978) reported on the fear the lesbians in her study

voiced in regard to the consequences on their careers.
Lack of personal safety is of real concern for the
lesbian.

Hate crimes against lesbians and gay men are

reported to occur seven times more frequently than against
the average citizen (Obear, 1991).

In a report by The

National Gay and Lesbian Task Force

(1984),

90% of the 2,000
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gay men and lesbians in their study reported having
experienced some kind of victimization.

In Becker-Gorby's

study, a lesbian reported "I do not think that it
(lesbianism)

limits my actions, but I find it difficult to

discuss in public.

I am often afraid of being overheard.

While I have had few bad experiences,

several of my gay

friends have in some way been threatened"

(1983, p. 65) .

Though the range of social interactions a lesbian could
have falls along the continuum of stranger or distant other
to intimate other,

it is the fear of disclosure to intimate

others that Goffman

(1963) reports is of the greatest concern

to those who are discreditable and which appears,
above discussion,
woman.

from the

to be of most importance to the lesbian

And though fear of disclosure is a motivating force

in managing one's lesbian identity, the role invisibility
plays in identity management must additionally be considered.
Invisibility
In Goffman1s (1963) description of a discreditable
identity, the component of invisibility is fundamental. There
is a gap between one's virtual and actual social identities.
Plummer (1975) notes that others, as they interact with
homosexuals, often do not know that the individual is
homosexual because of the invisible nature of the stigma.
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Decisions about whether to bridge the gap between identities
is of importance in managing a lesbian identity.
What aids in this process of invisibility for the
lesbian is what has been termed the heterosexual assumption
(Cain,

1991; Plummer,

1981; Ponse,

1978).

This is the

philosophy that, unless demonstrated to be otherwise,

all

individuals in an interaction are presumed to be
heterosexual.

This results in not only an invisibility of

one's sexual identity, but in a misclassification of it as
well

(Strommen,

1989).

This leaves the lesbian, however,

with the need to control information about herself in order
to either maintain or to dispel the myth of heterosexuality.
Confronted with situations in which her sexuality is assumed
to be heterosexual,

she is faced with the possibility of

going along with the facade or finding other ways to manage
the situation.
Invisibility also plays a part in the lesbian's desire
to search for and connect with a community of other lesbians.
What can be a protection against stigmatization can also be a
block toward identifying and finding a community of one's
own.

Ponse

(1978) reports on the difficulty the lesbian can

encounter in searching for others like herself, noting that
"secrecy profoundly affects the individual's ability to
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locate and affiliate with other lesbians by concealing the
gay world"

(p. 137).

Raphael

(1974) suggests that the

consequences of invisibility prevent the lesbian from
recognizing others like her and contribute to the development
of a negative reference group and the inhibition of a viable
affiliative group.

Again the lesbian is faced with

controlling information about her identity such that ventures
out to find other lesbians can be made but with minimal cost
in other areas of her life.
Finally,

since one's difference is not apparent,

constant vigilance is required to ensure that information
about one's lesbianism is not presented.
lesbian keep her identity concealed,

How does the

and how are decisions of

whom, when, how, and if to tell made?
Identity. Management Strategies
Studies on lesbian identity management have revealed a
variety of strategies lesbians utilize both to conceal and
disclose their lesbian identities
Monteflores,
Spaulding,

1986; Moses,

(Becker-Gorby,

1978; Ponse,

1982; Woods & Harbeck,

1983; de

1978; Raphael,

1992).

1974;

Relationships to

identity development were also uncovered in some studies,
though in general, they did not focus on the stage of
identity development as related to management strategy.
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follows will be a review of the literature on management
strategies used to conceal and to expose one's lesbian
identity.

Discussion of studies which include relationships

between identity development and identity management will be
presented as well.
Strategies to Conceal- Sticrma Evasion
A variety of stigma evasion strategies have been
uncovered in the literature.

Their use appears to vary over

time, across situations, and as a function of the level of
intimacy in relationships
Moses,

1978; Ponse,

(Becker-Gorby,

1978; Spaulding,

1983; Healy,

1982; Troiden,

The literature reveals that, in general,

1993;

1988).

the technique

used most frequently by lesbian women to conceal one's
homosexual identity is what has been termed "passing".
Passing can be described as a process of presenting oneself
as heterosexual, or as Ponse refers to it as "the
accomplishment of a virtual straight identity among straight
persons"

(1978, p. 60).

de Monteflores

on the management of difference,

(1986), in her essay

identifies passing as a

process of assimilation in which the lesbian woman attempts
to appear like the dominant or heterosexual group as a means
for survival.
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Passing is accomplished in many ways and is aided by
the lesbian's invisibility and the heterosexual assumption,
elements which help to keep her identity hidden and act
toward misleading others' perceptions.
(1992)

Woods and Harbeck

found that the lesbians in their study would actively

mislead others by changing pronouns of lovers and friends,
making up information about themselves, mentioning past
relationships with men to suggest heterosexuality, and
attending school functions with a gay male escort.

Ponse

(1978) reports of two lesbians in her study who had gone so
far as marrying as a cover for their lesbianism.

Goffman

(1963) writes of the use of disidentifiers, those items one
uses as a cover to create the image of heterosexuality in a
way similar to the lesbians in the Woods and Harbeck study.
Ponse

(1978) suggests this process of passing to be one

of impression management.

This requires the lesbian to be

attentive to the details of her presentation, such as speech,
dress, and demeanor,

to be "alive to the subtleties and

nuances of communication and relationships", and to sometimes
involve herself in a "conspiracy of others" by using a male
friend as a cover (p. 60).

Included in Ponse's understanding

of passing is the use of nonverbal cues to hide a lesbian
identity.

Physical appearance and manner of dress are ways
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people give information about themselves.

Lesbians are

keenly aware of the masculine stereotypes held about them and
may therefore try to appear feminine in dress and demeanor to
thwart any connection of these stereotypes to themselves.
Goffman
symbols,

(1963)

sees this as an avoidance of the use of stigma

those signs that disclose o n e ’s stigma to others.

Other means by which a lesbian may keep her identity
hidden is to self-distance from others and from issues of
homosexuality.

Goffman (1963) discusses the distance those

with stigmas may keep in their relationships with others so
as to avoid divulging information about themselves.
and Harbeck

Woods

(1992) found that the lesbians in their study

would limit interactions with others to keep exchange of
personal information at a minimum,

and would either stay

silent in the face of homophobic remarks, pretend they didn't
hear comments or jokes about homosexuals, or remove
themselves from situations when the topic of homosexuality
arose.
Ponse

(1978) describes this as a process of restriction

in which the lesbian avoids interactions with heterosexual
others who may be potential friends and keeps exchange of
information with those at work at a functional level only.
This is similar to what Raphael

(1974) calls
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compartmentalization, a strategy of information control that
involves the lesbian's hesitation to make her identity known
to those in the heterosexual world,

de Monteflores

discusses a similar process of ghettoization,

(1986)

in which

separation of the lesbian from heterosexual interactions is
undertaken.

This, however,

is engaged in more as a way to

closely identify with the lesbian community than to conceal
her identity but is a strategy which nevertheless keeps her
psychologically and physically separate from heterosexual
environments.
Strategies in which the lesbian is neither actively
concealing her lesbian identity nor actively disclosing it
include covering and blending.

Troiden (1988) describes

those who use covering as "ready to admit that they are
homosexual...but nonetheless take great pains to keep their
homosexuality from looming large"

(p.56).

Goffman (1963)

writes of this technique as one in which the stigmatized
individual attempts to reduce the obtrusiveness of the stigma
when it is assumed or known.

Similar to covering is

blending, where the lesbian neither discloses nor denies her
identity but masks her sexuality in silence
Troiden,

1988).

(Humphreys,

1972;

In instances when asked about her private

life, she may respond with answers that are evasive or that
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convey that this information is off limits.
Strategies to conceal involve the cooperation of the
lesbian's audience to participate in the charade.

This may

involve what Goffman describes as "tacit cooperation between
normal and stigmatized [in w hich]... others are careful to
respect his secret, pass lightly over its disclosure, or
disattend evidence which prevents a secret from being made of
it"

(1963, p. 130).

Ponse

(1978) describes this kind of

interaction between the lesbian and those who may know of her
sexual identity as counterfeit secrecy.

She states it as:

the tacit negotiation of mutual pretense through which
the gay self is not acknowledged....Both audience and
gay actor cooperate to maintain a particular definition
of the situation and both parties tacitly agree not to
make that which is implicit explicit by direct
reference to it. (p. 69)
Interactions between lesbian and straight actor include
an unspoken understanding that nothing unusual is taking
place between them, even in the face of a gay situation or
event.

This is accomplished by mutual denial of violation of

social expectations,

resulting often times in the continued

questioning of the lesbian's personal life but with reference
to possible heterosexual activity.
Two studies that specifically examined lesbian identity
management were conducted by Moses
(1983).

Moses'

(1978) and Becker-Gorby

research was the first to describe what
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lesbians actually do or don't do to pass, and Becker-Gorby's
study was a follow-up to Moses'.

Both studies used

quantitative research in the form of a questionnaire designed
to determine passing strategies lesbians used as a function
of their perceived sense of visibility in social situations
involving straight people and risk-taking behaviors they
engaged in when in the company of heterosexuals.
Becker-Gorby, however,

added an ethnographic aspect to

her study by including unstructured and informal interviews.
Recruitment of participants for both studies was achieved
through the snowball technique.

Moses' sample of 81 lesbians

ranged in age from 20 to 54 and were primarily from
California, while Becker-Gorby's pool of 93 lesbian
participants were of the similar age range but were primarily
recruited from a more rural geographical location.

Though

both studies are limited in generalizability as the result of
the manner in which samples were generated,

and in

reliability as a result of absence of reported psychometric
properties of the questionnaire used,

these studies revealed

useful information about the impact of self-perceived
visibility on passing techniques and decision-making
processes in which lesbians engage when either passing or
disclosing.

A brief discussion of the results of both
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studies follows.
The results of M o s e s 1 study revealed the following:
concern about being identified as lesbian was more
influential in the number of management strategies engaged in
than self-perceived visibility.

Also, the minority of women

who were concerned about being identifiable as lesbian
reported engaging in more management strategies.

Certain

situations, such as attending a straight party either alone
or with one's partner and having relative's to one's home,
were experienced as more difficult in keeping one's
lesbianism private.

Management strategies continued to be

engaged in to some degree even in the presence of those
heterosexual friends and relatives to whom the women had come
out.

Women engaged in a variety of techniques to avoid being

known as lesbian; the two most frequently used being
introducing one's lover as one's friend and keeping one's
living situation private.

Finally, women who believed they

could be identified as lesbian engaged in more risk-taking
behaviors.
These results suggest that decisions about identity
management are a function of a variety of factors.

As

situations and relationships vary, so does the lesbian's
decision to keep her lesbianism concealed.

Her concern about
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being identified as a lesbian was influential in the number
and types of management strategies employed.

Avoidance of

behaviors that would identify one as lesbian was more
prevalent than an elaborate behavioral repertoire to fool
others.

In addition, when self-perceived visibility was

high, the need to cover appeared to be less important.
In an effort to duplicate and extend Moses'

study,

Becker-Gorby examined the same factors of identity management
as did Moses but included the impact of alignment to the
lesbian community as a possible influence on management.
Results revealed no effect of alignment to the lesbian
community on management strategies, other than to decrease
need to meet affiliative needs with heterosexual people.
However, results related to Moses' study both supported
and contradicted some of these earlier findings.

Parallel

findings were revealed in regard to self-perceived
identification and difficulty in social situations,

yet

contrasting ones were found in regard to risk-taking and
avoidance behaviors engaged in as a function of selfperceived visibility and concern about being identified as
lesbian.
In these two instances the lesbians in this study
engaged in more avoidance type behaviors as a function of
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concern and less risk-taking behaviors as a function of self
perception than did the lesbians in Moses' study. BeckerGorby hypothesizes this to be related to the difference in
the geographical location of the lesbians in each study.
Those women in the Moses study were from a more metropolitan
and possibly more accepting environment than the women in
Becker-Gorby's study, some of whom were from more rural areas
and possibly less favorable environments.

What this implies

is that stigma evasion behaviors may be undertaken more
frequently in response to a less supportive social
surrounding.
Concealing one's lesbianism results in a double life,
with those who do not know kept separate from those who do
know (Goffman,

1963; Plummer, 1975; Troiden,

1988).

The

result is constant vigilance in regard to information about
herself,

including how she presents herself,

who she spends

her time with, how close she allows herself to be to others,
and how she reacts to statements and actions about gays and
lesbians.

Relationships may be built on secrecy or pretense

or they may be kept from reaching a more intimate level
(Goffman,

1963; Ponse,

1978; Woods & Harbeck,

1992).

Denial

of the authenticity of her lesbian identity and movement away
from a more congruent sense of self are additional
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consequences of concealment

(Ponse,

1978; Nemeyer,

1980).

Often these costs of subterfuge outweigh the benefits of
hiding and the lesbian woman moves from total stigma evasion
strategies to ones of stigma disclosure or confrontation.
Strategies to Disclose-Risk-Takinq Behavior
Disclosure of a lesbian identity is not a one-time
event but rather a continuous process throughout the
lesbian's lifetime, with every new encounter and every
relationship,
tell?

old and new, calling up the question, do I

The philosophy of the gay liberation movement in the

1970's urged gay men and lesbians to come out to family,
friends,

coworkers, and others in the gay person's life

wherever and whenever possible

(Raphael,

1974).

However, the

studies above have shown that this is not the practice of
lesbians in general.
when disclosing.

Caution and planning were undertaken

Specific strategies for doing so were

uncovered.
Decision-Making
What appears to be important when self-disclosures are
made is not only the strategy of the risk-taking behavior but
the decision-making process undertaken to do so.

Ponse

(1978) reported on the need for the lesbian to know who is
safe to tell.

Those individuals in the lesbian's environment
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demonstrating empathy and discretion were judged as people to
whom disclosure would be safe.

She notes that:

Disclosure to straight friends is usually a gradual
process.
Some lesbians report a preliminary period of
feeling others out prior to disclosure.
Persons to
whom a gay identity is to be revealed might be sounded
about their attitudes toward gay people or toward
minorities in general, (p. 81)
Nemeyer

(1980) suggested this factor is crucial when

deciding whom to come out to at work.

In her study, lesbians

gave careful consideration to the meaning their lesbianism
would have to their colleagues and superiors and on their
positions and possible advancements.

It seems that testing

the waters before verbal disclosures are made is a way to
minimize risk of rejection,

since once a verbal admission of

lesbianism is made there is no taking it back.
Timing is suggested as an important factor for coming
out as well.

Consideration is given when forming new

relationships as well as being honest in well established
ones.

At the beginning of a new relationship,

lesbians run

the risk of immediate rejection if they self-disclose to an
untested and uninvested audience,

yet they run the risk of

being accused of deception if they wait too long once a
friendship has been established

(Ponse,

1978).

Taking the

time to decide how to tell is an additional consideration.
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Nemeyer (1980)

found that those women who were able to

see themselves as separate and individual from their family
took time to think over how to tell their family and did so
out of a wish for them to know rather than to fulfill other
emotional needs.

The importance of timing and decision

making at one's place of work was evident in Woods and
Harbeck's study in which some lesbians self-disclosed when
confronted with others suggesting an awareness of the
lesbian's identity
her boss,

(1992).

As one woman said in reference to

"He caught me off guard.

I didn't know what to do.

I was going to deny it, but no, why should I?
lied to him before, why should I now?

I've never

So I didn't"

(p.

159) .
A consistent finding in regard to the decision-making
process of lesbians when coming out was the desire and
subsequent choice to make relationships more intimate.
Nemeyer

(1980) found in her sample of lesbians that a

friendship could not be maintained without disclosure such
that "to manage one's sexuality or one's private life in the
context of a friendship seems to be much too difficult and
many women in the sample reported decisions to share their
life styles with old friends or letting these friendships
lapse"

(p. 129).
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In an ethnographic study of identity management among
gay men, Cain

(1991)

found that closeness was a major reason

given for disclosing to friends.

Ponse reports on the

increasing need to come out to straight friends as "the
intimacy of friendship escalates the tension toward
disclosing a gay identity"

(1978, p. 79).

These findings

suggest the importance of strengthening the bonds of
relationships and creating more personal connections with
others as a motivating factor to engage in the following
self-disclosing behaviors.
Verbal and Nonverbal Strategies to Disclose
Strategies for disclosing one's lesbianism were
generally found to include direct and indirect verbal and
nonverbal forms.

Though not exclusively experienced by

lesbian women, nonverbal methods may take the form of
associating with obviously gay others
Harbeck,

(Ponse, 1978; Woods and

1992) or wearing stigma symbols

(Goffman,

1963),

such as pins of interlocking women's symbols or pink
triangles, signs that identify an affiliation with the
lesbian community (Rothblum,
change of dress.

1994).

They may also include

It has already been stated that information

about oneself can be offered through the manner in which one
dresses.
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Lesbians in Raphael's study, once they began to come
out, were no longer concerned with appearing very feminine as
a way to pass, but instead began to dress more casually,
neither in a masculine nor feminine way

(1974).

Rothblum

(1994), in a report on the physical appearance of lesbians,
brings to the forefront the importance of dress as a symbol
of one's lesbianism and the means it provides for
identification.
Additional strategies of coming out were reported by
Woods and Harbeck

(1992) .

The lesbians in their study would

nonverbally disclose by bringing their partners to school
events without clarifying the nature of their relationship or
by inviting students to their homes without explaining the
nature of the living arrangements.
Indirect methods of stigma confrontation may involve
both verbal and nonverbal disclosures.

Though still not

straightforward in presentation and low in risk because of
the ambiguity they engender,

these strategies may bring the

lesbian's audience closer to an awareness of her lesbian
status.

These types of disclosures take the form of telling

without telling.

Woods and Harbeck (1992) reported how the

lesbian physical educators in their study would obliquely
interject personal information at work, offering vague but
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honest information about themselves.

This would include

acknowledging living with a roommate or friend to others,
actively challenging homophobic remarks about others,
confronting harassment of another by students, and/or
supporting a female student confused about her sexual
identity.
The lesbians in the study by Nemeyer

(1980) would tell

their parents without telling by periodically bringing women
home with them, and by being open in regard to spending their
time with women rather than with men.

This process of

dropping clues, or "method of disclosure by implication", was
also reported by Ponse

(1978) and is achieved by not hiding

the lesbian self, such as using the correct pronoun to
describe those people with whom she spends time or engages in
activities

(p. 82).

Goffman

(1963)

refers to this form of

disclosure as offering fleeting bits of evidence or making
purposeful slips.
From the above discussion of the strategies used both
to conceal and disclose a lesbian identity,

it is clear that

management of a lesbian identity can be complex and
elaborate.

The importance of the straight audience to the

lesbian woman, the need for safety, and the desire to bring
one's private and public selves into greater alignment have
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been suggested as factors in the lesbian's decision-making
process when coming out.

The effect, however, of the

lesbian's stage of development on identity management
strategies and on this decision-making process has been
rarely studied.

The following discussion addresses the

literature available on the possible connection between these
issues.
Relationship to Identity Development
The relationship of identity management strategies to
identity development has been investigated and reported on by
only a few researchers in the fields of sociology and
psychology.

On the topic of identity disclosure and identity

development,

Troiden

(1988) writes that often times, models

of identity development confuse disclosure with development.
He suggests that "identity disclosure is more a matter of
identity management than identity development"

(p. 41).

The

result is that those who offer models of identity development
do not offer much information about identity management
through the developmental process.
Additionally,

those studies on identity management have

failed to include the potential influence of identity
development on the specific identity management strategies
utilized.

This limitation is apparent in Moses' and Becker-
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Gorby's studies.

Both of these studies failed to consider

the stage of coming out of the lesbians under study.
been discussed in the section on identity development,

As has
the

need to conceal changes, as the lesbian women develops and
integrates her lesbian identity.

The results of the studies

that have been conducted may have been influenced by the more
open nature of the sample,

since in order to have been a

participant the women had to have had some contact with the
lesbian community.

Women who are first coming out to

themselves will not have contact with a lesbian community.
How would these women manage their identities in the various
situations proposed in these studies?

Those who have

investigated these issues suggest the following
considerations.
In Kahn's study to assess openness about one's
lesbianism with stage of identity development as per Cass'
model, a relationship between speed of identity development
and openness was found (1991).

She discovered that those

lesbians who had progressed through the stages of identity
development at a relatively rapid pace, demonstrated less
open behavior than those women who had progressed more
slowly.

Kahn proposed that though these women had achieved

higher stages of development and integration, perhaps they
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had not adequately learned how to be comfortable with and
integrate their self-disclosing behavior.

This study is

useful in connecting identity development with openness
behavior but does not offer information in regard to how
openness was achieved.
A study that addressed the issue of identity management
through identity development was conducted by Spaulding
(1982).

Retrospective accounts of identity management at

various stages of coming out revealed a pattern to the use of
management strategies.

Of the 24 women in the sample,

19 of

them used passing as a means of stigma evasion during early
periods of identity development.

This was followed by either

the use of restriction or counterfeit relations as dominant
strategies to manage a negative identity.

Most of the women

eventually self-disclosed their lesbian identities to others.
Spaulding suggested that these changes in management
technique reflected how the subjects worked toward regulating
a stigmatized identity and integrating a positive identity.
Unfortunately,

at what stages of identity development these

changes in management technique were made was not
investigated.

This still leaves unanswered the question of

how stigma is managed during lesbian identity development.
Though primarily interested in the examination of stage
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theories of lesbian identity development,
Sophie

in a study by

(1985/86), attention was given to patterns of

disclosure through her suggested four stages of lesbian
identity development.

Results indicated that during the

beginning stage of identity development,

self disclosure to

others, especially heterosexual people, was not effected.
As the women moved into the second stage, some disclosed to
heterosexual others and some did not, though most sought out
the lesbian community.

At stage three of Sophie's model,

most of the women began disclosing to heterosexual friends
and demonstrated variety in the techniques used to do so.
Only a minority of the sample continued to use passing as a
means of stigma evasion and most only partially attempted
passing at this point of identity development.
During the last stage of development, disclosure to
many people took place.
coming out to others,

If the lesbian had not yet begun

she began to do so at this stage.

These results suggest that a pattern of disclosure exists as
a function of identity development, with greater disclosure
occurring as lesbians move to higher stages of identity
development.

The study, however, did not investigate or

report on strategies of stigma evasion and confrontation nor
on processes of decision-making.

In addition, women at
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various stages of identity development were not included in
the sample.
In his sociological analysis of gay and lesbian
identity,

Troiden suggested various stigma management

techniques employed along a four-stage developmental process
he has proposed

(1988).

Though his findings were based on

both gay men and lesbians, patterns of strategies were
uncovered that are useful for this discussion.

His results

suggest that stigma management strategies really begin during
the second stage of development,

identity confusion, and are

aimed at stigma evasion, primarily from oneself. These
methods might include: denial of a gay identity to self;
repair of one's identity by exterminating gay behaviors and
feelings; and avoidance of gay feelings and behaviors through
such mechanisms as inhibition of gay behavior,

limitation of

exposure to heterosexual activity and homosexual information,
immersion into heterosexual activity, and redefinition of gay
feelings and behaviors into a more personally acceptable
interpretation.
During Troiden's third stage,

identity assumption, he

suggests that management strategies become directed outward
toward others as a means to manage an acquired stigmatized
gay identity.

Gay men and lesbians might engage in stigma
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evasion behaviors such as: capitulation,

in which gay

activity is avoided; minstrelization,

in which gay men and

women act in culturally stereotypical

behavior; passing as

heterosexual; and group alignment,

which the pain of

in

stigma is eased by attaching to the gay community.

the

Gay men

and lesbians demonstrate a change in management strategies
during the last stage of development,

commitment.

At this

time, passing and group alignment are replaced with the
techniques of covering and blending described earlier in this
chapter.

Confronting one's stigma as a means to manage a gay

identity is also behavior undertaken,

and is described by

Troiden as a process of conversion in

which the stigma is

converted into a virtue rather than a

vice.

Troiden has attempted to bring to light the shifts in
identity management through the identity development process
and has presented possible changes in behavior as the gay
individual moves toward greater integration.

However, his

discussion of stigma management strategies arises as a by
product of the development of his four-stage model and
therefore lacks in attention to the detail of decision-making
processes and explanation of the use of management
techniques.
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A final note on the relationship between lesbian
identity development and identity management is suggested by
Moses

(1978).

In her concluding comments on her study of

lesbian identity management,

she writes:

the data suggest that the study of deviance management
as it applies to lesbian women may need to take into
account some new factors.
If the women in this sample
are in any way representative, identity management for
lesbian women in the future may increasingly include
the issue of coming out.
It is felt that such a change
would affect the way in which both lesbians and
straights negotiate relationships, (p. 87-88)
The need to integrate these issues is suggested.

The purpose

of this dissertation is to meet this need.
Summary
This section presented a synopsis of the literature on
stigma,

stigma management,

and management of a lesbian

identity as a lesbian develops her identity.

The literature

reveals that a stigmatized identity evokes the use of
behaviors to conceal the stigmatized label.

Fear of the

consequences of disclosure proved to be a factor in the need
to hide a lesbian identity.

The invisibility of a lesbian

identity was shown to serve as a factor in keeping one's
identity hidden as well as an obstacle in connecting with a
community of one's own.
strategies were reported,

A variety of stigma evasion
and the one most frequently used

was found to be passing as heterosexual.

Movement toward
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revealing oneself as lesbian was presented and the decision
making processes used to do so discussed.

Strategies for

revealing oneself as lesbian encompassed both verbal and
nonverbal, direct and indirect expressions.

Patterns in the

use of stigma management strategies were suggested in the
literature that combined both issues of lesbian identity
development and identity management.

From limited research,

it appears that stigma evasion strategies are utilized
initially by lesbians and are replaced or augmented with
risk-taking behaviors as movement to higher stages of
development is made; however,

this study will seek to provide

additional information about this question.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY

IKIBQBUCIIQN
The purpose of this study was to explore the identity
management strategies lesbians use in varying areas of their
daily interpersonal interactions as they proceed through the
process of identity development.

It was also the purpose of

this study to investigate the decision-making processes
lesbians use in managing their identities at different stages
of coming out.

These goals were accomplished through the use

of a semi-structured interview format and participants'
journals.

Ethnographic research methods were

used for the

achievement of data collection.
This chapter will include 3 sections.

The first

section will discuss a rationale for the choice of
ethnographic research methodology.

The second section will

describe the design of the study, including selection of
participants, procedures to protect their confidentiality,
interview procedures,

and triangulation procedures.

The

third section will describe the data analysis and the
procedures used to interpret and integrate the data.
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Rationale for the Choice of Ethnographic Research
Methodology
In her study on the coming out process of lesbian
women, Nemeyer wrote,

"The process of coming out as a lesbian

woman cannot be approached as an isolated event in human
development but as a process with points of impact and
integration in a variety of arenas"

(1980. p. 55).

To

capture the essence of this experience for lesbians, an
ethnographic approach was utilized.

This approach was

applied in various other studies of lesbian identity
development and identity management
1985/86; Spaulding,

(Ponse,

1982; Woods & Harbeck,

1978; Sophie,
1992).

Since the

present study was also interested in capturing the essence of
lesbian experiences during the processes of identity
development and identity management,

an ethnographic method

was utilized as well.
Understanding the meaning these women make of their
experiences was the basis for the use of an ethnographic
approach.

This approach is not new to the study of

psychological phenomena and can be traced as far back as
Gordon Allport's suggestion of the usefulness of qualitative
method and personal documents in psychological investigations
(1942).

Hoshmand's comprehensive review of alternate
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research paradigms suggests that the ethnographic paradigm
can be traced to postpositivistic redresses of methodology in
various social scientific fields,

including psychology

(1989).
What is also suggested is that the traditional use of
reductive experimentation in psychological research be
expanded to include more open methodological approaches
(Hoshmand,

1989).

This would replace quantitative

methodology which includes a priori theory, hypothesis
generation,

and attempts to objectify, manipulate, and

quantify variables, with goals of studying experiences in a
holistic manner, where "meanings,

rather than causal

variables are the basic unit of research"
39).

(Ashworth, 1987, p.

Hoshmand writes of the ethnographic approach:
[It] aims at the holistic description of total
phenomena in context and attempts to generate from the
descriptions the complex relationships of factors
that influence human behavior toward, and belief about,
the phenomena. (1989, p. 16)
The use of quantitative reductionistic methodology in

the realm of human experience runs the risk of contextual
instability

(Polkinghorne,

1986), of oversimplifying and

omitting context resulting in the loss of meaning (Habermas,
1971), of making presumptions about the uniformity of human
behavior

(Manicas & Secord,

1983)

which could prevent
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discovery of variation,

and of conceptual narrowing of

subject matter which would include a restriction in the range
of questions researched

(Hoshmand,

1989).

This approach is

quite effective in the study of physical and biological
subjects where objectivity and measurement are valued.
Applied to the study of the human experience, however,

this

methodology may lose that which the phenomenologist values
the most: the meaning of the experience.
Two theoretical bases of ethnographic research that
attempt to preserve the meanings of experience are grounded
theory (Glaser & Strauss,

1967) and the phenomenological

paradigm (Giorgi, 1983; Polkinghorne,
Phillips, and Quartaro

1989).

Rennie,

(1988) describe grounded theory as an

approach that inductively examines information through a
comparative process of coding and categorizing data in such a
way that movement toward more parsimonious categorization
eventually leads to theory.

A phenomonological approach

attempts to clarify ambiguous meanings of the data through a
process of identifying themes in the information, aware at
all times of the need to suspend the investigator’s own
subjective experience from the analysis.

These methods

attempt to provide reliability and validity to their
analyses, psychometric properties valued in scientific
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research.

The analysis of this study was based on these

principles.
The rationale,

then,

for the choice of an ethnographic

approach for this study rested on the above stated intentions
of ethnographic research and the desire of this researcher to
explore the subjective meanings of lesbians' experiences.
Respecting the integrity and essence of these women's
realities was attempted through the use of the
phenomenological perspective.
Desicm of the Study

.Sample
Participants in this study consisted of lesbians at
each of the 6 stages of identity development as described in
Cass' model.

The original intent of this study was to obtain

five women from each stage for a total sample of 30.
However,

the total number of participants recruited at each

stage varied, resulting in a total sample of 25 women for the
study.

The sample consisted of one participant at stage one,

two participants at stage two, two participants at stage
three, eight participants at stage four,

five participants at

stage five, and seven participants at stage six.
The participants in this study had a mean age of 32.9
years with a range of 19 to 47 years.

They varied in terms
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of level of education, though all had reported some college
experience.
Caucasian,

In terms of race, 84% of the sample were
12% were African-American, and 4% were from India.

Their relationship status was divided between 48% who were
unpartnered and 52% who were partnered with a woman.
majority of the sample,

The

84%, resided in the northeast region

of the U.S. while the remaining 26% resided in the
MidAtlantic region.

Most of the sample,

84%, had some

experience in therapy, with 48% of that number presently in
treatment.

A majority of the sample were students,

the remaining varied among professional,
technical employment.

service,

44%, and

and

A complete description of sample

demographics is included in Table 1 (see Appendix B ) .
Sample Recruitment
Due to the closed nature of the lesbian community,

it

was anticipated that difficulty would exist in gaining access
to this community.

As a lesbian and member of this

community,

this author was in a special position for gaining

entrance.

I was able to access a pool of participants

through what is known as the "snowball technique"
1994) .

(Weiss,

This method allowed for the use of referrals as a

means to build a sample.

Therefore,

I was able to ask

lesbian acquaintances for referrals who then provided further
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referrals.
Additional ways of obtaining a sample of lesbians were
through:

advertisements placed in gay and lesbian newspapers

and bookstores in a nearby metropolitan area, advertisements
placed in the local and college newspapers,

advertisements

placed in local lesbian newsletters, private social
functions, private practice therapists, a gay and lesbian
college student group, and a college counseling center

(see

Appendix C ) .
It was anticipated that women in the early stages of
identity development would be the most difficult women to
solicit since by the very nature of their stage of
development, one of isolation and limited contact with the
gay and lesbian community,
Therefore,

they would be the most hidden.

for the purpose of maximizing procurement of these

women, four avenues were explored.

In Sophie's

(1985/86)

study of women at the early stage of identity development,
she was able to generate a sample of women by advertising in
the local university newspaper with an advertisement calling
for women who were experiencing changes in their sexual
identity, orientation, or both.
For this study, an advertisement similar to this was
placed in local university newspapers as well as local city
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newspapers

(see Appendix D) .

A second avenue was to contact

local university gay and lesbian organizations, as it is
often the case that individuals in this early stage of
development are of college-age.

Third, women who were

participants of the study were asked if they could suggest
other potential participants who may be at the early stages
of identity formation.

Thus, a referral base was utilized in

a manner similar to the snowball technique.

Fourth, private

practice clinicians and college counselors were contacted and
given C a s s 1 description of women in the early stages of
developing a lesbian identity.

They were then asked if they

were treating any clients presently that might be in these
early stages and,

if so, to refer them to this study.

Attempts to procure women at the various stages were
undertaken over a 10 month period in the service of
maximizing the number of women exposed to the various
advertisements.

It is believed that several hundred women

were aware of the advertisements.
anticipated,

Nevertheless, as

it was difficult to obtain women in the early

stages of lesbian identity development.
Unanticipated was the plethora of women volunteering
who placed themselves in stage four.
placed themselves at stage four and,

In total,

11 women

in the service of time
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and resources/
them.
six.

a decision was made to interview eight of

A similar decision was made for participants in stage
A total of nine women volunteered in this stage and

seven were interviewed.
Unanticipated as well was the difficulty procuring
women who were in stage five.

However,

five were obtained,

which was the original intent of this study.
Allocation of Participants to Stages of Development
Since this study attempted to combine management of a
lesbian identity with Cass' model of homosexual identity
development, Cass' Stage Allocation Measure

(SAM) was

utilized to select women at each of the 6 stages of lesbian
identity development.

This measure,

developed by Cass

(1984), consists of a collection of one-paragraph ideal
descriptions of each stage of the model,
feelings,

including thoughts,

and behaviors which an individual at each stage

might demonstrate

(see Appendix E ) .

validate this instrument, Cass

In an attempt to

(1984) correlated self

allocated placement of subjects with a questionnaire
designed to measure the various aspects of the stages.
Results indicated that the measure demonstrated content,
concurrent,

and construct validity.

Because the results

suggested some blurring to exist between Stages 1 and 2 and
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between Stages 5 and 6, a discriminant analysis was
conducted.

As a result of this analysis, it was demonstrated

that the stages can be differentiated and that the ordering
of the stages is as described.
In an attempt to apply Cass' model to factors affecting
the coming out process, Kahn (1991) utilized Cass' SAM and
found it to be a reliable measure in correlating openness
behavior to stage of identity development.

Using the

Openness Questionnaire, which assesses how open an individual
would be in diverse settings, a correlation of r=.58 between
disclosure to a variety of audiences and SAM was found to
exist.

Thus, the SAM, as a measure of stage of development

and self-disclosing behavior, has been tested and established
to have some psychometric properties of reliability and
validity.
The procedure used in placing women within these stages
was similar to that used by Cass
achieved through self-definition.

(1984).

Placement was

Participants were advised

that these passages are descriptions of types of women and
that they were to choose the one that best described the way
they saw themselves at the present time.
achieved prior to the first interview.

Self-allocation was
Possible participants

were sent the SAM, along with the consent form and
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demographic form.

This allowed for screening in of too few

and screening out of too many lesbians in each stage.

This

screening process prevented any unnecessary interviews once a
sufficient sample of participants was obtained for each
stage.

All forms were returned to the investigator before an

interview was undertaken.
Protection of Confidentiality
Every measure was taken to assure confidentiality of
the participants in this study as a means to encourage self
disclosure.

This was accomplished by explaining

confidentiality in a consent form given to each participant
(see Appendix F).

Included in the consent form was a section

on obtaining permission to quote (Lincoln & Guba,

1985).

No

participant was interviewed without a signed consent form.
Prior to the initial interview, confidentiality was discussed
with each participant to ensure full understanding.

Signed

consent forms were kept separate from interview protocols.
Each participant was assigned a fictitious name and
identifying information was changed in the results and
discussion sections of this study.

Participants were advised

of their rights to refuse to answer any research question
and/or discontinue their participation in the study at any
po i n t .
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Research Procedures
Pre-Interview Strategies
Participant Contact-Once volunteers contacted the
author for possible participation in the study, a telephone
call was made to each to discuss the nature of the project,
confidentiality, audio-taping of the interview, approximate
duration of the interview (one-half hour to one hour), and
expectations of participants.

If participation was agreeable

and desirable, arrangements for an interview was

made.

A

time and place was chosen at the convenience of the
participants.

A requirement for the location of the

interview was that it was a quiet setting,
distraction.

The consent form, demographic

free from
(see Appendix G)

form, and Cass' SAM were sent prior to the interview and
participants were asked to bring these forms with them at
that time.
Researcher's Personal Journal-A major instrument in the
process of ethnographic research are the investigators
themselves.

To use oneself in the process, however, presents

a paradox in the analysis of the data.

As Rennie,

Phillips,

& Quartaro(1988)report, investigators "attempt to rid
themselves of preconceptions about the phenomenon under
investigation so that its 'true' nature will be allowed to
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emerge in the analysis” (p. 141).

Yet, the person of the

researcher can not be ignored nor assumed to be
uninfluential.

Biases and subjectivity of the investigator

are present and "if the researcher in ethnography is,

indeed,

the person of the researcher... identifying the sources of
bias and subjectivity in the researcher's own makeup is
critical to the quality of the work done"

(LeCompte,

1987, p.

43) .
A method often used in ethnographic research to manage
the potential influence of researcher bias and/or
subjectivity and to incorporate these experiences in the
analysis is what is known as bracketing (Denton,
Hycner,

1985).

1981;

Hycner describes bracketing as "suspending as

much as possible the researcher's meanings and
interpretations and entering the world of the unique
individual who was interviewed"

(p. 281).

To achieve this

stance of suspension, ongoing use of a personal journal by
the researcher has been recommended (Bogdan & Taylor,
Lincoln & Guba,

1985; Stones,

1975;

1985).

This researcher kept an informal reflexive journal for
the following purposes:

1) to record assumptions and biases

toward participants and the interview process; 2) to record
her subjective feelings and thoughts of her own and
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participants' behavior immediately following each interview;
3) to record brief personal reactions of the study throughout
its course; 4) to record emerging issues, hypotheses, and
questions that will need further deliberation; 5) to record
notes on anything not well understood; and 6) to record any
noted interference of her own lesbian status in her own and
participants' behavior.

These journal entries were utilized

in the analysis process as a means to provide greater
integrity of the results.
The Interview
The interviews took place in settings that were
agreeable to the participants.

The settings included an

office at a local university's counseling center, the homes
of participants,

the offices of participants,

and an office

at a local university's Counseling Psychology Department.
During the interview, the following was presented to
the participants again:

1) the goals of the study; 2) the

expectations of the participants;
desired,

3) the time commitment

including frequency and length of the interview; and

4) the measures to be taken to ensure confidentiality.

At

this time, participants were asked to keep a personal journal
for one month, recording their thoughts,

feelings, and

behaviors in regard to both keeping their lesbian identities
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hidden from and disclosing their lesbianism to others in
their daily interactions.

Decision-making processes they

undertake in managing their identities was also requested as
entries in their journals.
Specifically they were asked to record their responses
to these four areas of self-reflection:

1) How they come out

to others; 2) How they think about coming out to others;
3) How they don't come out to others; and 4) How they think
about not coming out to others.

They were encouraged to

write on a daily basis as much or as little as they desire.
They were told that after one month, an exit interview would
be conducted,

lasting approximately one-half hour.

A month later, journals were collected and they were
asked if they had any final thoughts on their experiences. At
a later time, a summary of the initial interview was
presented to them for verification of the information.
Before beginning the actual interview, consent and
demographic forms were reviewed and any comments or questions
participants had about the study were answered.

If

participants forgot to bring these forms, they were asked to
complete them at that time.

Participants were reminded that

the interview would be audio-taped.
distraction of audio-taping,

To reduce any

a small, quiet tape-recorder and
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long-playing tapes were used.
After this introductory explanation and participant's
comments,

the interviews began.

The interviews were directed

by questions in a manner suggested by Weiss
an interview guide.

(1994) utilizing

An interview guide, which lists areas to

be covered in the interview, served as a means to ensure
comprehensive coverage of the areas of inquiry and as a
consultant to redirect the interview back to overlooked areas
or topics.

Any responses that were not clear were probed for

more information.

Interviews were completed within one hour.
Interview Questions

As an outgrowth of the literature review, three main
questions of interest emerged for this study.

They were:

1) How does a lesbian at each stage of identity development
manage her identity?; 2) What kinds of decision-making
processes does she undertake to do so?; and 3) How do these
decision-making processes differ at varying stages of
development?

Guided by these interests,

the following semi

structured interview schedule was designed and was used for
the interview:
1) How would you decribe your sexual identity or
orientation?
2) For those women at Stage 2 through Stage 6, I jumped
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down to question 3.

For those women who were unsure about

their sexual identity or orientation,

I followed this

line of questioning with the question: Have you told
anybody about this?

For those who answered with yes, I

followed with question 3.

For those who answered no, I

followed with question 7.
3) Whom are you out to/whom have you told?
4) How did you come out to these people?
5) Tell me about how you decided to come out to these people?
6) Whom are you not out to?
7) Tell me about how you decided not to come out to
these people?
8) For those you've not come out to

yet,are there ways

which you hide your lesbian identity?

in

Tell me about them.

9) Have you ever tried to let people know about your
lesbianism by dropping clues?

Tell me about those times.

10)For those lesbians at Stage 2 through Stage 6, the
following questions were asked:
a) Is deciding whom to come out to different now than
when you first identified yourself as a lesbian?
b) If so, how is it different?
c) Is how you come out to others

different now than

when you first identified yourself as a lesbian?
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d) If so, how is it different?
e) Were there significant turning points along the way?
f) If so, what were they?
Post-Interview Strategies
Post-Interview Question-Stones

(1985)

suggests that

ethnographic investigators not only attend to the research
questions at hand, but also to the experience of the
participants during the interview process.

As a means to

comply with this recommendation, a post-interview statement
was proposed to each participant

(see Appendix H ) .

Participants were asked to bring their written comments to
the exit interview in one month.

For the purpose of this

study, these statements provided the researcher with
information used in ascertaining whether the data gained
during the interview was legitimate, based on the rapport and
openness of the participants

(Stones,

1985).

Debriefing and Feedback-Participants in a psychological
study have a right to be debriefed at the end of their
participation in the study and investigators have an ethical
obligation to provide this
Association,

1992).

(American Psychological

Walsh-Bowers and Parlour

(1992) report

on the absence of this exchange of information between
researcher and participants in research projects.

They offer
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the suggestion of immediate debriefing when exiting the
interview setting and offering of interpretive feedback of
the results.

This would communicate to the participants a

commitment the investigator has made to "return something of
value to the participants"

(p. 102).

Therefore, debriefing

was accomplished during the exit interview with participants.
Feedback of the results was offered to each participant and
provided to those who communicated an interest.
Trianqulation Procedures
To enhance the vigor of the study, a strategy of
triangulation was employed.

Triangulation is a method by

which at least three points or sources of data are included
in the data collection and analysis.

Miller and Fredericks

(1987) suggest triangulation can be achieved by approaches
that involve the observer, methods, data, and/or theory and
recommend it as a procedure to incorporate in ethnographic
research.
For the purposes of this study, six approaches were
utilized.

These included:

1) use of a semi-structured

interview;

2) use of participant journals kept for one month;

3) use of post interview statements; 4) use of an independent
judge who coded the interview and journals separately
allowing for an inter-coder reliability coefficient to be
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determined and reported; 5) use of the researcher's personal
journal; and 6) use of participant interview summaries that
were verified or disconfirmed by each participant.

Any

changes participants made were incorporated into the analysis
of the data.
All but one participant who volunteered followed through
with all aspects of this study.

Contact with one participant

in stage five was lost in the month between the initial
interview and the follow-up interview.

As a result, a

journal and verification of her interview was not obtained.
Therefore, her interview comprises all the information
explicated from her data.

The decision to retain the data

obtained from her interview was made since her interview
substantiated the findings of the other participants in stage
five and added a deeper of understanding of the experiences
of lesbians at this stage.
Data Analysis
Spradley writes:
culture.

"Ethnography is the work of describing a

The essential core of this activity aims to

understand another way of life from the native point of view"
(1979, p. 3).

The objective,

then, of ethnographic research

is to enter into the world of another and explore,

listen,

and explain the phenomena unfolded.
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To do so, the researcher must find ways to find meaning in
the information provided in a manner such that "all data and
all perspectives are treated as having equal value"
(Hoshmand,

1989).

The task of analysis is one of eliciting

multiple meanings while suspending hypotheses.

Smith offers

that "explanation about the relationships among variables
come from the data rather than from preexisting theories"
(1991, p. 585).
The literature on ethnographic research proposes a variety
of strategies by which data of this kind might be analyzed
(Hoshmand,

1989; Hycner,

1988; Weiss,

1994).

1985; Patton,

1991; Rennie et al.,

In an effort to report on the three

research questions under study, Hycner's guidelines for the
phenomenological analysis of the interview data and
participants' journals was chosen (1985).
The decision to do sc was born out of the ease and
straightforward manner by which these guidelines provide for
a step-by-step approach of analysis.

In addition,

this

approach conveys a respect for the data as a phenomenon and
attempts to be "true to the phenomenon of interview data
while also providing concrete guidelines"

(Hycner,

1985, p.

280) .
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Hycner proposes 15 steps of analysis.

Each will be

described below.
1.

Transcription-Each audio-taped interview was

transcribed to preserve the exact gestalt of the interviews.
This included verbal and nonverbal communications.

The work

of transcription was undertaken by the researcher and was
transcribed to a microcomputer word processor.
2.

Bracketing and Phenomenological Reduction-As has been

stated earlier,

the need of the researcher to suspend her/his

own biases and interpretations of the other's world is
crucial in ethnographic research.

This researcher made every

attempt to do so through the use of reflexive journaling.
This step helped the researcher listen to the tape recordings
and read the transcripts with an openness to whatever
emerged.
journals.

This also included the reading of the participants'
In addition, she checked on her ability to bracket

out her presuppositions by confering with her dissertation
chair on assumptions made.

These procedures were maintained

throughout the explication process.
3.

Listening to the Interview for a Sense of the Whole-

Hycner suggests that the researcher listen to the transcribed
tapes and read the transcriptions at least three times
get a sense of the whole interview, a gestalt"

"to

(p. 281).
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Inclusive in this step was the reading of participants'
journals.

This process was undertaken and included the use

of a journal to record notes on impressions or questions
arose.
4.

Delineating Units of General Meanincr-A unit of general

meaning are "those words, phrases, non-verbal or
paralinguistic communications which express a unique and
coherent mea n i n g . ..clearly differentiated from that which
precedes and follows"

(Hycner,

1985, p. 282).

At this stage,

participants’ meanings were elicited by going over the
transcriptions and personal journals and included those
statements that were redundant and/or ambiguous.

Literal

meanings of the participants' statements were preserved.
5.

Delineating Units of Meaning Relevant to the Research

Ouestion-It was at this stage that the relevance of the
general units of meaning extracted from the interviews and
journals to the research questions of the study were
addressed.

This involved making a determination as to

whether the general units of meaning of each participant
responded to and/or illuminated the research questions.
they did, these units of meaning were retained.
were discarded.

When

If not, they

This stage engendered a judgment call on the

part of the researcher as to whether units of meaning would
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be included or not.

It was the intent of this researcher,

then, to err on the side of safety and, therefore,

included

that which was ambiguous in regard to relevance.
6.

Training An Independent Judge to Verify the Units of

Relevant Meaning-At this stage of the analysis, the
researcher trained a judge to independently delineate units
of meaning relevant to the research questions in the manner
described above.

The units of meaning were derived both from

the interviews and the journals.

This step was undertaken to

guard against the researcher's presuppositions interfering
with unbiased analysis of the data.
Units of general meaning were placed on index cards,
coded, and five hundred were randomly selected.

A counseling

psychologist, who was blind to the objective of the study,
was asked to determine which units belonged to a particular
cluster or relationship of meaning relevant to a particular
subcategory (Appendix I ) .

The meaning of each subcategory

was provided to the judge.

Using the formula proposed by

Miles and Huberman (1984),

(the number of agreements divided

by total number of agreements plus disagreements),

an inter

coder reliability coefficient of 91.8% was obtained.
7.

Eliminating Redundancies-Once the relevant units of

meaning were delineated and checked,

redundancies of units
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performed:

The following assessments, therefore, were

1) the number of times a meaning was mentioned; 2)

the chronology of events; 3) the importance of a particular
issue to the participant; and 4) the non-verbal and paralinguistic cues which were significant in emphasis or
alteration of the literal meaning of units.
8.

Clustering of Units of Relevant Meanina-Once the data

were reduced from all units of meaning to separate and unique
units of meaning,

further condensation was undertaken by

combining the units into naturally occurring clusters.
Hycner describes these as "some common theme or essence that
unites several discrete units of relevant meaning"

(p. 287).

Here again the researcher's judgment played a role in the
determination of clusters which was conferred both by her
committee chair and a committee member.
9.

Determining Themes from Clusters of Meaning-Working

toward further reduction and integration of the data, a
determination of themes under which clusters of meaning may
be included was made.

The intent still was to capture the

gestalt of the relevant segments and clusters.
10.

Writing a Summary for Each Individual Interview-Once

the above steps were accomplished,

integration and

description of the themes that arose were compiled for each
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interview and journal through the writing of a summary of
combining each participant's interview and journal.
11.

Return to the Participant with the Summary and Themes-

Each summary was mailed to the participants for verification.
They were asked to assess whether the essence of the
interview and journal entries had been accurately captured
and, if not, to make any corrections as needed.

This step

helped to provide for a "validity check" of the data (Hycner,
1985, p. 291).
12.

Modifying Themes and Summary-At this step, procedures

one through ten were revisited utilizing new data from the
post interview and verification check and themes and
summaries were modified as indicated.
13.

Identifying General and Unicrue Themes for All

Interviews-This step was a two-stage process of: 1) themes
common to most or all of the interviews were identified and
2) themes unique to only a few or a single interview were
identified and used as counterpoints to general themes.
14.

Contextualization of Themes-The general and unique

themes were then placed back within the overall context of
the individual interviews.
15.

Composite Summarv-The final step in the data analysis

included the compilation of a composite summary of all of the
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interviews within each stage which captured the experiences
of the participants.

This was undertaken as an attempt to

provide a holistic and general description of the
participants' experience within stages.

SinnmaKY
This chapter discussed the rationale for the use of
ethnographic methodology in this study.

The importance of

exploring and preserving the meaning of lesbian experiences
was offered as a basis for this choice.

The design of the

study, including selection of participants, procedures to
protect their confidentiality,

interview procedures, and

triangulation procedures, was outlined.

Finally,

this

chapter described the procedure by which data would be
analyzed, interpreted, and integrated.

Hycner's guidelines

for data analysis were outlined.
There are eight characteristics Smith

(1981) suggests

as important when evaluating the quality of a proposed
ethnographic design.

They are: 1) sufficient duration of

contact with participants; 2) scope of perspective; 3)
ethical responsibility;

4) logical connection between type of

data and method of collection; 5) verification through the
use of triangulation;

6) nonideological stance of the

researcher toward the data; 7) clear writing; and 8)
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contribution to knowledge.

The present study attempted to

include all eight of these facets in the design.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the
interview data of twenty five women at six different stages
of lesbian identity development.

All data were analyzed and

compiled according to the qualitative methodology and
phenomenological perspective described in chapter Three.

The

presentation of this results chapter is divided into three
areas.
First, a composite interview summary of each woman is
presented in the service of providing the reader with a
"gestalt" of each woman's experience.

Participants were

assigned a fictitious name and identifying information
changed to protect their confidentiality.

Each participant's

summary is categorized according to one of six homosexual
identity development stages.

The particular stage for each

participant was determined from her response on the Stage
Allocation Measure.
Second and more specifically, a composite summary of
each stage is discussed with an emphasis on exploring themes
related to the identity management and decision-making
strategies the participants used in managing their lesbian
identities.

This discussion pertains directly to the first
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two research questions:

(1) How do lesbians at six different

identified stages of lesbian identity development manage or
regulate information about their identities?

and (2) In what

kind of decision-making processes do lesbians engage when
managing their identities?.
In the last section of this chapter, data directly
related to the third research question will be reported.
This question asks:

How are these decision-making processes

different at each of the six stages of lesbian identity
development?
The data utilized to compile these summaries included
the

participants'

interviews,

journal entries, verification

of summaries, and investigator journal.

The participants'

journal entries were consistent with what participants
offered in their interviews and these entries, plus the
verification received by the participants,
interviews.

As mentioned in chapter three,

substantiated the
a reflexive

journal was kept by the investigator to bracket out biases in
interpretation of the results.

Therefore,

this journal was

utilized in data analysis in the ways outlined previously.
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Interview Summaries
Interview Summaries - Stage 1
There was one participant who self-defined in this
developmental stage.
Jan
Jan was a 27 year old Caucasian, unpartnered woman who
reported coming from a Christian religious background.

She

was a college graduate in the process of pursuing a graduate
degree in a northeastern city near a large metropolitan area.
She has had some experience with counseling and was receiving
counseling at the time of the interview.
Jan had only disclosed to a few people the confusion
she was experiencing in regard to her sexual orientation.
These people were her therapist and three friends.

She was

not out to her family of origin nor to a surrogate family she
reported having.

No one else in her life knew.

The disclosure strategies Jan used were directly and
indirectly active.
friends, she was,

When she made the decision to tell her
in general, very direct —

"She asked me

how Joan and I were doing, because she knew there was
something going on.
what I was thinking."

So I just shared with her how I felt and
She was much more indirect when coming

out to the woman to whom she was attracted and reported "I
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don't beat around the bush very long.

Only with Joan."

Jan reported no need to hide who she was around friends
or family in terms of dress or mannerisms.
don't dress differently around them.
around them,

She stated "I

I don't act more girly

'cause I'm not very effeminate so it just

doesn't...they pretty much know this is who I am."
She did, however,

engage in passive hiding strategies,

such as not actively talking about herself and not bringing
the subject up in conversation.

The main reasons she gave

for doing so were because she herself was confused and it
depleted too much of her energy —
energy to try to explain things,

"I don't want to expend my
'cause I'm not sure where

anything is right now, so trying to explain it to somebody
else is just a pain."
Jan had many strategies for deciding not to come out to
others at this time in her life.

She discussed that, in her

family of origin, her relationship with her father was one in
which personal issues were not discussed.
kept to this unspoken tradition.

Consequently, Jan

She made the same decision

for the same reasons when deciding not to tell her brothers - "It pretty much wouldn't come up but I don't think I'd tell
them because they wouldn't want to listen.
communicate."

We just don't

Jan's decision to keep her sexuality private
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with her mother was based on Jan's sense that her mother was
homophobic and that "I think it would be real hard for her to
catch a clue if I decided I was gay."

She said that she

preferred not to put herself in the position of hearing any
negative response from her mother, as she had enough
confusion in her life as it was.
Jan's decision not to come out to her surrogate family
was based on the belief that they would not "handle it well."
She discussed hearing "strange remarks about things" from
some of the members and that "there's the norm and then
there's not the norm.

I don't feel like explaining not the

norm."
Making the decision to come out to friends was
primarily based on the establishment of trust and connection.
When the need to talk about her feelings coincided with a
sense of trust,

Jan self-disclosed.

What guided Jan's

decision-making strategies most was how close she felt to
those people in her life.

This is what motivated her to come

out to the woman she was attracted to as well.

She needed to

be able to communicate with them before she would share her
herself.

As she said "If I don't spend time with people and

I don't communicate with people very often,

I figure it's

none of their business anyway."
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In addition,

Jan made decisions to come out to a

lesbian friend as a way to get information about the "other
side of the coin” and to be understood by someone who "would
understand where I was coming from a little bit better."
There were no real changes in how Jan would come out to
people.

She was very new to the process and did not have

enough history in coming out to experience much change in
identity management.

She did discuss feeling pressed to

change who she came out to as the feelings she was
experiencing were becoming more intense.
become more pressing on my mind.

As she put it "It's

In the past 3 months,

it's

been driving me up the wall, but that's because I see Joan
every day."
The most significant turning point for Jan was her move
to school and meeting Joan.

It seemed that becoming

attracted to her friend had caused Jan to struggle with her
sexuality.

She discussed struggling with her feelings for

the past 3 years and that she had first begun to think about
the possibility of being lesbian at the age of 13, but that
lately it was a "big issue".
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Interview Summaries - Stage 2
There were two participants who self-defined in this
developmental stage.
Amy
Amy was a 25 year old African-American,

celibate

lesbian who reported coming from a Pagan-Christian religious
background.

She lived and worked in a major metropolitan

area in the northeast.

Amy had attended college for two

years and was now a preschool teacher's aide.

She had

received counseling a few times during the last seven years
but was not presently in treatment.

Amy had been out to

herself as lesbian for the past two years.
Amy had disclosed her sexual orientation to a good
female friend, a group at the Christian church which she
attended, and to three gay males, one of which was her
brother.

She attempted to disclose to one of her sisters;

however,

the two of them backed away from the conversation

and now pretend that she is not lesbian.

She was not out at

work or with anyone else in her family.
Amy was active and direct when coming out to these
people in her life.

When coming out to her brother she said

"I had made some kind of point about women and love and sex
and I had sort of made a statement that really was from a
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lesbian point of view.

And I didn't feel like clouding it or

not saying it and so I said it."

In the group at church, a

group primarily composed of gay and lesbian people, Amy said
that she was direct in discussing the pain she was
experiencing in regard to her sexuality.
Amy engaged primarily in management strategies to
conceal her lesbianism,
and using

such as actively hiding her identity

counterfeit secrecy.

Hiding strategies would

include, not inviting others to her home where she had
pictures and books which were telling, keeping quiet when a
gay or lesbian theme came up in conversation, not talking
about her private life, and lying about how and where she
spent her time.

For example, when going to the Michigan

Women's Music Festival,

a lesbian music festival,

she said "I

had to take off from work and everybody wanted to know where
I was going and what I was doing.

So I had to lie to

everybody and say that I was going on a family reunion in
Michigan."
The strategy of counterfeit secrecy was used with one
of her sisters to whom she had previously attempted to come
out.

In this relationship, Amy and her sister do not talk

about her sexuality and her sister pretends that, since Amy
is celibate, she is not lesbian.

Amy goes along with this
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assumption and does not try to correct her sister.
Decisions not to come out to others were based on her
sense of others' homophobia, her fear of losing her job, her
fear of losing the love of important people, and the absence
of any meaningful relationship.

At work, Amy heard many

homophobic remarks by coworkers and was afraid of losing her
job.

She said:
It would be too stressful, economically and
emotionally, for me to deal with the coming out issue
right now where I'm working.
I know how they feel
about dykes, so if I came out to them, the jokes that
they've been making for the last three years have been
toward me.
Amy made the decision not to come out to particular

family members, except for her gay brother,
reasons.

for a variety of

She reported having no meaningful relationship with

her other siblings and therefore no need to come out to them.
This was also true with her mother.

Amy said that her mother

reacted poorly when her brother told her he was gay.

She

stated that she does not rely on her mother for validation
and that "my telling my mother would mean we'd stop talking
for, I don't know, and that would be the only result of it,"
a result which would have no meaning to Amy.
On the other hand, her fear of losing her grandmother's
love was the chief motivating force behind Amy's decision to
keep her sexual orientation a secret.

As she so poignantly
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stated "I fear her ridicule,

I love her, and it would kill me

if she locked me out...It would kill me if she said she
didn't love me anymore.

So I couldn't tell her."

Amy based the decision to come out to others on how
safe she felt with them.
Amy said,
safe.

"it

And she

With a very good female friend,

seemed like the right thing to do and it felt
was reaching out to me and it took a lot

courage and so I wanted to."
group from church,

of

The same was true with the

a group Amy said was designed to allow its

members to "let go of pain."
The decision, however, to come out to her sister four
years ago was made for another reason.

Though the

relationship was a "close" one, it was one in which Amy felt
uncomfortable due to
heterosexuality.

her sister's assumptions of Amy's

In response, Amy wanted to "shut her up"

and stop lying to her and told her sister:
You know,right now I'm going through a
transition and
I'm not attracted to men at all in that way.
But I'm
attracted to women.
I'm not sure I'm going to act on
it but I really wish you would stop bringing those
topics up unless I bring it up because right now it
really makes me feel uncomfortable and I don't want to
lie to you anymore.
Amy discussed her personal reactions to her own coming
out process and about being out in the lesbian community.
Coming out had made her relationship with her gay brother a
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closer one.

As she said "it's brought us closer together so

we could come together and talk and basically we're the
people in the family who are gay."
She also discussed the fear of being out at work and the
difficulty she has had in regulating her reactions with
coworkers.

For example, she discussed an experience in which

she purposely attended a movie with a gay theme first with
her brother and then with a heterosexual coworker.

When

asked why?, she said "I did that on purpose because there are
lesbian issues in the film and so I could talk about the
lesbian issues with Bob.
the film,

I knew what to expect,

as far as

so I didn't have any reactions that I couldn't

control."
Due to economics and her fears of being out at work,
Amy had limited access to the lesbian community and to others
in general. This impacted opportunities to come out to others
and increased Amy's feelings of loneliness.

In addition, Amy

believed that she, and other "working class" lesbians, were
invisible in the lesbian community as a whole.

She said:

I can't really afford to be involved, or like you
always read in magazines, someone wrote that only the
middle class lesbians can afford to be active and can
afford to set the tone to lesbian chic...You know, the
regular working class, the regular lesbian is invisible
because she can't afford to be visible; she doesn't
have the time to be visible.
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The effect of these limitations on Amy's life was best
put by Amy, who said,
being a lesbian.

"and that's what's been so hard about

I'm a lesbian to nobody except two people."

There were no real changes in who Amy had come out to
in the two years since she has been out to herself.

There

was no one new in her life to whom she could come out.
However, if she had the opportunity to come out, she said
that she would come out differently than she had in the past.
She would be more self-assured and confident and would feel
less shame.

As she said "if I came out now to anybody,

like

if I wanted to try my sister again or if I eventually quit
the school,

I always say that I would tell them I'm gay.

Because that would just be the icing on the cake."
The most significant turning point for Amy was when she
first realized that she was a lesbian.
one night when a friend,
night.

The realization came

to whom she was attracted,

spent the

This experience of being attracted to a friend was so

powerful it caused her to become more closeted.

She said:

I couldn't be in the same room with her and I got up
and I'm thinking, I love this woman.
But I became more
closeted and that was the last time I invited anybody
to my house. And I stopped going to other people's
houses.
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Pearl
Pearl was a 26 year old Caucasian, unpartnered woman
who reported coming from a Catholic religious background with
a Polish and Finnish heritage.

She lived in a rural area in

the northeast, had attended college there for a few years,
and was now a woodworking student.

She had adopted a son

when she was 16 years old and had been heterosexually
married.

Pearl had a young daughter who presently lived with

her, though her son does not.

At the time of the interview,

Pearl was not in therapy but had been, off and on,
years.

for a few

She stated that she has been confused about her

sexual orientation since she was 19 years old.
In general, Pearl was out to people who were less
important to her.
male.

This circle of individuals was primarily

She said "I told a lot of people that don't have a big

effect on my life."

This was not the case, however, with a

good male friend of hers and a female she met in a bookstore.
She was also out to her exhusband and a past therapist.

She

was not out to any of her other friends, anyone in her
family, or anyone at school.
Pearl was direct when coming out to her exhusband.

She

said "he was being nice to me and I was able to talk to him
and it just all came pouring out."

She was active and direct
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when telling her good male friend as well as the other males
in her life, including one of her therapists.

For example,

with one male friend who wanted a relationship with her, she
said:
We were driving around and I just told him about my
confusion and where I feel attracted to men but I
couldn't make love to them.
I told him I didn't want
to get involved with anybody but that I have this
emotional connection to women.
She was less direct, however, when trying to let a woman
she met in a bookstore know that she might be lesbian.
this experience,

With

Pearl dropped clues using a gay book as a

vehicle to signal something about her sexuality.
used the strategy of dropping clues,

She also

such as talking about

the subject, with others to assess how safe they may be.

She

said "over the years I would talk about this subject with
people and make it more or less conversation and try to see
how they felt, where they stood."

This was a preliminary

step taken before coming out directly.
The strategy Pearl used most frequently to conceal her
sexual identity was evasion.

She would be obtuse and

superficial in her conversations with others when the topic
of relationships came up.

If asked if she was dating anyone,

she would answer "yes, but I'm vague" so as not to reveal
more than necessary.

No other strategy for concealing was
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used.
The two main arenas in which Pearl was closeted were
family and work.

The decision to stay closeted with her

family came from an experience she had as a child.
witnessed her mother fire her gay babysitter.

She had

Years later,

when he came back to visit, she watched her family and
neighbors circle his house and yell "Faggot,
York, we don't want you here."

go back to New

She described her family as

somewhat closed-minded and not very intimate, who would
rather she had remained in an abusive marriage than be a
single mother.
Pearl's need for security and to have others know her
first before knowing what her sexual orientation was what
drove her to keep closeted at work.
for who she was and not be prejudged.

She wanted to be seen
Pearl said this with

regard to keeping closeted at work:
I won't be able to be open about this until I'm more
secure in my life and people know me; that I have
values and goals and things. And they don't see that
at w o r k . ..they would think of me as just this immoral
person and I don't think people get past that and see
me for who I am.
I have to be delicate depending on
the situation. I'm not in a very good environment for
this anyway.
Pearl had made some attempts to come out to old friends
and based her decisions on whether or not she believed they
would be accepting.

With those friends she had made while
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married,
that,

she decided not to come out because she believed

"to those guys it was a turn on but the girls thought

it was gross."

With others, she said,

"as long they're

receptive and they're not going to try and hurt me, then I'll
be open about it.

And the people who are offended by it or

can't talk about it, I won't."
Pearl's decision to come out to males she'd met was
based on her need to let them know she was not interested in
them as sexual partners.

She said "...and these men were

hitting on me all of the time.

This was going on with me all

the time so I started telling them that I'm gay."
With other males in her life,
was based on different reasons.

the decision to come out

Pearl's need to tell a good

male friend stemmed from the closeness they had, and with her
exhusband,

it came more from

feelings.

As she put it

to.

the need to talk about her

"he was the first person I talked

I was pretty much going around in my mind,

like I was

locked in a box."
Pearl's struggle with the decision to come out also
arose from the need to be "true" to herself and to be sure
that she was accurate in

herdescription of herself

lesbian.

that if

She was afraid

or heterosexual,

she were,

as

in fact, bisexual

she would have labeled herself inaccurately
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and then "have people thinking I'm such a flake and not want
to be around me anymore.
just get it right."

It's really important to me that I

She also described her need to be honest

with herself and others in this way:
So, this lifestyle...I feel than when I get comfortable
with the way I feel, I won't care if they find out.
I
really do.
I really want to be open and honest with
myself so people will know me, what I am and not.
Not
try to hide it like there's something wrong with me.
That's very important to me.
She would also base her decision about coming out to
others when the relationship became more "personal."

Then

she said she would have to let them know and that "even if I
try to keep my mouth shut,

I find it comes up and I spill my

g uts."
Years ago, when struggling with her sexual identity,
Pearl sought counseling and told her therapist that she
thought she was gay.

The decision to come out was "cause I

had this crush on this girl who was

[gay]", which confused

Pearl.
During this process of coming out to herself and
others,

Pearl has had a mix of personal reactions.

She has

never had a sense of belonging anywhere in her life, but
since reaching out to the gay community for support,

she has

felt a "warm receptiveness from people that don't know me."
In contrast to feeling accepted by the gay and lesbian
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community, Pearl described the fear she felt being lesbian in
the small, rural town in which she lives.

She described the

atmosphere there as "dangerous."
In general,

the reactions Pearl has received from those

to whom she has come out have been negative.

The men she

told either have discontinued contact with her or have
continued to pursue her as a sexual partner.

She said "guys

that I tell think it's like this weird sex thing."
friend,

With one

"he was very supportive and it was really nice.

Unfortunately, everything went right back to the old stuff
again."

She received a similarly disappointing reaction from

her therapist who told Pearl that she was not lesbian, that
she should forget the idea, and that "whenever I tried to get
on the topic,

it was changed."

Though new to the process of coming out, Pearl had
already experienced a slight change in how she was coming
out.

She described herself as having become more open about

her feelings with others.
come out had changed.

In addition, to whom she would

She had made decisions not to "hang on

to people that are going to have a bad attitude" and that,
though she is still careful with who knows at work and in her
family, with friends she would come out more because "the
most important thing to me I think is people knowing me for
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what I am."
Pearl did not directly speak of any significant turning
points for her in terms of coming out or not.

However, her

experiences with her family and her therapist were
frightening and invalidating enough to send Pearl back into
the closet and

delay her exploration

process.

Interview Summaries - Stage 3
There were two participants who self-defined in this
developmental stage.
Tami
Tami was a 45 year old Irish, Caucasian lesbian who had
been partnered with a woman for 20 years and lived in a major
metropolitan area in the northeast.

She had an associates

degree and held positions in both a pet-grooming and a pizza
delivery business.
2 years.

Tami was not in therapy but had been for

She has described herself as lesbian for the past

ten years and as bisexual prior to that.
Tami was out at one of her places of employment but not
the other.

She was also out to three female cousins in her

family, all who were lesbians.

She was not out to any other

people in her life, including family,

friends,

and work.

The disclosure strategies Tami used were passive and
indirect.

If asked whether she was lesbian, Tami would not
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deny it, but she wouldn't "come right out wearing banners."
Coming out to her cousins,

sister,

and coworkers was done

indirectly by introducing her lover to them while at a gay
bar, party,

and work.

she came out at work,

Tami said this when asked about how
"I started working there and I just

eventually, when I met Sue,
said yeah."

I either introduced her and they

Assumptions were made that this was her lover

though Tami never said so.
Tami used more strategies to conceal than to disclose.
She relied on hiding, passing,
primary means to do so.

and counterfeit secrecy as her

Twenty years ago when her cousins

first asked if she was gay, Tami denied it.

Now, she won't

deny being lesbian, but she does not talk about her sexuality
with others.

At her job where she is closeted,

her conversations with others to safe topics.
Dominoe's,

she limits
She said "at

I basically talk about my grandmother and the

responsibility of taking care of her, so that takes care of
the topic why don't I go out or whatever because I don't have
time taking care of her."
Tami would pass when at a family gathering by dressing
more femininely.

Sometimes she would "play the straight

little person" with people she believed couldn't "handle it."
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Though she would sometimes use passing as a way to
manage her identity with her family, she most often used
counterfeit secrecy with them.

Tami believed her family knew

the nature of her relationship with her partner, but she and
they never talked about it.

She said " I ’m sure they know but

nothing's ever talked about" and that "everything's fine as
long as we don't talk about it."

Her parents may ask how Sue

is, but they never discuss who Sue is to Tami, and Tami
doesn't do so either.
The decision not to come out to her family was based on
her fear that they would not accept her and that to do so
would only "cause trouble."

She said "I like them as family

and I could keep them as family and I don't think I would if
I came out.

And I know how they feel about it, so why cause

problems?"
Tami's decision not to come out to her lifelong friends
was made for the same reason.

She had heard them tell gay

jokes and make antigay comments.

As a result, she chose to

keep quiet about her sexuality to keep their friendship.

She

said "I value their friendship even though they have a way of
thinking other than the way I think,
closet."

so, I just stay in the

Tami saw this part of her life as "just one little,

itty bitty thing" and focused more on other things to talk
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about and do with them.
The decision to stay in the closet at her pizza
delivery job was based on Tami's assessment of it as not a
gay friendly place.

She had heard that the company donated

money to antigay causes and witnessed gay employees fired for
"stupid reasons."

When asked what made her decide to stay

closeted at work, she responded "... because I know they'd
fire me 'cause of my lifestyle."
Tami's decision to come out at her pet grooming job was
a result of the knowledge that the employers and most of the
employees were gay.

This communicated an acceptance Tami

needs to feel before coming out.
A related decision-making process was undertaken when
coming out to her cousins.

She said "it was just because

that they were gay and we socialized together and stuff like
that, that's about it.

And obviously they could accept it."

In general, Tami would assess whether another would be
offended by her lesbianism before coming out.
they could "handle it" then she said "fine,

If she felt

I'll talk to

them."
Tami discussed the changes she has experienced in
herself over the past 20 years in regard to how she comes
out.

She believed that she would be more direct now if asked
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about her sexuality, and though she would still not actively
tell anyone,

she would not deny it either.

However, she had

not changed in terms of to whom she has come out.
in her life have remained constant,

The people

and because her "friends

and family haven't changed that drastically",

there have been

no new opportunities available.
Though no one turning point was significant for Tami,
she did feel that the increase in visibility of the gay and
lesbian communities has made her feel less alone and worried
about being seen as mentally ill.

She said "there seems to

more of us around...I'm not alone as much.

They don't put

you in some kind of mental institution any more."
Diane
Diane was a 42 year old Caucasian, unpartnered woman
who reported an Episcopalian religious background.

She lived

in a rural town near a major metropolitan area in the
northeast, had attended college for a few years, and was
currently unemployed.

She was still heterosexually married,

but separtated, and had two daughters who did not live with
her.

Diane was in therapy and had been, off and on, for 8

years.

She described herself as homosexual and has been for

the past 3 years.
Diane was out to her mother, her daughters, her
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therapist,

and few of her friends.

father, brother,

She was not out to her

or anyone else in her family.

Her husband,

with whom she was separated, did not know she was lesbian.
She was not out to anyone else in her life.
Diane described coming out to her mother as a mutual
coming out in that they came out to each other
simultaneously.
daughter.

This was a similar scenario with her older

She stated that her daughter said "Mom, do you

have a problem with that?", to which Diane replied "that's
really funny, Cindy, because I am too."
daughter,

With her younger

she was a little more indirect and said she "had

feelings for Mary

[a friend] other than just friendship."

Coming out to her therapist and friends from her therapy
group was an active and direct process.

She simply told her

therapist that she was not attracted to men anymore.
the support of her therapist, she told her friends.

With
She made

the announcement to all of them at once, hedging at first and
then saying "Guys, guess what?

I think,

I'm pretty sure I'm

gay."
In the service of hiding the status of her sexual
orientation with those whom she is closeted,

Diane would not

talk about her sexuality and would actively hide her lesbian
books when others came to her house.

When asked how she
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might hide, she said "I actually hide what I read...under my
bed."
Diane's decision not to come out to her father and
brother was based on the need to "cut all ties" with them due
to abuse in the family.

She had no relationship with either

of them and said that she couldn't "deal with them anymore."
In fact, she had not spoken to her father in six years.
The decision to stay closeted with her husband was
primarily a financial one.

She described him as "homophobic"

and feared that he might stop any financial support.

She

also feared any anger he might display and the loss of the
security he provided her.
Diane kept to herself in her neighborhood as well
because she didn't see much support for the gay community
there.

She described the neighborhood as not a "close one"

but one in which "I have my house, you have yours, and we
don't speak.

The only thing we may speak about is that your

car is in my way."
The decision-making process to come out to her
daughters was undertaken on the basis of wanting her children
to "know that there are all options in this world" and that
if she were to come out to them, they might say "gee, well if
Mom's able to confide in me..."

Diane hoped that perhaps
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they would feel comfortable confiding in her in return and
that she would have communicated to them that she would "love
them unconditionally whether they were heterosexual,
homosexual, whatever they decided to be."
Diane's decision to come out to her therapist was made
easier knowing that her therapist was a lesbian.

She

reported that she needed to understand what she was feeling
and why she was feeling guilty.
That decision helped her make the next one to come out
in her therapy group.

She discussed how safe she felt with

them and how tired she was of hiding.

Diane said:

I guess it's something that I'm so tired of after being
abused in my life of living up to everyone else's
expectations.
That with people that are close to me, I
feel that for once I'd just like to be myself.
Diane's experience in being out has been a mixture of
fear and exhilaration.

She discussed how her fears of being

out stem from the knowledge of "how the gay community has
been treated."

She was also concerned about the absence of a

gay community in the rural town in which she lives.
However,

Diane had a different reaction to being out

after going to a lesbian bar in a city nearby.

She felt good

about it and said "we were able to dance together and it was
like, there were,

like your thing, there are other people

that were like me, that it was o.k.

It felt really good."
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Diane had made significant changes in how she comes out
since first deciding she was lesbian.
direct and straightforward.
"This is how it would go,

She described it in this way:

'I think I might be bisexual'

usually how I used to do it.
lesbian."

She became much more

is

Now it's 'I'm pretty sure I'm a

Also, earlier she would not have come out to her

daughters or friends and now has.

When asked what made the

decision process different for her now, she said that she had
"more self-esteem" and that she felt "more comfortable" with
herself.

She said "I guess I'm learning how to accept myself

for what I am, which I wasn't able to do."
The most significant turning point for Diane was coming
out to herself.

As she said "I thought maybe if I started

saying what I was feeling, maybe I would like me better.
Maybe if I told people I would say, gee, that was a risk and
it's o.k. and you lived through it."
Interview Summaries - Stage 4
There were eight participants who self-defined in this
developmental stage.
Judv
Judy was a 36 year old Caucasian, unpartnered lesbian
who reported a United Methodist religious background.

She

lived and worked in the Mid-Atlantic region of the U.S.
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had a Master's degree in social work and was an assistant
professor of clinical social work at a local university and
college.

She also performed locally as a comedienne.

Judy

had been in therapy for almost 2 years but was not in therapy
at the time of the interview.

She has described herself as

lesbian since she was 21 years old.
Judy was out to her mother, brother, sister-in-law,
cousin and her husband, and gay and lesbian friends.
also come out to an employer in a previous job.
out to her father or neighbors, people at work,

She had

She was not
such as

colleagues and students, or those in a professional
organization in which she was involved.
Judy was very active and direct when coming out to her
mother.

She just called her mother on the phone and said

"Mom, I'm a lesbian."

She had also been direct with a

previous employer, her lesbian friends and her cousin and
cousin's husband.

She discussed getting up the nerve to come

out to her cousin on the phone one evening.

She described

the experience in this way when her cousin's husband answered
the phone:
They are my social work family and I'm calling to tell
them I'm a lesbian.
I said, 'could I speak with Amy
please?'
He said 'she's asleep, what do you want?'
'Tim, let me talk to Amy.'
'Well, just tell me what it
is.'
I said, 'well, alright, Tim, I think I'm a
lesbian'.
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As a comedienne,

Judy would indirectly and actively

come out via the material she would use.

She said that

sometimes her performances were "lesbian oriented" and that
"if it's surrounding something lesbian, whoever is there will
hear it."

Dropping clues about her sexual orientation was

another indirect strategy of coming out.

Judy would mention

obviously lesbian literature, bars, or names as indicators
that she knew of these lesbian subjects.

This process was

well thought out, and Judy was careful to use the appropriate
hint for her audience.

She said:

You've got to pick and choose the hints based on where
you think that person is.
For instance, some lesbians
will be more attuned to bars, so you can drop names of
bars.
And some may be into literature, so you can use
that literary thing.
So I usually try to pick
something that...
Then,

Judy might follow dropping a clue with a smile or

what she called,
this look,

the "lesbian look."

When asked to describe

Judy demonstrated it by narrowing her eyes

slightly and almost nodding in recognition.

She said that

what she might do as times, is "drop the hint, do the verbal
thing, and back it up with the nonverbal."
Sometimes Judy would include touching the person on the
arm.

This was done primarily when she found herself

attracted to someone and wanted to explore the possibility of
it being reciprocated.

She stated,

"I do the touching thing
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to explore...it seems that, regardless, people respond to
that touch.

Some people think, oh, isn't that nice.

So I do

that to literally keep in touch with people."
Judy's primary strategy for coming out was passive.

As

a result of living and working in a small town, she expected
straight people she knew to have knowledge about her sexual
orientation through word of mouth.

She reported "just living

in a small town, people find out those things.
a matter of I had to tell people,
people talk."

So it wasn't

they just knew.

Because

When asked if she ever talks about herself,

she said "only if they find out."
Coming out to her brother and sister-in-law was also
passive.

She stated that her sister-in-law made the

assumption Judy was lesbian and Judy simply said "I am."
Something similar occurred with her brother,

though she

believed that perhaps her sister-in-law had discussed it with
him first.
Judy was equally careful in concealing her lesbian
identity and did so either by not talking about anything
personal, directing conversation away from herself, or using
counterfeit secrecy.
anybody,

As she stated,

"I never talk about

I just don't talk about me having a personal

relationship."
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Other times, she would actively refocus the
conversation away from herself to thwart any questions about
her personal life.

This is how she described this process:

Say you start talking about something.
I try to keep
you talking as long as I can. Now people catch on to
that and I may say something innocuous, say something,
but never personal.
Maybe something that is
representational of personal relationships but not
necessarily about mine.
When asked more about this strategy, she offered:
I mean, if you're going to hide things, it's best not
to just keep quiet.
Because people start to wonder.
So I've decided that what I can do is I just throw in
questions that I'm, throw whatever I said.
I draw a
question that appears as if I've had this experience.
I'll say, now do you find that Bob, like I found....
She stated that she would only use this last strategy for an
"extreme case", such as when she felt too uncomfortable or
vulnerable.
When at work,

Judy may use pronouns that do not reveal

the gender of her partner.

For example, one day while

teaching a class, Judy found herself telling an anecdote and
realized that the object of the story was a woman.
herself,

To cover

she said "I think that instead of doing the he/she

thing, which I felt might be a little obvious,

I think I

didn't make a pronoun referral."
There were many people in Judy's life with whom
counterfeit secrecy was used.

She described doing so with a
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colleague who would ask her opinion about lesbian and gay
issues though they never had a conversation about her
lesbianism.

She characterized this mutual silence as an

"unspoken understanding."
Judy's decision not to come out to her father was
influenced by her mother's suggestion not to do so and by the
absence of significant emotional connection with him.

She

said "I think she thought it would devastate h i m . ..And since
I've never communicated with him much anyway,
driving a crevice in our relationship."

it wasn't

She also feared how

he would react.
The primary reason Judy gave for not coming out to
others was that "it's personal" and that "one might be
vulnerable.

I don't want to get in trouble."

At work, she

feared the "legal trouble" she might be in such that she
would lose her job.

With social relationships,

she valued

that which was intimate about herself and said "I'm not going
to hold up my lesbianism like a flash card.

It's personal.

If it's not going to be valued by those in my environment,
I'm not going to bring it out for them to trash it."
However, when Judy felt that the relationship was one
in which she was emotionally invested and believed the other
could "handle" the knowledge appropriately,

she came out.
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This was her decision-making process with her mother and
cousin.

About her mother she said:

I felt like there’s this crevice in our relationship.
A n d I was more withdrawn because I wouldn't talk about
my sexual identity to her.
For some reason, that shut
up a lot of my world...And I felt badly about that.
Judy's decision to come out to a previous employer was
in response to circulating statements about her lesbianism.
She would not have done so otherwise, but she wanted to
confront the person making these statements and needed to
speak with her employer first.
Judy's experience in being out has been blanketed with
a "hypervigilance."

Her need to keep hidden and to ensure

that others don't "dump all their stereotypes" on her, has
caused her to be constantly aware of the cues she sends to
others,

the cues others send to her, and how much and what

kind of information about herself she offers in conversation.
At one point in her life Judy had been more out.

Now she

remains "cautious" and more closeted.
Judy expressed concern and sadness for her mother's
loss of the "heterosexual daughter, getting married,

and what

the mother does in those ritualistic type things that happen
in culture."

She also seemed worried that her mother might

be awkward as she was when with friends and wondered "does
she sit there like I do in those situations and not comment
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because they may not realize?"
Judy's ideas in regard to how she would come out now
have changed.

Reflecting back on how she came out to her

mother and cousin, she said, given the chance to do it again,
she would come out to them in person rather than on the
phone,

she would come out to both parents together,

and she

would wait to come out to her cousin when the time seemed
more appropriate.

When asked what influenced these changes,

Judy said "then I was afraid I would be rejected by my family
and that didn't happen.

I've had a series of experiences

that told me that this wasn't the end of the world."
However, with people Judy doesn't know very well, she
said she now spends more time now "checking them out" to
ensure they would value this knowledge.

Shealso does not

come out as much as she had previously.

She said:

Initially I was quite anxious, not knowing whether I
should tell people or I shouldn't tell people or who to
tell and what will the consequences be. Now, I don't
think about who I should tell or who I shouldn't tell.
I just avoid them altogether.
Though Judy comes out less often, her fears of
rejection have changed.

Of this she said "I'm not afraid

that people will reject me.

And if they do, they do.

It's

just different."
Significant turning points for Judy which enhanced her
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self-esteem about being lesbian included coming out to
herself and to her mother and attending her first Michigan's
Women Music Festival.

She also discussed experiences that

caused her to become more closeted,

such as having a pass

made at her by a male heterosexual friend and working in
rural towns.

She said: "I think I shut down in terms of

communicating with people.

I shut down in terms of who I was

going to be friends with."

Masy
Mary was a 44 year old Caucasian, partnered woman who
reported a Protestant religious background.

She lived and

worked in the Mid-Atlantic region of the U.S.

She had a

degree in elementary education and was currently employed as
a social worker.

She had been heterosexually married two

times and was presently married,

though separated.

two sons, one which still lived with her.

She had

Mary was not in

therapy at the time of the interview therapy but had been for
8 months at one point in her life.

She described herself as

lesbian and has for the past 3 months,

though she has "known"

for 15 years.
Mary was out to a staff member at work, her sons, an
old friend who is now her partner,
also social workers.

and some friends who are

She was not out to her family, most of
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the people at work, her exhusband and present husband,
neighbors,

some friends, and colleagues.

The manner in which Mary came out to her coworker and
sons was direct and active.
was a lesbian.

She simply told them that she

She used the same strategy with some of her

other friends.
Coming out to other social worker friends was more
passive.

In one situation, Mary attended a social worker

meeting designed to focus on gay and lesbian workshops for an
upcoming conference.
was lesbian,

When asked how the group would know she

she said "because I went to the meeting",

implying that anyone who attended it was gay or lesbian.
Mary also dropped clues as means to disclose her sexual
orientation.

She did so at work by talking about equal

rights for gay clients.

At first with her partner,

she

dropped the hint that dressing her husband like a woman was
"turn on."

She also told her exhusband that she had once

been in a relationship with a woman.
Keeping her lesbianism hidden from those to whom she is
not out was done primarily by not talking about that part of
her life.

She said she would talk about her children and

pets, but that "it's easy, it's just something you don't talk
about."

When she does talk about her partner with her
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family, she refers to her as a "good friend", and when her
exhusband comes to her house to pick up their son, she puts
away her gay magazines.
Mary's decision not to come out to her family was made
because she didn't "care enough about them to be honest with
them."

She described her relationship with most of them as

somewhat distant and believed that if they were to know, she
would be barred from any contact with her nephews and niec e s .
Mary was particularly afraid of her mother knowing
because she felt that her mother would "turn everybody else
against" her.

This is what prevented her from coming out to

her father, with whom she has become closer in recent yea r s .
She said:
I was thinking about telling him because I care so much
about him and I wanted him to know who I am.
I was
really thinking about doing that but then I started
thinking about what would happen if he told one person
in my family.
Mary's decision not to come out to her exhusband was
based on her fear that he might cause "trouble" with the
custody of her son.

With her present husband, Mary feared

coming out to him might be a "big threat to his own
sexuality" and decided against doing so.

With others in her

life, such as heterosexual friends and colleagues, Mary's
decision not to come out was based on her fear that "they
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wouldn't understand" and her belief that it "isn't any of
their business or their concern."
Mary worked for the Catholic Church and made the
decision to stay closeted for fear of losing her job.
said "We have personnel policies.

She

There's nothing in the

policies about antidiscrimination about sexual orientation.
So, I feel like I don't have a leg to stand on."
Coming out decisions were made on the basis of a sense
of trust in her relationships,

a need for her to start

telling those about whom she cared, a need to "feel a part of
a group", and a need to feel unburdened by the secret.

She

spoke of the burden of keeping closeted in this way:
That was one reason I had to start talking.
Because it
was such a burden.
I don't lie to anyone...So when I
came out to myself, I realized that I owed it to myself
to be relieved of this burden.
With her sons,

she feared something tragic happening to

her and they finding out by discovering a note she had
written to herself about being a lesbian.

She also wanted

them to know her and to know how much she cared about them.
Caring was a motivating factor behind coming out to her good
friends as well.

She said that "I thought, outside of the

four of those people
important to me.

[friends and sons], they were the most

It was most important that I could be

honest with them."
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Mary's greatest reaction to coming out to herself and
others had been the relief she had felt in being honest.

Of

the note she wrote to herself in which she stated "I am a
lesbian", she said:
And I can remember sitting on the couch writing it and
it was such a powerful sentence that I wrote. And then
I just talked on and on about how it had been, how I
really didn't want to admit it...And then I went to my
room, closed the door, and read it out loud.
It was
like seeing myself for the first time.
It was quite an
experience.
Mary had not made any changes in how she comes or to
whom she comes out since first deciding she was lesbian.

She

said she remains careful because of her job and continues to
judge how important someone is to her before coming out.

She

said "right now I guess I'm still judging do I care enough
about this person to tell?"
The first significant turning point for Mary was the
brief relationship she had with a woman 10 years ago.
Another was being married to her present husband and enjoying
when he would cross-dress.
herself.

This made her think about

She said "as bad as it was with this guy,

I kept

thinking, if you were too thickheaded to realize who you were
before, at least now there's no question.

I guess in a

twisted way, this was a positive experience."

For Mary,

there were many milestones in her coming out process which
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made her "look back" and judge the progress she has made "in
this journey at this time."

April
April was a 22 year old partnered woman from India who
reported a Catholic religious affiliation.

She and her

partner had been dating about 2.5 months at the time of the
interview.

April was a full-time student attending a local

university in a city near a major metropolitan area.

She was

presently in counseling and had been for the past 3.5 months.
April described herself as bisexual and had for the past few
months.
April was not out to her parents or extended family,
most of the people in her department at school, and some
friends from home.

She had come out to her sister,

a few

good friends from home, some friends she made on a chat
channel on the internet, her advisor,

and some people from

her department.
April was active and direct when coming out to her
sister and friends.
bisexual.
active.

She simply told them that she was

Other times she was less direct though still
She said she came out by admitting that she was

dating a woman, by actively participating on gay and lesbian
panels and in awareness programs on campus, and by
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associating with the gay and lesbian student organization on
campus.

These were ways of coming out "by default."

There were moments when April was very indirect and
"made people draw or guess it out of" her.

She described

this strategy of coming out in this way:
I beat around and around the bush and I kept asking her
if she knew so and so and you know people I know who
were gay, and I was hoping somehow she would clue in
that all these people had this one thing in common.
And she didn't, well, actually finally she did and she
asked me. And I admitted rather that actually said the
words. And the same thing with the other friend; I
beat around the bush a lot.
I made her guess at it.
April used the strategy of dropping clues as another
primary way of coming out indirectly.

She did so by leaving

gay books around her room, wearing lesbian-oriented jewelry,
mentioning gay bars she'd been to, and watching television
programs that have gay or lesbian themes.
and family,

With her friends

she would also talk openly about her gay friends

or bring them home with her.

She said "I invited my gay

friends over because most of them really don't care who hears
what they say.
openly.

And they will talk about their girlfriends

That's one way of doing it."

Sometimes she would

drop the clue by asking people the guestion she had been
asked by her sister,

"How do you know you are straight?"

She

stated that "eventually people pick up on that thing that
you're trying to tell them and they say,

'why are you asking
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me these questions?'"
In the service of concealing her bisexual identity,
April has denied it when directly asked, has been evasive
when asked about romantic relationships,
avoid the topic altogether.

An example of both evasion and

avoidance was demonstrated in this way —
about my relationships at all.
place to talk about it.
anyone,

I answer 'yes'.

and has tried to

"I don't talk

I don't think that's the

If people ask me whether I am seeing
'Who?'

'You don't know them, it

doesn't matter'."
There also were times when April used passing as a
means to hide.

She said "I might just pretend,

take off all

my jewelry and just go as me."
April's decision not to come out to her family was
based on her fear of losing them.

Her fear of loss

influenced her to stay in the closet with her extended family
as well.

She said of her parents,

"I don't think I ever will

be [out] because I'll lose them in every way that I have them
n o w ."
At school, April's decision to stay closeted was based
on the homophobia in her department and her fear of
repercussions.

She was concerned for her safety, both

emotionally and physically and stated "I would rather not
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tell these people because they don't feel safe."
addition,

In

fear of losing her religion was a deciding factor

in not coming out too much at school.

She wondered how being

out might affect her ability to practice her religion.
The strategies April used in deciding to whom she would
come out were based on many factors.

She would assess the

closeness and safety in her relationships,

her need to be

more honest with significant people in her life, her desire
to have others understand her better, and her pressing need
to talk about what was happening inside of her.

She said

this of her decision to come out to her sister:
Being the only person I had never lied to, I felt very
distanced from her by keeping this from her.
Because
there's an integral part of me that she didn't
understand at all.
And I wasn't giving her a chance to
understand and it bothered me.
Because I'd never kept
anything from her before...I felt it was hypocritical.
April had received positive reactions to her coming out
from most of those whom she had told.
said,

Of her own process she

"while I am afraid to sit down and tell a person one to

one", she

she was most comfortable coming out while on a

panel with others.

She stated:

When I'm sitting with a group of 5 other people where I
blend in, it doesn't, I don't feel like the spotlight
is on my face and people are not just solely listening
to me.
There are all these other people to take the
heat off if I don't think I can handle it...So it's a
very safe way for me to do this.
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April stated that how she comes out now has changed
since first coming out to herself.

She said she does not "go

around the issue" but is more direct.

Omitting the word

"think" when saying she is bisexual was another change in
coming out now.
Decisions regarding to whom she comes out have changed
as well.

April stated that, over time, the decision has

become easier and that she is not as afraid.

She said "it's

easier now just because I have all these people standing
behind me, in front of me, around me all of the time.
beginning,

In the

I wasn't so sure of myself."

Significant turning points for April were joining the
gay and lesbian student organization and realizing how many
people in her life were gay or lesbian.

These experiences

increased her comfort with herself, provided her with
support, and helped her not feel so "different."

In

addition, becoming aware that some of her friends were not
"visible" in terms of being easily gay or lesbian
identifiable, made April feel more relaxed about being
invisible herself.

She said:

So, chances are people who are a threat to me are not
going to see it.
So that was a turning point for me
because I realized that I could be out there and only
people who were comfortable seeing it would see it.
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Tina
Tina was a 22 year old Caucasian,
reported a Jewish religious background.

unpartnered woman who
She was a full-time

student attending a local university in a city near a major
metropolitan area.

Tina described herself as lesbian and has

for the past 2.5 years.

She had never had any experience

with counseling.
Tina was out to her parents, her younger brother, her
grandfather,

gay and lesbian friends at college,

friends at home.

and some

She had not come out her older brother or

anyone else in her family.
Tina was active and direct when coming out to some of
her friends at home.

She said of one experience,

"I was

talking on the phone and I said 'there's something about me
that I guess you need to know' .

She had no idea what and

then I finally told her and she was thrown off a little bit."
She was more indirectly active with her mother and
brother.

In response to some comments they had each made

about the possibility of Tina liking women,

Tina said to them

"maybe you weren't so far off from those jokes you were
saying."

When her brother asked her what she meant by that,

she responded "I think you know."
Tina passively came out to friends at college through
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her

association with a past lover.

She said "because they

knew I was with Lynn, so obviously they did their own little
assumptions.

So they all knew about me before I met them."

Tina passively came out to her father and grandfather as well
as a result of her mother outing her to them.
Tina did not often drop clues as a means to let others
know about her sexual orientation .

One time, however,

she

did tell some gay women at school about her first visit to
Provincetown and about a friend of hers who was gay.
Tina's strategies for concealing her lesbianism
included not talking about any romantic relationships,
denying her lesbianism when asked, and evading or being vague
when the conversation turned to who she might be dating or
where she might go out.

Tina gave this as an example of

evasion:
I have friends in my major, friends in my class that I
talk to every day.
It's kind of hard because sometimes
I think one of my friends might assume something about
me because she'll say, 'Oh, what did you do over the
weekend?'
I'll be like, 'Oh, I went to a club'.
She'll ask 'Which one?'
'Uh, I forget the name'.
And
I do that all the time.
Tina decided not to come out to straight friends at
school because she didn't feel very close to them and "they
really don't need to know about it."

The lack of closeness

is the reason Tina has not come out to her older brother
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either.

As a result of the distance between them, Tina was

unsure how he might react and chose to keep her sexuality
private for now.
anything to him."

She said "I'd be kind of nervous to say
The decision not to come out to other

family members was based on the same lack of contact.
Tina's decision not to come out to casual acquaintances
or people she might see often was because "it's really not
important."

This decision was also based on her feeling

unsure how others might react and on her desire to "play it
safe."

She said "I have another year of school left and I

just don't want there to be a problem."
Tina originally did not want to come out to her parents
because she felt they would "flip out."

However, she became

tired of lying, so when her mother confronted her on the
issue, Tina decided not to deny it anymore.

When asked why,

she said "I had been wanting to tell her something for so
long and it's just been one lie after the next.

I just got

so tired of it."
Having a close relationship with her younger brother
and sensing that he had some idea about her lesbianism were
the reasons Tina decided to come out to him.

She said "he'd

probably be alright with it if I told him and he was."
Feeling close to some friends from home and being tired
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of lying to them were core reaons Tina made the decision to
come out.

Of this she said:

I guess it was really for myself because I just get so
tired of having to lie about things.
Lying about who
my friends are, lying where I'm going all the time.
It's just, I couldn't handle it anymore.
I just wanted
to be honest because I never lie, I'm not a lying
person.
I just wanted to tell people who I was and, I
mean, I felt comfortable with myself so I didn't see
why I shouldn't feel comfortable telling other people.
Tina's most significant reaction to her own coming out
process was her fear of telling her parents and others.
Though she had primarily one reaction, she did discuss the
varying reactions she received from others.

She stated that

her mother was initially very supportive, then "flipped out
and she had to go get some therapy",

and finally was much

calmer but did not talk about the topic with Tina.

Her

brother's first response was to advise Tina not to tell her
parents, but he was supportive of her.

Her father and

friends have also been very supportive of Tina.
There were no real changes in how Tina came out over
the years.

She did state that,

if given the opportunity to

do again, she would not have come out to her parents or
anyone else when she had.

However,

if the time were now to

come out to them, Tina said she would because she was
"frustrated" with all of the lying she had done.

She stated,

"as the years go on, it's just more and more obvious and I
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think that over the years I've changed as a person.

I wanted

to just be clean and be honest with everybody.”
The most significant turning point for Tina was coming
out to her parents.

As a result of feeling less pressure,

Tina said "that itself made me feel like nothing could go
wrong, like it was so relieving.

I got so excited and told a

lot of my gay friends."
Candy
Candy was a 26 year old Caucasian, unpartnered woman
who reported no religious affiliation.

She had completed a

Master's degree and was a doctoral student in the women's
studies department at a northeast university located near a
major metropolitan area.

There she was a research assistant

and adjunct instructor in her department.

Candy had

experience with counseling a few years ago but was not
presently receiving any counseling.

Candy described herself

as lesbian and had for the past 6 months.

Prior to that she

described herself as bisexual.
Her sister was the only family member to whom Candy had
come out.

She was out to some friends and colleagues in her

department and some coworkers from a job she recently left.
She was not out to her housemates,

an old friend from

childhood, or her students.
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Candy's strategy for coming out was primarily
indirectly active.

She would do so in the context of

bringing a lover with her when invited out by friends and
letting others assume the nature of their relationship.

She

would also let others know how important the lover she had at
the time was to her.

For example, when coming out to her

sister, Candy said "we were walking and I said 'You know
Jean's really important to me.'
thought so'.

And she said 'Yeah, I

Then we just sort of eased our way into it.

She asked me a few questions, not real specific."
She has also come out indirectly by discussing gay or
lesbian issues with her peers, choosing to include gay and
lesbian issues in her classes, and discussing gay or lesbian
books with students who ask for information.
of hers who is gay,

With an uncle

she said "he talks to me as a gay man,

he'll talk about his partner with me, which he doesn't do
with my sister."
Candy had also used the strategy of dropping clues as a
way of letting others know she was lesbian.

She had done so

by dressing "butchy", wearing buttons with lesbian sayings,
wearing pink triangles, and dropping names of lesbian
musicians and music festivals.

She said that this method was

"telling people, not usually directly but subtly" in ways she
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thought "other lesbians would pick up on."
In order to hide her identity with those whom she was
closeted/ Candy would often evade the truth, not talk about
her relationships, not fully disclose the nature of her
romantic relationships,
man's name.

or sometimes change the name to a

She would also "select out” out information when

talking with her family.

By this she meant she would discuss

some of the events of her life but not all of them.

For

example, when telling her parents how she planned to spend
the holidays,

she said "I didn't tell them I was going to see

Jean's family at Christmas because that would have been like,
you don't do that with just a friend.

In my family,

you

wouldn't do that unless that was a partner."
At home with her housemates,

she kept herself hidden by

not inviting anyone to her home and telling her lovers that
"it's not convenient" because her house is "too hard to get
to."

Once, when she was listening to a lesbian program on

the radio at home, she turned the volume down so that her
housemates would not hear it.
With her mother, Candy used counterfeit secrecy as a
way to manage her identity.

She discussed believing that her

mother knew about her but that she "chooses not to, that she
doesn't bother acknowledging it" and Candy does not ask her
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to.
Candy based her decision not to come out to her father
on the belief that "he is very sexist, very racist, very
domineering" and that their relationship is a "tense" one.
She chose not to "deal with him" and his reactions to her
lesbianism.

Her decision not to come out to her father

impacted the decision to keep quiet with her mother.

She

described her mother as an "ostrich" who would prefer not to
know what she need not know and who would be easily dominated
by her father.

Candy felt that if she came out to her

mother, her mother would feel compelled to tell her father.
She also believed that coming out to her mother would not
enhance their relationship, so she chose against doing so.
In her house, Candy decided not to come out because she
and her housemates do not share personal information with one
another.

She said "I really d on’t know them at all... I

probably wouldn't tell them because I don't tell them
anything else."

The absence of a personal relationship was

the key factor in precluding Candy's coming out with other
people in her life, such as a childhood friend of hers.
said of this relationship,

"she's sort of this tie to

childhood but there's nothing in common anymore.

I don't

rely on her for my support."
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When discussing the reasons Candy chose to come out to
others,

she said the closeness of her relationships

influenced her decision to come out.

This was true with her

sister and with some coworkers at her previous place of
employment.

She stated that not coming out "inhibited" her

friendships.
Candy had felt pressure from a lover to come out to
those in her department.
leaving her lover out.

She also stated feeling badly about
Candy made the decision to come out

and include her lover during one of her department's parties.
She stated that she chose that situation because she believed
there would be no "repercussions from them" and because she
felt cared for by them.
Candy's reactions to her coming out process varied as
she came out.

When first coming out,

she "really came out"

and did so to many people in a very short time.

As she put

it:
I had let down sort of those defenses that, all those
screening techniques that you use when you're going to
be out, what you're going to say.
I was just like
coming out and doing this and doing that this is so
much fun.
Afterward,

she realized what she was doing and made a

conscious decision to pull back in a bit and be more
deliberate with whom and how she came out.

She said "I was
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going to direct all of this energy into great things for the
lesbian community.

I just took on way too much."

Her

reaction to her own coming out was still positive but more
cautious.
Candy said that she had not changed in how she comes
out to people since she first came out to herself.

Though

she did "pull the reigns in", how she comes out remained the
same.

This was also true with whom she comes out.

She

stated that her circle of friends had not changed and that
she had come out to all those she had wanted to when first
coming out.
A significant turning point for Candy was a negative
experience she had with a student who stalked her after Candy
came out to her.

The result of that was that Candy became

more careful with students.

Also,

realizing that she didn't

have to "come out all at once" helped her become more aware
of "dangers of being out and how it can come back on people."
This caused her to be more selective with whom she would come
out.
Erica
Erica was a 31 year old Jewish, Caucasian, unpartnered
woman who lived near a major metropolitan area in the
northeast.

Erica had a Master's degree in social work and
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was presently employed as a psychotherapist through a
community agency.
past 6 years.

She was in therapy and had been for the

Erica described herself as primarily lesbian

and had for a couple of years.

However,

she reported "some

confusion around that."
Erica was out to her therapist, members of a therapy
group she was in, a past professor, and a few friends.

She

was not out to anyone in her family, anyone at the places she
works, and some of her friends.
Erica's strategies for coming out were directly and
indirectly active.

She never said she was a lesbian, but

would tell others that she was attracted to women or that she
had been in relationships with women.
stated,

With one friend she

"I said something like I'm attracted to women.

don't think I used the word lesbian."

I

In her therapy group

she said '"My purpose in being here is to talk about my
attraction to women'.

I couldn't say the word lesbian for a

couple of years."
Sometimes Erica would come out by dropping clues.

She

said she would often do that with music by mentioning a
lesbian singer or gay group.

Of one experience she said

"I've done that with the person I interned with at Child Inc.
I took her to a Cris Williamson concert."

Other times she
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would "bring it up in conversation" and talk about
"differences" among people.

One other time she suggested to

some friends that they watch a rather well known lesbian
movie.
Other times, Erica was out passively.

She described

being out to some people as a result of friends sharing this
information with other people.
friend, Erica said "I went

When meeting the lover of a

[to a party] and that's where I

met her partner, but I know she already knew."
Managing her identity to conceal her lesbianism has
involved denying it outright when asked, sharing only work
concerns with her family, avoiding conversation about her
personal relationships when at work, and keeping the focus on
others rather than on herself.
most often with her mother.
questions.

She used this last strategy

She said "I just ask all the

The focus is on her, which has been my technique

for y e a r s ."

Sometimes with her father she would focus the

conversation on all that she had done wrong with her life and
present only the part of her that "doubts everything."
this way,

In

she said, the effort in the conversation was on

what she has done "wrong" and not why she was not married
yet.
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Erica has also used counterfeit secrecy with her family
as a way to manage her identity.

She believed that her

parents had "some curiosity around it" yet they did not talk
about it.

Erica would sometimes solidify this strategy by

using passing.

She said "if I ever go out with a man, I make

sure I tell him [her father] because then I get some positive
thing for us.
approval,

It's not often and I might do it to get his

it's a big issue for me."

The decision not to come out to her family was made out
of the fear of it being too great a risk.

The risk, as Erica

described it, was that of being "cut off" from her family.
She said "it would be totally emotional cutoff.

Because I

know it would take them a long time for them to get used to
it.

And it causes me a lot of anxiety to think about doing

that."
Erica has not come out to her step-mother,

step

brother, and step-sister due to the absence of any real
relationship with them.

She said she needed to feel that

she's "in a relationship" before she can feel comfortable
coming out.
Erica chose to stay closeted with an old friend of hers
based on the belief that her friend would not understand.
She said she feared her friend would think her lifestyle was
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"really deviant or defective or something" and that she
didn't want to "deal with it."
Staying closeted at work was a decision Erica made for
fear of what the agency or parents of the children she works
with might do.

She said:

I'm always thinking that it will impact something
bigger like the agency or the contract or all these
parents are going to riot.
I mean, I have all these
fantasies because I have contact with their kids and
they're not going to want that.
Safety was by far a deciding factor for Erica in terms of
coming out to others.

She spoke of it frequently as a

significant element when deciding to come out.

Of this she

said about deciding to come out to someone new:
I knew it was safe in a lot of ways. My therapist and
her had done their theses together and May lived with a
lot of lesbians in town during her graduate time.
So I
had a feeling it would be safe.
My therapist thought
it was safe and I felt safe and I thrust her judgement.
In Erica's therapy group,

she made the decision to come

out because she wanted "practice saying it" and wanted to be
able to talk about her sexuality and feel accepted.

The need

to talk about herself was also important with her close
friends.

She said that she would start to "feel the pressure

within" herself when close with someone and that is when she
would "start making choices" about coming out.

Keeping this

part of her hidden when in close friendship was difficult.
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Of this Erica said,

"it’s like that saying, sometimes it's

harder to remain tight in a bud than to blossom.
world, it's to share.

In my

Sometimes it's harder to keep it

hidden than to n o t ."
Coming out has been both a positive and anxietyprovoking experience for Erica.

She discussed the relief she

had experienced coming out to friends and not have to
"pretend" anymore, and that she had received positive
responses from many.

However,

anxious when coming out.

she also stated feeling very

She discussed feeling afraid quite

often that the response would be negative or that word would
get back to her family or job.
The most notable change Erica had made in how she came
out since first identifying herself as primarily lesbian was
being able to say the word lesbian.
the word lesbian.

She said "now I can use

I guess there are times when I can say it

and it feels awkward to me, but I can say it.

But it felt

safer for me to say woman-identified."
She also stated that she had become more direct when
coming out.

Her "presentation" was different in that she was

more able to "ask people how they feel about that" which she
was unable to do before.

Erica believed the changes were a

result of her feeling more confident about herself and the
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change in need for approval from others.

She said:

I ’m more confident and able to articulate my feelings
and where I am with it and my beliefs about it.
I ’m
just so much more aware in general.
It feels better,
it feels more me to talk about it.
Deciding to whom she comes out had changed as well.
She reported that earlier in her coming out process,

she made

decisions to come out to people as an "attempt to get" them.
Now, she came out to those for whom knowing her was
important.
The most significant turning point for Erica was coming
out to her therapist.

This experience provided her the

"vehicle" to come out with others.
Pam
Pam was a 33 year old Caucasian, partnered woman who
reported no religious affiliation.

She and her partner lived

together near a major metropolitan area in the northeast and
had been partnered for approximately three years.

Pam was a

full time doctoral student and taught English courses in her
department.

She was presently in therapy and had been for

the past month.

Pam described herself as gay and had since

she was 20 years old.
Pam was out to her therapist,

to all of her friends,

all of her colleagues, her mother, and her older brother.
She was not out to her father, her younger brother, or her
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students.
Pam described coming out to her therapist and older
brother as active and direct, though she knew her brother had
already been informed by her mother.

She was direct as well

with her mother but felt as if her mother "dragged it out" of
her.

She discussed being questioned about her sexuality when

in high school and how she had denied being gay.

However,

a

few years later, when her mother "started in with this
badgering", Pam told her she was.
Other than these admissions as mechanisms for coming
out, Pam relied chiefly on others "assuming" she was lesbian
or talking about her being lesbian as vehicles for her own
coming out.

When asked how she had come out to others,

Pam

responded:
I just never tell anyone and I just kind of assume that
they know or assume that when it's time for them to
know they'll know.
I mean I think everyone knows that
I'm gay but I don't know how exactly and I never really
tell anyone.
I think they just sort of know.
Part of the assumption stemmed from Pam's affiliation
with an out lesbian English professor.

Again,

for Pam it was

a passive strategy but one which she took for granted as a
means of communicating her sexual orientation to those in her
department.
Pam also assumed that others would know she was lesbian
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as a result of where she met them and her appearance.

She

said:
Usually if I meet somebody it will be at a gay party or
through a gay friend so we just assume that they're gay
too.
I guess what's really creepy to say but I think
that a lot of gay people just operate on appearances
and you stereotype people and you think that you can
look at somebody and tell whether or not they're gay.
Because there's usually a big difference.
Identity management strategies used to conceal her
lesbian identity included denial, not talking about it, and
omission of information about her relationships.

She said

this in regard to not volunteering information with her
father and brother,
classes,

"I kind of accept the erasure."

In her

she does not do anything to hide her identity but

will " never stand in front of my classroom and go 'Well, in
my experience as a lesbian'."
Pam's decision not to come out to her students was
based on her fear that doing so might scare them off.
said "I want everybody to be comfortable and included.

She
And I

just think that a too overtly political agenda in the
classroom can be divisive."

In addition,

Pam believed that

her classroom should not be about her and who she was.
Staying closeted with her father and brother was
decided as a result of not having much of a relationship with
them and not being sure she wanted them to know her.

Pam
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felt hurt by them and said "so it's sort of, do I want to be
vulnerable in this way?

And I think, probably not."

Pam made a general statement about deciding not to come
out to people that involved many factors.

She assumed she

was obviously gay which would preclude coming out.

She also

felt that being lesbian was not "the only or most important
thing" about herself although she did see it as a big part of
her identity.

She felt that people made being gay such a

"big deal" and wished it were otherwise.

Finally,

she said

that in her experience:
But also this other thing that my experience is that
some people, even people who are supposed to really
care about you unconditionally, can be incredibly
hostile and can be...there are just some people that
are just not going to be able to deal with it or accept
it at all.
So it seem to me prudent to be not cautious
but just sort of circumspect.
The decision to come out to her older brother was a
safe one for Pam.

She believed he already knew from her

mother so "it was somewhat risky but it wasn't really risky."
She also made the decision to come out to him in response to
a call she received from him in which he told her something
personal.

She thought she would "come clean with him" since

he was "kind of coming clean" with her.
Coming out to her therapist was based on the need to
lay a foundation for who she was and what she was there for.
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She said that it seemed to her life a "fundamental thing a
therapist should know" and that if she weren't out, "a lot of
other things wouldn't make sense."
In her department, Pam was out because there was no
need to stay closeted.

In fact, being gay in her field of

study gave her status.

She said "because everything is so

much centered around identity politics.

So, ironically in

my professional life being gay sort of gives me, and
especially being a woman too, gives me this kind of authority
that other people don't have."
Pam expressed many feelings about being lesbian.

She

was pleased to be "exempted" from the "social strictures that
people have to live by", such as weddings and showers.

She

also enjoyed playing "the role of the eccentric" which had
"certain privilege attached to that."
However,

for Pam, being gay also was "painful."

She

said it has been troublesome for her and stated:
I think that being gay is something that I'm not,
it's not quite proud of, I just feel like it makes me
different.
And I feel I'm already different in a lot
of other ways so to keep piling on these differences is
just kind of?...
I think in some ways I'm kind of
resentful.
Pam did not experience much change in how she came out
since identifying as lesbian.
did not come out much.

She kept to herself then and

She reported doing the same thing now
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in terms of not actively coming out and no changes either in
deciding to whom she would come out.

She said "so it's hard

for me to say is what I do now different, who I come out to
and how I come out now different.

Because I never did then

and I really don’t now."
Though there existed no one significant turning point,
Pam's entire relationship with her mother and her mother's
"sense of control" over Pam has given her gay identity a
"dangerous edge."

She described this edge as a negative

thing, bringing with it a feeling that "it's something that's
wrong" and something she will get in "trouble about."

This

she described as being very significant for her in terms of
setting the "tone" for her whole sense of being lesbian.
However, Pam's first experience going to a gay bar was
significant for her in that it was a positive one.
"that was clearly a pivotal evening.

She said

I really responded

immediately to that.”
Hope
Hope was a 34 year old Caucasian, unpartnered woman who
reported a Catholic religious affiliation.

She had completed

a bachelor's degree and was employed as the chief of staff in
the office of an elected official in a northeastern
metropolitan city where she lived.

Hope had been in
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counseling for 7 years at one time in her life but was not
now.

Hope described herself as lesbian and had for the past

2 years.
Hope was not out to anyone in her family or any
coworkers.

She said that she was not out to her boss but

that her boss knew.

Hope was out to most of her friends.

Hope came out directly and actively to one person.
this situation,

In

she said "I finally took some tentative steps

and I said 'I'm gay'."
With others, she was more indirect and told them that
she wasn't sure about her sexual orientation, that she might
be gay, and that she was in a relationship with a woman.

She

made no declarative statement about her lesbianism.
The strategy Hope used most often in letting others
know about her sexual orientation was dropping clu e s .

She

said she would get into very "passionate arguments in favor
of gay rights" and on "peoples' rights to live their lives
the way they want to."

She had also dropped names of lesbian

authors, worn her pink triangle shirt, and used the pronoun
"we" when referring to gay or lesbian issues.
Though she has not come out directly to anyone at work,
she is aware that many "assume it" and she does not correct
them.

She described an experience with a coworker who asked
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"oh, what does she do?" in regard to her expartner's
occupation, though Hope had never identified the gender of
her expartner.

She said "and I didn't deny it, I just said,

'Oh, she's a psychologist'."
There was only one time when Hope concealed her
lesbianism by denying it.

Other times, she would simply not

talk about her relationships or would be evasive in
describing them.

With her family she often simply avoids any

conversation around her personal life.

She said "I stayed

hidden by not talking about it."
The only person she used counterfeit secrecy with was
her boss.

She described a conversation they had about

bringing Hope's expartner to the area without mentioning her
expartner's name.
is where she lived.

They referred to her as "California" which
Hope said this of her boss's awareness:

"she knows, and I know she knows, and she knows she knows."
Yet neither of them talk directly about it.
Hope's decision not to come out to her family was based
on her fear of how they might react.

She also said that sex

was not discussed in her family and the topic of sexual
orientation would fall under the category of unmentionables.
At first, the decision not to come out at work was
based on her fear of losing her job.

Now that she knows she
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her job is secure, Hope said she didn't come out at work
because "the attitude of the people in the office is just so
homophobic on the part of a couple of people."

She stated

that it's "just not something that's important" to her
whether her coworkers know or not.
Hope's decision to be closeted with some friends from
college was based on the level of intimacy she had with them.
She described her relationship with them as somewhat distant
and that they were not an "integral" part of her everyday
life.

The need to come out to them was not there.
The decision to come out to the friends that knew was

based on Hope's sense of trust with them, her belief that
they would "understand",

and her feeling of caring for them.

She also felt uncomfortable keeping information about herself
separate from these close friends.
within herself —

She said of the division

"I was getting to the point where I

couldn't take feeling like two separate people.

Living or

feeling a private life but exuding something very different
to people."

She wanted her friends to know who she was and

know that, if they cared about her, her lesbianism would not
make a difference.
Hope had positive reactions to her coming out process
and received positive ones from those whom she had told.
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the process unfolded,

she said "it became progressively

easier to tell each person thereafter."
The manner in which Hope comes out has not changed in
the years since she first came out to herself.

She said she

would still feel most comfortable coming out to others in the
context of speaking of relationships rather than saying that
she is lesbian.

Coming

out in general has changed in that

it

is "easier" for her and

her "stomach isn't tied in knots the

way it used to be" when

she first told people.

why not, she said "I'm more

comfortable with me."

To whom she had come out has changed.

She reported

that at first she only came out to a few people.
of her friends know.
relationship,

When asked

Now, many

She also believed that if she were in a

she would come out to the "last vestiges of

people who don't know" or with whom she has not been open.
The most significant change Hope has made in terms of
coming out is her decision-making process.

She said that if

a friendship was developing into a close one, she would come
out fairly early in the process.

Of this she said:

It wouldn't be anything where I was going to hide it
because I was afraid of what they would think of me.
Because now it would be a part of the friendship.
Either they accept me for who I am or there's no basis
for a friendship.
Before, it was trying to ingratiate
myself almost so they'd like me to the point where they
couldn't dislike me when I was gay.
Now, it's you like
me for who I am.
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Hope stated that the most significant turning point for
her was when she came out to the person with whom she
eventually became lovers.

For her it was "owning the sexual

side" of herself and knowing that she could be "loved on a
physical and emotional level."

Up to that point, the

awareness of her sexuality was there, but the relationship
itself brought it all together for her.
Interview Summaries - Stage 5
There were five participants who self-defined in this
developmental stage.
Becky
Becky was a 37 year old Caucasian, unpartnered woman
who reported a Catholic religious background.
the Mid-Atlantic region of the U.S.

She lived in

She was heterosexually

married at the time of the interview but did not live with
her husband.

She described the marriage as something she did

to help her friend stay in the country as a U.S. citizen.
Becky had a Master's degree in social work and was a clinical
social worker, though presently unemployed.

She was also

taking classes to become a massage therapist.
presently in therapy and had been for 14 years.

Becky was
She

described herself as lesbian and had for the past 15 years.
Becky was out to most people in her life including her
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family,

friends, coworkers, and therapists.

She said she had

never "fully come out" to her brothers and sisters, meaning
she hadn't had a talk with them about her sexual orientation.
She was not out to her grandmother or those in her massage
therapy class.
Becky was active and direct when coming out to some
past coworkers and heterosexual friends.

She said about

coming out to a friend "I think I probably said 'I'm a
lesbian,' I probably did do that.
real comfortable,

With heterosexuals I feel

I can do that."

Coming out to her family was less direct but still
active.

Becky said that she did so in the context of telling

them about a failed relationship.
to her mother in this way —

She described coming out

"I told her straight out, that I

needed to talk to her that I was really upset and I told her
I was upset because my first lover and I broke up and I
needed her support."
Becky was indirect in coming out to her sisters and
brothers as well.

She believed they "knew" because she spoke

about gay issues and never brought men home.

She said she

had never hidden her sexuality from her family, she just
never was direct in coming out.
Another strategy Becky used in coming out was dropping
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clues.

She had a gay bumper sticker on her car and would

sometimes wear gay jewelry such as pink triangles or rainbow
rings.

Becky would also drop the name of the gay church she

attends and gay bars she's gone to as well as names of
lesbian musicians or literature.

Sometimes she would drop

clues by discussing homosexual issues such as the military or
AIDS.

She stated she would purposefully drop clues with

those whom she believed to be gay or lesbian.

Becky said "oh

yeah, you do that all the time, whenever you meet someone and
you're pretty sure that they're gay."
When asked how she might hide her identity, Becky
stated that she didn't believe she did anything to actively
hide.

She would live her life as a lesbian but not announce

that she is.

She said:

How do I hide my identity...I don't think, even though
I wasn't out at massage school, I don't think I ever
really hid it.
If anyone had ever asked me, I would
have said 'yes.'
I don't think I do much to hide my
identity.
Even at home with her landlord, she said that she would
not "turn books around" or "purposefully put stuff away" when
he would come in.

And with her grandmother, Becky said she

talks freely around her and has introduced her to her lovers.
The decision not to be actively out with her
grandmother was made because Becky feared what her reaction
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might be.

She was afraid her grandmother might become angry

with her and choose not to be around her anymore.

The

thought of losing this relationship influenced Becky's
decision to stay closeted.
Becky stated how important having a close relationship
was in the decision making process in terms of with whom to
come out.

The absence of this closeness was why she had not

come out to her brothers directly, to her landlord, or to a
previous supervisor.
With those in massage school, the degree of intimacy
was not the issue but the lack of any type of relationship
precluded Becky coming out.

She said:

I don't feel I come right out and say 'Hey, I'm a
lesbian' because you haven't gotten to develop a
friendship or it's not necessarily, it may not be a
piece of information that they need to know.
I mean,
cause you're just maybe, you just met them.
In addition,

she was not sure if somebody might have a "hard

time with it" because they would practice massage on each
other.
Becky's decision-making process for coming out included
factors such as her refusal to lie, her need to gain
emotional support, her need to take risks when others would,
such as with clients who might ask her if she were gay, and
her desire for friends and family to know who she was and to
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deepen those relationships.

She said "I figure if I'm going

to call someone a friend rather than an acquaintance,
need to know who I am.
probably,

they

I want them to know who I am.

And I

I tell them."

Coming out to her therapists had been primarily
undertaken as an "original test."

By that Becky meant she

would come out to see if they would try to "change" her as a
measure of the trust she might establish with them.
were comfortable with her identity,

If they

then she felt she could

work with them.
Reactions about Becky's lesbianism came more from
others than from Becky.
negative reaction.

Most came from her mother who had a

Becky said her mother was "appalled" and

that she hoped Becky's experience in therapy would help to
"fix" her.

Becky had also described some negative

experiences she had had with past therapists.
Becky has experienced a great change in how she comes
out since identifying as lesbian.

When first coming out

Becky said she very "careful about things" and would be
watchful of her language when around her lover and others.
She had been more tentative and apologetic when coming out.
Now she describes herself as "more open without saying 'Yes,
I am'" and is more straightforward.

She won't deny her
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lesbianism in contrast to the past when she was hesitant if
asked.
Deciding to whom she would come out has changed as
well.

When first coming out, the decision was based on a

need for support.

Now Becky described having an "internal

support" and said "I don't necessarily need their
coworker]

support.

[mother and

Through years of therapy I've developed

the internal support so I find I don't think I would come out
like that to them today."
Becky discussed significant turning points which
influenced her decision to become more closeted.

One was a

negative experience she had had with a therapist and the
other was getting married.

Her marriage caused her to become

closeted for fear her husband might lose his citizenship.
Becky also experienced significant events which enhanced
her openness and self-esteem around her lesbianism.
a member of the Metropolitan Community Church,

Becoming

a gay church,

was important to Becky in that she was able to "add back that
spiritual/religious aspect" in her life and feel accepted.
In addition, simply "getting older and also getting more
self-assured" has been significant for Becky, allowing her to
say if someone were to reject her because of her lesbianism
"well fine, tough shit, your loss."
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Sue
Sue was a 26 year old African-American, partnered woman
who reported a Yoruba, which is an African,
background.

religious

She and her partner lived together near a major

metropolitan area in the northeast and had been married for 6
months.

Sue was finishing a Master's degree in social work

and was looking to attend a doctoral program for a degree in
psychology or social work.
therapy.

She had no experience with

Sue described herself as lesbian and had for about

9 years.
Sue was out to most of her family, a select group of
friends, her colleagues and those in her field placement and
classes,

and those in a network of black lesbians with whom

she had made contact.
is out,
with me,

Sue said this in terns of to whom she

"actually, right now, anyone that comes in contact
I don't,

if it's something that's said, I don't

hesitate to make it known that I'm not heterosexual.
anyone that kind of comes in contact with me."
however,

So,

This did not,

include some of her extended family or her landlord.

Sue was very active and direct when coming out to most
of the people in her life.

She would tell them that she was

a lesbian without using any euphemisms or beating around the
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bush.

When coming out to some friends at work Sue said "I

don't know how to tell you but I'm going to tell you.

I'm a

lesbian and I hope this doesn't change our relationship.”
Sue came out indirectly sometimes by saying that Sharon,
her lover, was a "very special person" to her or that Sharon
was her wife.

She would also come out by bringing Sharon

with her to family gatherings or by being affectionate with
Sharon in public.
Other times, Sue would come out by dropping clues.

She

had a rainbow flag on her car and a wind chime on her
balcony, she wore lesbian buttons, and she had pictures of
women together in her apartment.

When in conversation,

would talk about "empowering women", going to marches,

Sue
and

being uninterested in waiting for a man with whom to settle
down.

She said of one conversation with some friends —

told my friends 'I'm not looking for a black man,
looking for a white man,

"I

I'm not

I'm looking for, could be a woman,

could be Asian, could be Hispanic, it doesn't matter'."
Sue did not really hide her identity from those to whom
she was not out.

Instead,

she was not active in coming out

or did not yet have the opportunity to come out.

There were

some family members to whom she had not come out,

and Sue

said "it's just, those are the family members you just don't
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talk to all the time.

There is one family member that I

haven't communicated with as much but it's just, our
schedules have just been conflicting."
Sue's decision not to come out to some of her family
members has been because they are older and she did not want
to "make waves" with them.

She described a respect she had

for them and feared that coming out to them might cause a
conflict,

something she did not want to have to "deal with."

In addition,

these are members with whom she has little

contact to justify coming out.
Not coming out to her landlord had much to do with
wanting to "avoid any issue of discrimination" and not
wanting to manage the issue if she didn't have to.

She said

there "just wasn't a need to" and that "there was no
appropriate box to actually say married or whatever."

The

decision wasn't "purposeful" but that the "time and place
hasn't put it together" as a need to come out.
The primary reason Sue gave for wanting to come out to
everyone in her life was because she was no longer satisfied
being labeled heterosexual.

She said:

...I was tired of living as if I were heterosexual.
I
didn't want that. My life was going to change and I
wanted them to know why.
I just felt like, for certain
people, it was a need to let them know what was going
on because I wanted to nip any questions before they
could happen.
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Once Sue came out to her mother, making the decision to
come out to anyone else was easy.
mother knew so it didn't matter.
know.

Of this she said "my
Everyone else was going to

That was it."
Significant for

Sue in making these coming out decisions

was her relationship with

Sharon.

She felt her commitment to

her lover was serious, and she wanted those in her life to
know

her and respect them as a couple:
This is someone and I wanted them to know more than the
respect of just...I didn't want the husband questions
coming, I didn't want any other questions that would be
that, that you would ask if you thought I was
heterosexual.
I wanted them to be clear that this is
how it would be.
Deciding to come out to her colleagues was based on the

desire to let them know why she was so happy and as a result
of the closeness she felt with them.
share,

She said "I wanted to

I was out and I wanted them to be a part of it...And

so it was that kind of relationship that I was able to just
come out to them also."
Sue's reactions about her own coming out process had
been quite positive.

She discussed feeling very relieved

after coming out to her mother even though she had been
scared.

She said:

It was such a weight lifted...It was such a, pounds
lifted off me and, like a bird out of a cage, I just
flew. And anybody that was in my path, I just dropped
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a little whisper in their ear and kept on flying.
The reactions she received from others was just as
positive.

For example, her brother told her "I’ll love you if

you're pink, purple,

fat, short, skinny."

Sue has experienced notable changes in coming out since
first identifying herself as a lesbian.

In the beginning,

she was quiet about her sexuality and would drop hints to
people.

She also was not out to many people.

however,

Sue described becoming more comfortable with herself

and struggling less with who she was.

Over time,

She found support in a

black lesbian group which made coming out for her an easier
process.

In contrast to an earlier position of not wanting

to "put that much at stake", Sue now doesn't see herself
"choosing" this lifestyle; she sees herself "living."
A significant turning point for Sue was the death of
her grandmother.
out.

With her passing Sue felt freer to come

She felt as if her grandmother has said to her '"Sue,

it's o.k.'.

It was 'live your life'."

That event, coming

out to her mother, and being in her present relationship had
all been significant in allowing Sue to become more accepting
of herself.
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Lisa
Lisa was a 32 year old African-American, partnered
woman who reported a Baptist religious background.

She lived

near a major metropolitan area in the northeast and has been
partnered for the past 5 months.

Lisa had a bachelors degree

in history and was employed as an AIDS educator in a gay and
lesbian health agency.

She had no experience with therapy.

Lisa described herself as lesbian and had for about 10 years.
Lisa had come out to her parents, her sisters and
brother,

all of her close friends,

cousin.

She was not out to her living grandparent or other

relatives.

some past coworkers, and a

All others in her life knew she was lesbian.

Coming out for Lisa was an actively direct process.
She directly told her parents separately that she was gay and
came out in the same way with some close friends and
coworkers from a previous job.
Lisa was more indirect with her sisters and brother.
She allowed her use of symbols, such as the rainbow flags she
had on her car, to be the vehicle in which she came out to
her sister.

She said "I never did

She knew what the flags meant.
I wasn't hiding.
car."

[come say she was gay] .

She claimed someone told her.

If I was I wouldn't have put them on my

With her brother, Lisa told him with whom she was in
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relationship as a way to tell him she was lesbian without
saying the words.
Lisa discussed indirectly coming out as lesbian at work
on her application.
there,

When asked why she would want to work

she wrote "well, because I am a part of the gay and

lesbian community and I want to give something back."

She

said in doing so, it was a "given" that she was lesbian.
In the past, the strategies Lisa used when concealing
her sexual orientation revolved around putting away lesbian
books, catalogues,

etc. when visited by those with whom she

was not out and eliminating or changing pronouns.

She

presently would not call attention to her sexual orientation
when not asked.
Making the decision not to come out to some people in
her life,

such as her grandfather, extended family,

friends,

and coworkers, had been based on the absence of a "bond"
between them and their lack of importance in her life.

She

said of her decision not to come out to family members:
It really doesn't matter to me.
They're not anybody
I'd lose sleep over.
It makes no difference to me, I
don't see us interacting.
We don't know what any of us
are doing.
We don't have that bond that it's an
emotional need for me.
Lisa based the decision to come out or not on whether
she believed that person would continue to be in her life
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years from now.

If she assessed the relationship and

answered no to that question, she would not come out.
said "if not, then what's the purpose.

She

Chances are, this

coworker won't be in my life past one or two years if I
relocate."
Fear of rejection was another reason Lisa stayed
closeted with one of her friends.

Though she'd like to come

out to her, she said "it's a big fear and it's the basis of
it.

For her to feel that I'm not the same person or I'm not

as good or I'm not as deserving or not as human."
Originally Lisa made decisions to come out based on the
need to gain emotional support and to talk about a failed
relationship that had just ended.
to her sister and good friend.
come out became multifaceted.

This was why she came out

Over time,

the decision to

Lisa became tired of leading a

"double life" in which she was "Sally 9 to 5 and Judy from 5
to midnight."

She wanted to bring these lifestyles together

with those whom she worked and spent her time.

She said:

It was really hard to come into work, to be excited
about somebody you'd met and then realize oh, I can't
tell you because her name is...It was the most
stressful thing with some people.
So at least if I
told the straight people in my life who were the people
I was coming to share it with anyway, then I could
easily walk in and say, 'Come here, I met this woman
last night' and go on with my life.
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In addition, Lisa decided to come to out when others
would try to fix her up with men or would ask her if she had
a boyfriend.

Additionally, as she gained the backing of a

support group and the gay and lesbian community,
decisions to come out.

she made

This increased involvement in the gay

and lesbian community prompted Lisa to feel a need to be
"resolved in the heterosexual side" of her.
With

some relationships,

Lisa decided to come out

because of the caring she felt for them and the need to
include them in her life.

Establishing her present

relationship also became a deciding factor for coming out.
Lisa said:
I knew I was getting to the point in my life where
certain events and activities were going to happen and
I wanted to include my whole family.
Like when I get
married I want to be able to invite my father and not
have to explain it at the time of the ceremony.
Lisa described a profoundly positive reaction to coming
out to her mother.

She said of that experience —

"I left

that night feeling invincible... It was a real liberating,
was like,

I can breathe again.

it

I hadn't realized how long I

hadn't been breathing."
In addition, as Lisa came out more and developed a
greater network of gay and lesbian friends, she made
decisions to spend most of her time with her gay and lesbian
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friends.

She said

"because that's where I was going for

support and that's where I started building other friendships
and other social circles I was comfortable with."
Lisa discussed the changes she has experienced since
first coming out.

She said she doesn't tend to "dance around

that bush too long" when coming out and that when she has
made up her mind to tell someone,
directly and actively.

she just "zings" it in

Earlier in her life she described

coming out as a "whole song and dance" involving prefacing it
for others and making sure they were comfortable before
talking.
Deciding to whom she comes out to has changed as well.
Lisa described her early coming out as telling the circle of
people with whom she had already "intermingled."

Now the

decision to whom she comes out is a question of "survival" in
the areas of her professional life.

She said:

So now it's a matter more of my professional survival I
make those choices about coming out or not. Not so
much building friendship rings because I feel I have
that and I have the family stability.
Those areas are
covered.
Significant turning points for Lisa were coming out to
her mother and attending the 1993 Gay and Lesbian March on
Washington.

Of that experience she said:

It was kind of after that I just felt like, o.k., no
holds barred.
I got into as many activities as I
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wanted t o ... I was doing all these things that were
linked to the gay community and saying, 'Here I am, I'm
not hiding anymore'.
Ann
Ann was a 21 year old Caucasian, unpartnered woman who
reported a Catholic/Baptist religious background.

She had

completed some college course work and was presently
unemployed, living in a major metropolitan city in the
northeast.

Ann was presently in therapy and had been for 10

years.

She has described herself as lesbian for the past 1.5

years.

Prior to that, Ann said she was bisexual.

Ann was out to her parents, all of her friends, her
pastor, her roommate, her therapist, and previous employer.
She was not out to her sister or extended family.

She said

"I guess everyone except my extended family knows, and if
they don't know,

it's not because I've tried to hide it from

them."
Ann was active and direct when coming out to her
parents, roommate,

and therapist.

She simply told them that

she was a lesbian.
Coming out to others was still active but less direct.
She came out by telling them that she was involved with a
woman or by seeing them at gay places, such as a gay AA
meeting, an AIDS walk, or a gay club.
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A primary strategy of coming for Ann had been dropping
clues.

She did so through her clothing and actions.

said "I quote unquote dress gay.
say words like fabulous."

She

I quote unquote act gay.

I

What Ann would do would be to wear

a thumb ring which she said "only lesbians wear those",

she

would "generally dress a little more in the construction
boots and jeans thing”, she would wear buttons that would
have two women symbols linked together or sayings such as
"Closets are for Clothes", and she would drop the names of
gay and lesbian bookstores, books,
places.

coffee houses, and meeting

These behaviors were all done in the service of

letting others know she was lesbian.
With those to whom Ann was not out, she would hide her
identity by being evasive when asked about relationships.
She said "I won't come out and say 'he' anymore, but I still
use they and be vague."
The decision not to come out to her younger sister in
response to a threat her parents made.

They said that if she

were to tell, she would not be allowed to spend time with her
sister anymore.

Ann said "my parents have asked me not to

come out to her until she was 18.

They believe that will be

past her formative years and I cannot convert her."
Ann decided not to come out to her grandmother for fear
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that to do so would only cause her "much emotional strain."
The decision not to come out to her extended family was
because she saw them as "bigoted" and felt she had no "bond"
with them.

She said "and quite honestly,

if it's not going

to help me,

I don't see a reason to do it."

Ann's decision to come out was a function offeeling
close to her
them.

family and friends and not wanting to

lie to

She had met a woman and wanted her parents to know —

"I wanted them to meet her, I wanted them to know who she
w a s ."
She was also being asked by friends why she was
spending time with "obviously" gay friends and she wanted to
come clean.

She said "one of the first comments I got was

'Why are you

hanging around all of these queens all of

sudden?'.

a

That's basically what prompted it."

Coming out to her roommate was done because she they
had met in a group home and were planning to live together.
She thought it would only be "fair to tell her."
Ann mentioned a few reactions she had received since
coming out.

Of the female friends she had told, she stated

that many had "wigged" out on her.
her biggest problem.

She said that had been

Her parents too initially reacted with

"shock" but had, within the week, reestablished their
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relationship with Ann.
Since first identifying herself as lesbian, Ann has
experienced some changes in how she comes out and how she
makes decisions about coming out.

Ann came out now much more

frequently and easily than at the beginning of her process.
She said:
When I first came out, it was like I had to think of a
good reason why I should tell them.
Now it's like I
have to be able to think of a good reason why I
shouldn't tell them.
Or why I should hide from them.
There isn't as much "dancing around the issue" as there used
to be and not as much fear in terms of how others might
react.
In the past, Ann would not bring her girlfriend with
her when going out with friends.
and I are going out tonight.
us, feel free."

Now she said "Fuck it, Nan

If you guys want to come with

She also will not use a "hush tone" when

talking about her girlfriend in public.

In general, Ann was

much more open and free now than when first coming out.

She

said "I've gotten used to just saying everything naturally.
This is who I am, deal with it."
The two significant turning points for Ann were meeting
her roommate and her sponsor.

These relationships introduced

her to people and places Ann had not experienced before.
Doing so provided Ann with resources which proved to be
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important.
Kara
Kara was a 41 year old Caucasian, partnered woman who
reported a Methodist religious background.

She lived with

her partner in a major metropolitan city in the northeast and
has been partnered for two years.

Kara had completed a

bachelors degree and was presently a full time graduate
student pursuing a Master's degree.
married,

She was heterosexually

though not living with her husband,

custody of their son and daughter.

and had partial

Kara had been in therapy

over 20 years ago and was presently in therapy as well.

She

described herself as homosexual and has for the past 2 years.
Kara had come out to most of the people in her life,
including her husband, mother,

sisters, children,

friends,

lover's family, minister, people from her previous place of
employment,

some cousins, an old neighbor,

and some of the

teachers and mothers at her daughter's school.

She was not

out to most members of her church or some of her extended
family, but she believed that most of the people in her
family knew.
Kara was active and direct when coming out to many
people in her life.

She told them she was lesbian.

For

example, when coming out to her husband she said "I'm gay and
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I want to leave."
when coming out.

Sometimes Kara was active but indirect
This involved coming out by mentioning her

partner in conversation, being introduced to her partner's
family, and choosing lesbians to write about for a paper in
school.
Kara was also out to members of her family not through
any active stand she initiated but by "word of mouth."

She

said "well, my youngest nephew is 24 so some of them I didn't
come out to directly because they heard from my sisters and
my brother-in-law."
Kara often dropped clues as a way to come out.

Most

often the clues took form in the kind of jewelry or clothing
she would wear or where she would keep her wallet.

In terms

of her wallet, Kara said this was a clue to her health
counselor who said "Oh, I've got lots of friends that don't
carry pocketbooks too."

Kara would also wear her freedom

rings to work or a shirt with a pink triangle on it as
vehicles for coming out.
The only way in which Kara would hide her lesbian
identity would be to abstain from wearing jewelry or clothing
that would be lesbian in nature.
stance,

Though this was an active

she hid passively most often.
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Though out to her
not to come

out to her

daughter at somelevel, Kara decided
fully because, at6 years old, she is

not sure "it's appropriate for her age.”

She also discussed

concern for her son and because of that, she had made
decisions not to come out to people at his school.

Her

concern for

her mother

also influenced Kara's decision not to

come out to

the people

at their church. She said "...because

a lot of them are my mother's friends.

So not to make

problems for her, I didn't go in and say 'Hey, guess what?'."
Finally,

the lack of closeness or relationship had been the

reason Kara had not come out to some of her sisters or her
neighbors.
The decision to come out to her husband was based on
Kara's readiness to come out and her desire to be honest with
him.

This honesty was an important deciding factor for

coming out to her children as well.
Related to the need for honesty with those close to her
was the need to let people know why she had left her
marriage.
like,

She said "then when I did leave my husband it was

I don't care who knows, that's why I left."

In

addition, Kara was tired of "living a lie for so long" and of
people "assuming" she was heterosexual when she was lesbian.
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The need to feel safe before coming out was an
additional deciding ingredient in coming out.
when she felt "safe enough",

Kara said that

she would come out.

Kara's coming out to herself began over 20 years ago
but was postponed due to a very negative reaction she
received from her mother.
have a very lonely life.

Kara said,

"she told me I would

She prayed me straight."

Kara's

process of not coming out had been a long one and one which
caused her much unhappiness.
herself,

When she did come out to

it was after a long battle.

Kara's reaction to her

own coming out has been one of relief after having lived a
lie for so long —
my life,

"I felt I had already wasted 20 years of

I spent 20 years feeling bad about myself,

I was

tired of it."
The changes Kara had made in how she came out and
decisions about coming out included feeling less "leery" when
confiding in people.

She used to be more tenuous and

hesitant when coming out and felt that her identity was "like
a deep dark secret."

Now, she said, being lesbian is "who I

am" and has experienced acceptance within herself and from
others.

This has made coming out easier for her.

Kara stated that the biggest turning points for her had
been coming out to herself and attending the 1993 Gay and
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Lesbian March on Washington.

Of this later experience she

said:
There were so many, coming off the steps of the
metro and to just see that mall packed with people
of all types.
I thought, how could I have ever felt
alone. After feeling alone all that time and then
it was like, well, I'm not going to feel that way
anymore.

Interview Summaries - Stage 6
There were seven participants who self-defined in this
developmental stage.
Ashley
Ashley was a 32 year old Caucasian, partnered woman who
reported a Protestant religious background.

She lived with

her partner in a rural area in the Mid-Atlantic region of the
U.S. and has been partnered for almost seven years.

Ashley

had completed a bachelors degree and was employed as a
special procedures technologist.

She was presently receiving

counseling and had been for over 2 years.

Ashley described

herself as homosexual and had since 1982.
Ashley had come out to her family, friends,
and all of her coworkers.

therapist,

She was out to her minister and

one other person at the Protestant church she attended.
Ashley was not out to anyone else in her church's
congregation.
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Ashley was active and direct when coming out to her
parents, minister,

and coworkers.

She said this of coming

out to her: father "I said 'I can't go on lying,
life as a lie so I have to tell you'.

living my

I said 'I'm gay'."

Ashley would actively and indirectly come out as well.
She did this by telling others of her relationship with her
lover, Rose.

She said "I told Betty that Rose and I were

more than just friends."
Most of the time, however, Ashley was out passively.
It seemed that after she had come out to some people, she
would be outed by those individuals.

This occurred with her

sisters, people in the hospital in which she worked, and
family members, such as aunts and cousins.
about Ashley spread at work in this way —
obviously had told one of the supervisors.

For example, word
"A friend who
Who, whenever I

started working back in special, told the specials supervisor
who told everybody who I work with before I did."
The strategies Ashley used to conceal her lesbianism
included not actively hiding but not telling either, using
male covers, and using counterfeit secrecy.

Using male

covers was one she had used when first coming out.

She said

"when I went away to camp, I wrote this one guy I was dating
in school.

So I told him, please,

I need you to write me,
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need to hear from you."

Not actively hiding but not coming

out was the strategy Ashley used most often presently.
Ashley discussed making the decision not to come out to
those in her church because she believed they would be
unaccepting.

She said "I feel like they'll react like my

family" which meant she feared she would be rejected.
The decision not to come out to acquaintances and to
people she might casually meet was made on the basis of need.
She believed there was no need for these people to know and
that it really would be none of their business.

Ashley said

"I don't think it's any of their business; if I don't know
them, then they don't need to know."
The struggle to align her religious interests with her
lesbianism made coming out for Ashley difficult at first.
However, once she was able to find peace within herself
around this issue, she was able to make decisions about
coming out.

The need to stop lying and to make her existence

congruent compelled her to make decisions to come out to her
family.

Of this she said "but after I decided that things

were okay with God, I couldn't go on lying to my parents and
living two lives,

I couldn't do it.

So I told them."

Trust was a factor when deciding to come out.
Ashley trusted the individual,

she would come out.

If
This
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often went hand in hand with the closeness she felt in the
friendship,
come out.

as was true with her coworkers to whom she had
She said "it's just the group back there is so

close, we're more of a family than my family is a family.
spend so much time together,
and talk to each other."

We

you have to be able to get along

In addition, when Ashley made

decisions to invite one of them to her home, she decided they
must know who she was because she didn't want to be "on
guard" or "play games" in her home.
In the beginning of her coming out process, Ashely
expressed many fears and concerns.
around her religion and her family.

These centered primarily
She was concerned that

her parents and her religion would reject her.
prolonged coming out to herself for 10 years.

These fears
These worries

became less pressing once Ashley reconciled her religion with
her sexuality.
A consequence of having come out was Ashley's need to
face the realized fear of her mother's rejection.
expressed sadness around this.

She

However, Ashley's feelings

about coming out had not changed as a result.

In fact she

said this about it — "It would be nice to just have a shirt
that said 'I'm gay, deal with it'.
with.

And it would be over

Wouldn't have to tell everybody."
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Ashley discussed having made great changes in her
coming out process since first coming out to herself.

She

was much more closeted then and had a difficult time telling
people who she was.

Now she discussed struggling less with

coming out and being worried less about who might know.
said "now, if they know they know and if they don't,

She

it

doesn't matter."
Significant events for Ashley had been moving to
another city to get away for a while and coming out to her
parents.

She said that once she told them, it cleared the

way to come out to others.

She stated, when asked about

significant events in her life —

"having told m y parents.

'Cause that was always one of my biggest fears in telling
people was of them finding out."
Amanda
Amanda was a 34 year old Caucasian, partnered woman who
reported a Catholic religious background.

She lived near a

large metropolitan city in the northeast.

Amanda has been

partnered for almost five years and was a full time doctoral
student in History at the time of the interview.
worked part-time in the university library.

She also

She was

presently in therapy and had been for 6 months.

Amanda

described herself as lesbian and had for about 9 years.
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Amanda was out to her entire family, to friends she
called "friends for life", virtually her entire department at
school, some coworkers in the library, her neighbors,
therapist.

and her

She was not out to all of her coworkers and none

of her students.
Amanda actively and directly told her mother,

sister,

friends, and colleagues in her department that she was a
lesbian.

She called this the "official conversation" which

meant she would tell them that she was a lesbian.
if she used those words she said "I told them.

When asked

I'm pretty

sure I just out with it; I just told everybody."
Indirectly and actively Amanda came out to others.

She

used this strategy frequently and described it as an
"interactive kind of thing."

Rather than announce her

lesbianism with a verbal statement, Amanda brought her
partner to social functions,

talked about her partner in

conversations, and engaged in "we" talk.

This meant she

would simply discuss her life's events in the plural,
"we would like to buy a house like your house."
coming out in this way —
There are these parties,

such as

She said of

"I told them in the course of life.
there are get togethers,

and I say

I'm coming with my partner or my partner is coming with me."
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Amanda also was out passively.

At one time in her

life, she lived in a "woman’s household" that was well known
to be occupied with mostly lesbians.

She stated that living

there meant you were lesbian and as a result, many knew about
Amanda's sexual orientation.

In other situations, Amanda was

out as a result of people in her department talking to one
another.

She said "and so it was pretty universally,

I

didn't have to tell too many people because it was the gossip
of the department."
The means by which Amanda hid her identity were by
being evasive about how she spends her time,

letting

heterosexual assumptions remain uncorrected,

and not talking

about her personal life.

She would not "engage" with those

to whom she was closeted.
Amanda's decision not to come out to those at her job
and to some of her colleagues was based on the lack of a
personal relationship with them, as well as fear of
disapproval and stereotying.

Though she did not care for

some of them and had no need for them to know her "in any
way", she still felt anxious about the consequences of them
knowing.
Staying closeted with her students was a decision
Amanda made because she believed "that would require a lot of
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work and then the focus is you and not the subject."

She

didn't want to "shut them down right away" with a statement
of her sexuality which might take away some of their openness
to her and her authority.
Many times Amanda said the reason she did not come out
was to "save energy."
was unimportant,
too much work.

With those whom Amanda's relationship

she said coming out to them would require
She stated it this way:

I just feel they don't warrant a talk, some of the
talks that would be necessary...They don't warrant the
time and energy and the fear that it takes sometimes to
bring people to some sort of understanding.
I don't
feel obligated to explain or help them get it or to
help them through it.
The decision to come out to others was based on feeling
safe and close.

She would "check the atmosphere" to see how

someone might react to her before coming out.

However, once

she had established safety and intimacy, Amanda said "what I
don't get is why more people aren't out more.
something I fail to grasp sometimes.

It's just

When it seems safe, why

are you not?"
This is why she came out to her "inner circle" of
friends.

Amanda could not fathom interacting with these

people and close colleagues without them knowing she was
lesbian.

She said "I get too uncomfortable not saying

anything."
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Amanda expressed a comfort with her own coming out and
a sense of settling into herself as a lesbian.

Of coming out

she said "I think what I've done is developed a coming out
theory, a way to come out.

I've come to conclusions that may

change but which I am comfortable with."
In general, Amanda had received positive reactions when
coming out to others.

Her mother, however,

reacted

negatively, which delayed Amanda's coming out process a few
months.
Amanda noted a progressive change in how she has come
out over the years.

When first coming out, Amanda stated

that she did not feel comfortable or "safe to do that."
There was a period of "trial and error" in which she tried on
different ways of coming out.

Over time and by observing a

previous lover, she learned how to come out more "naturally"
and without "confrontation."

Now Amanda said "I guess I'm

more willing to just let it go.

I live the way I live and I

do what I do, and if that means someone sees me holding
Evelyn's hand, well then they see it."
Amanda expressed entering a "new phase" of coming out.
She had been questioning how to come out without making the
"official" statement of being a lesbian.

Of her own process

she had noted that these statements were made early on in her
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coming out and that now, as a professional,

she was not sure

how to be out without these types of statements.

She said "I

don't quite know how to make a generalized statement.

Or if

I should make a generalized statement...So, I'm trying to
figure out how to do that.”
Amanda stated that her mother's negative reaction
mother was significant in delaying her coming out to friends.
In addition living in the woman's household and being in a
relationship were important in allowing Amanda to simply live
her life.
Fran
Fran was a 47 year old Caucasian, partnered woman who
reported a no religious affiliation.

She lived in a large

northeastern metropolitan city with her partner of 20 years.
Fran had completed a Master's degree and completed some
course work toward a doctorate.

She worked as an

instructional media specialist at a large university.
had no experience with counseling.

Fran

She has described herself

as lesbian since she was in high school.
Fran was out to everyone in all areas of her life.
This included family,

friends, work, and neighborhood.

asked who she was out to, Fran said "everybody,

When

literally

everybody."
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Fran actively and directly came out to most of the
people in her life.

She told them that she was a lesbian.

For example, when a new faculty member came to teach a
women's studies course,

Fran said "I wrote to her right off

and told her that I was a lesbian and that I enjoy learning
w o m e n 's studi e s ."
When she didn't directly verbalize her sexual
orientation,
out.

Fran was sure to indirectly yet actively come

Examples of how included: entering new situations

identified as lesbian either by wearing a hat with lesbian or
gay identified symbols or by placing a gay or lesbian symbol
on her videocamera for work; reading a gay newspaper in
public; using her partner's name in conversation about her
relationship; putting up bulletin boards on campus for the
gay and lesbian students; placing symbols on her house that
are gay or lesbian; and posting gay and lesbian articles,
pictures, and symbols in the corridor outside her office.
These methods were not in the service of dropping clues about
herself but more in the service of letting others know right
up front she was lesbian.

As there was no one Fran was not

out to, she used no strategies to hide her lesbianism.
Fran's decision to come out to her mother was based on
the desire to have her mother know.

For years when Fran
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lived in her mother's house she feared being thrown out if
she came out.
freed.

Once she moved into her own home, she felt

She said:

I wanted her to realize that you can't control out of a
person what they are.
You have a choice, you can
either accept me or reject me but at this point in
time, that's where I am, that's who I am.
There's
nothing more that I'm going to take either.
Fran decided to come out to her sisters because she
felt close to them and wanted to share with them.

She said

"I wanted to share with them like they share with me in terms
of who they were going with, who they were married to, who
they were dating, etc."
The decision to come out at work was assumed as a way
to start a gay and lesbian community on her campus.

She knew

of one starting on an affiliate campus and decided to begin
one on hers.

Fran said "There was no community down here.

How do you start a community,

you start it.

Somebody's got

to come o u t ."
In addition,

Fran's decision to come out on campus was

for the gay and lesbian students.
she went to college,

She remembered that when

there was no one there for her to talk

to and no literature available that was affirming for the gay
and lesbian student body.
worked —

She said of the students where she

"I want the kids to know there is somebody here."
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And as an educator,

Fran makes decisions to come out to

educate those who do not know about the gay and lesbian
community.
Finally, decisions about coming out were made when Fran
was 19 years old and in a car accident.

From that point on,

she decided not to be quiet about who she was.

She said "the

rest of my life has been given to me and the rest of my life
is now m i n e ."
Fran has had negative reactions to her coming out.

She

has been a victim of hate crimes and has lost two jobs
because she is lesbian.

In the face of these reactions,

Fran's feelings about her sexuality have not been altered.
She continued to come out and state who she was upfront.
The changes Fran has made in coming out have been that
she is much more verbal and out now than when first
identifying herself as lesbian.

She stated these changes

came about once she was financially stable and could "stand
on my own two feet."

In addition, when Fran was first coming

out, she did not have the language or the knowledge about
what to wear to represent her sexual orientation.

Now, Fran

uses her knowledge to educate others and wears symbols from
the gay and lesbian community wherever she goes.
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Significant turning points for Fran were her
emancipation from her mother’s home,

legal protection at her

place of employment, and her accident at 19.

These

experiences were all instrumental in directing Fran to be
more open about being lesbian.
Jean
Jean was a 19 year old Caucasian, unpartnered woman who
reported a Jewish religious background.

She lived near a

large metropolitan city in the northeast and was a full time
student at a local university.

Jean had been in counseling

when she was younger for about one year and was again in
counseling for the past 4 months.

She described herself as

lesbian and has for less than one year.
Jean was out to most of her family, her friends, her
therapist and her sister.

She had not come out to her

father, her grandmother, her half-sister,

or some coworkers

from a summer job.
One way Jean came out to people in her life was to be
direct and active by telling them she was gay.

Other times

Jean would be active and indirect telling them she was in a
relationship with a woman.
Many times Jean would drop clues that she was lesbian.
This was done through symbols,

such as the rainbow flag,
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pictures on her dorm walls of women or posters up with
sayings such as "Miss Dyke To You", and jewelry, such as a
rainbow bracelet or an earring with a woman's sign.

Jean

also dropped clues by mentioning gay clubs she'd frequented.
Jean would hide her lesbian identity by not telling with
whom she spends her time or by not talking about her personal
life.

In her room at home with her father,

up any lesbian symbols or pictures.

she does not put

Sometimes she would

"change the truth" or tell "white lies" when asked about her
relationships.
earring,
woman.

Once when at home, her sister asked about her

to which Jean replied "I'm like,

I'm proud to be a

It's a woman-pride type of thing"

rather than the

truth.
With her father, Jean used counterfeit secrecy.

She

stated she was sure he knew but that "he doesn't want to ask
because he wants me to tell."
Jean's decision not to come out to members of her
family was dependent on with whom she was concealing.
her father,

With

Jean based her decision on her need to please him

and her fear that this would be disappointing to him.

She

said "I think that I just have this pleasing thing where I
have to please my father all the time.

I'll never tell him

bad things, only good things."
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Her fear of displeasing others was the reason she had
not come out to her grandmother either.

Jean thought her

grandmother would have a "heart attack" if she knew Jean were
gay and Jean preferred not to "make her have to deal with
that."

Jean feared that coming out to her younger half-

sister would result in her sister have a "bad impression" of
her.

She thought her sister was too young to know or

understand.
One summer Jean had worked as a camp counselor and
stayed closeted.

She said the decision to do so was out of

fear of being fired —

"I knew I would be fired.

I was

protecting my job."
The decision to come out to her mother was made on the
basis of knowing that her mother was lesbian and wanting to
"have something in common" with her.
their relationship was distant,

Jean hoped that where

this would help bridge the

gap.
Wanting to be closer to others was the reason Jean came
out to her friends.

She did not want to lie to them or have

them find out by hearing it from someone else.

She also

needed them to be able to talk to and ask for emotional
support.
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Jean experienced some negative reactions to her coming
out which postponed her coming out process.

She discussed an

experience last year with her roommate who told those on her
dorm floor that she was lesbian.

As a result, Jean said "I'd

walk by rooms and I'd hear 'Dyke'.

That's really a rough

experience for somebody who wasn't out."
She also needed to test her sexuality before committing
toit.

To

do so, Jean had a sexual encounter with a man the

year before coming out to be "sure" she wasn't bisexual.
That experience solidified for her a lesbian identity.
Jean described the changes she has made in how she
comes out now as compared to earlier stages of her coming out
process.

She said:

I just come out and say it instead of just being like,
well, uhm, I have to tell you something, uh,
uhm...Just, I'm gay.
Like it's a lot easier to say.
I
never was able to use that term.
Never called myself
that.
And when I did I was like, Oh my God, did that
come from my mouth?
Jean stated she felt more pride now and used words like
Dyke to describe herself because it was a "power word."
result of the pride and comfort,

As a

Jean said that if somebody

were to ask her if she were lesbian,

she would tell them.

This differs from when initially coming out in that she would
only come out to those to whom she was close.
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Jean felt that the biggest turning points for her were
her experiences this past summer.

During that time, she went

to gay bars and realized that she wasn't alone.

Ending a 10

month relationship had also been significant for Jean,
allowing her to regain her identity and control of her life.
Cris
Cris was a 38 year old Caucasian, partnered woman who
reported a Lutheran religious background.
partner had been together for 1.5 years.

She and her
Cris lived near a

large metropolitan city and was employed as an assistant dean
of students for a small college.

She had some experience in

counseling a few years ago that lasted almost 2 years.

Cris

described herself as gay and had for 19 years.
The only people Cris could say she was not out to were
her grandparents and students.

She had come out to her

parents, her sister and husband, her extended family, boss,
coworkers,

staff,

friends, and residence directors she

supervised.
Cris had come out actively and directly with many in
her life.

She said "somehow the conversation usually drives

toward that direction and then I usually I say 'Oh, by the
way, I'm gay too'."
For many of those to whom Cris was out,

the manner in
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which this happened was passive.

It seemed that Cris's

mother told most of the people in their family that Cris was
lesbian.

Word of mouth at work as well took the

responsibility away from Cris in coming out.

She said "yeah,

I guess I personally, everybody does it for me."
Cris believed most people have "put two and two
together" about her and make the assumption that she is
lesbian.

She said this might be a result of paying attention

to how she never talked about men and how when she would
mention what she did with her time, it invariably involved
women.

Of this she said "you know, because I'm not shy about

telling people what I did over the weekend or those kind of
things that... People can usually put it together."
Dropping clues was a strategy Cris discussed having
used when she was younger but not one she used often now.
She might "drop a couple of good hints along the way so maybe
they [people] would catch on a little bit", but the way she
would do that would be to mention her l o v e r 's name in
conversation.
Cris stated that she did not actively hide her
lesbianism with those who did not know.

What she did was to

not fully disclose the nature of her relationship with her
partner.

And if asked, Cris said she would come out.
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Cris's decision to stay closeted with her grandparents
was based on her fear that they would be hurt by this and
would not understand.
whether they knew —

She felt it wasn't an issue for her
"I just kind of figured they see me as

their little grandchild,

they don't see me as a sexual person

or whatever."
With her students, Cris decided not to come out to them
because she doesn't want them to know with whom she is having
a relationship,
administrator,

"whether it's male or female."

As an

she felt it necessary to keep that part of

herself away from students.

She said "I don't ask them who

they're having a relationship with,

so I don't think that

they should have my relationships in sky writing either."
Cris did not feel the need to come out to people with
whom her relationship was "superficial."

These included some

coworkers, members of the Lutheran church she attends,
people she might casually meet.

and

Of these types of

relationships she said "people that I don't have a lot of
contact with,

I could care less about what they know.

don't mean I could care less,

I

I just don't think it's an

issue for them to know."
The decision to come out to people close to her had
been based on the intimacy of their relationship.

She cared
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enough about her parents to want them to know they had done
nothing wrong as parents.

They had originally suspected

Cris's lesbianism earlier in her life and blamed themselves
for it.

Years later when Cris was comfortable with herself,

she felt the need to let them know it was not their "fault."
Cris decided to come out to friends and colleagues to
let them know who she was.

She said,

"then usually with

other colleagues if there's somebody that I'm friendly with
and have a relationship with,
something about it."

I usually end up just saying

Sometimes this need arose because she

wanted them to know her better and sometimes because she
needed their support.

Cris summed up her decision making

strategy in this way:
I just feel like this is part of me and part of my
life.
It's like, take it or leave it.
When I think
people are going to be open to it, then I just go ahead
and do it.
If it would make absolutely no bearing on
whatever relationship I have with the person, then I
usually don't.
Cris's reactions to her own coming out process have
been positive.

Even when struggling with coming out to her

parents when she was younger, Cris stated that she continued
living her life and "bebopping around" doing what she wanted
to do.

She never stopped doing what she needed to do in

terms of living.
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When first identifying herself as lesbian, Cris came
out mostly to gay or lesbian friends and in a manner that
announced her lesbianism.

Since that time, the changes Cris

experienced in her coming out process included coming out to
more than just gay or lesbian people and coming out in what
she called a "normal'1 way.

By this she meant, rather than

say she is lesbian, Cris talks about herself as lesbian.

She

said "so I just kind of kind of feel like it's part of the
package."
The most significant turning point for Cris was coming
out to her parents.

After telling them she said "I could

have cared less who knew because they were the most important
people to m e ."
Paula
Paula was a 42 year old Caucasian, partnered woman who
reported no religious affiliation.

She has been partnered

for 12 years and currently lives with her partner.
two sons, one which lives with her now.

Paula has

Paula lives near a

large metropolitan city in the northeast and is an
undergraduate student in a large university.

She had been in

counseling for many years and was receiving counseling at the
time of the study.

Paula described herself as lesbian and

had for 18 years.
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Paula was out as lesbian to all in her life, including
her family, friends,
therapy group.

students, therapist, and members of her

She had not come out to her stepfather before

he died or to some coworkers at a previous place of
employment.
Paula's coming out has been direct and active as well
as indirect and active.
lesbian.

Directly she has told people she is

When responding to a homophobic article a class

member was circulating,

Paula said "I got pretty upset about

it and he asked me what I was getting so upset about.
'Because this guy is talking about my life.

This isn't

theory to me, this is my life...I'm a lesbian'."
come out to her mother,

sisters,

I said

She had

and children in this way, as

well as to friends and previous coworkers.
When being actively indirect, Paula would come out by
talking of her partner, Penny, as one would talk about a
spouse and she attended functions and appointments with her.
She gave an example of going to a specialist for a physical
exam with Penny and saying to the physician,

"I want you to

know this is the other person you need to talk to beside me."
Paula has made comments that were matter of fact about her
life as a lesbian, using the pronoun she in conversation and
giving gifts to neighbors from the both of them.

In these
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ways of coming out, it was "implicit" that Paula was lesbian.
Paula stated that, in the past,

she had come out by

dropping clues such as wearing buttons or dropping names of
bars or musicians.

She said she did that early on in her

coming out process, but not anymore.
The means by which Paula would hide her lesbian
identity would be to not offer information about personal
life.

She said she did not do much hiding anymore, but when

she had, she limited the amount of personal "stuff" she would
bring into the conversation.
Paula's made decisions not to come for a variety of
reasons.

The decision not to come out to her stepfather

before he died was based on the "shaky" relationship they had
and the absence of need to bring him closer to her.

Deciding

not to come out to coworkers at a previous job was based on
her fear of the consequences.

She said "when I worked,

I

wasn't out at work but a lot of that was because it felt very
dangerous.

I worked in an oil refinery for 12 years and how

homophobic people were."
When her youngest son was attending the same university
as she, she made decisions not to come out for him.

She

stated she did not want word to get to his friends which
would force her son to contend with comments.

Paula said "so
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I would be more reluctant to come out because some of his
friends I knew and they knew me as Zach's mother rather than
as Paula."
Deciding to come out was also based on an assortment of
provocations.

With her sons she said "How could I hide it?

We all lived together" and so told them because it would be
too difficult to conceal it.

She also came out to them

because "that was the way it was, because we were living
together, because they asked" and to know their mother, was
to know this piece as well.
The decision to come out to family and friends was
based on her desire for them to know who she was and for them
to accept her partner.

The closeness she felt with these

individuals and her concern for them propelled her to come
out.

In addition,

she

did not want them to hear about her

lesbianism from others and she wanted some control over her
own coming out.

Paula said:

It was all over there and I knew it was out there and I
guess I wanted to have some control over how, who knew,
and how they were told.
And she's [her aunt] important
to me and this is an important thing.
Feeling safe was an important factor for Paula when
making the decision to come out.

She made the decision when

her "gut feeling" told her it felt "right" and safe.

This

was how she felt at the university which she described as a
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"petri dish."

Additionally, Paula made the decision to come

out not only when she felt safe, but when her life was more
calm —

"The more upheaval I have,

the less risk-taking I'm

willing to take in other areas."
Paula's decision to come out in her therapy group was
as a result of a member's comment about gays.

Paula wanted

to let the member know that a lesbian was in the room.
said "I didn't want her to embarrass herself,
know I was in the room.
either.

She

I wanted her to

And I didn't want to be insulted

This is part of who I am."

Coming out for Paula has been positive and "explosive"
at times.

She had received a negative response from her

mother and had been afraid to be out at work, but that did
not deter Paula from her own process or from feeling good
about herself as a lesbian.

She may have done the "drum

rolls" early on in her life, announcing her lesbianism, but
now Paula said "it's just a part of life.

It's an important

part of who I am, but it's not all of who I am."
Paula was very clear about the changes she had made in
her coming out process since first identifying as lesbian.
She said:
I've gone through a lot of transitions.
There was a
time when I wanted to stand on a mountain top and
scream it to the world.
There was a point in time
where it was like an in your face kind of thing.
My
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way of coming out it different depending on what part
of my life we're talking about.
She described her lesbianism as in her current life
"across the board" now rather than initially being very
"compartmentalized."

Paula was not "as loud" about her

sexual orientation now.
Paula was also more selective to whom she came out.
There was a period of time for her when she would come out to
"everybody and anybody."

She said:

I would come out to a cigar store Indian.
And now it's
just kind of part of who I am. And it is more
selective, but it's also quieter but it's more
adamant...I don't think I'd have to tell the cigar
store Indian now.
The significant turning points for Paula were feeling
unsafe at work and coming out too quickly and too much when
her sons were younger.

These experiences caused Paula to

become more closeted and selective in terms of to whom she
came out.

Also significant for Paula had been her need for

honesty with those who were important to her.

lad
Teri was a 40 year old Caucasian, unpartnered woman who
reported no religious affiliation.

Teri lived near a large

metropolitan city in the northeast and was a full time
doctoral student in Geology at a large university.

She had a

year of experience in counseling and was in counseling at the
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time of the study.

Teri described herself as gay and had for

20 years.
Teri was out to everyone in her family except her
brother-in-law.

She was also out to her friends, many

colleagues and faculty in her department, her advisor, her
therapist, and a set of neighbors.
Teri had been active and direct when coming out.

She

said she would be straightforward and say "Oh, I don't1 know
if you knew this, but I ’m gay."
Many times, however, she came out less directly but
still actively.

She did this by telling others she was in a

relationship with a woman, by bringing up her lover's name in
the context of the relationship conversation, or by telling
others with whom she was living.

She said:

I guess with most people I don't think I ever tried to
hide the fact that I was living with someone.
People
would say 'what did you do this weekend?' and I'd say
'We did this'.
I never made up boyfriends or anything
like that.
Teri believed that most of the people in her department
knew she was lesbian through small talk —

"I'm sure in the

department most people found out just through word of mouth."
This passive strategy was preferable to Teri who would rather
"assume people know without me having to tell them."

She

preferred an additional passive strategy, which was to simply
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allow people to assume she was lesbian if they paid attention
and were "smart enough" to see the obvious.
Dropping clues was a strategy Teri stated she used in
the past.

She had worn jewelry and mentioned places she had

been to as ways to come out without directly coming out.
The manner in which Teri hides her lesbian identity is
by not discussing her personal life and not being direct
about her sexuality.

She said "I wouldn't discuss my

personal life with someone who is just an acquaintance.

That

that hides it, that might be an area or a way to hide it."
Teri decided to stay closeted with her brother-in-law
because she saw him as a "redneck" and as someone unimportant
to her.

In addition,

to come out to him might cause some

turmoil in the family and she wanted to "keep the peace."
With others who are not important to her, Teri makes the
similar decision not to come out.
I don't care about,

She said "if it's someone

then I don't really feel the need to say

anything generally."
However,

if Teri values the person,

feels close in her

relationship, or feels as if the friendship is becoming more
meaningful,

she will make the decision to come out.

She

said:
There will come a point, you meet somebody, you become
acquaintances, if you're getting closer and developing
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a friendship that at some point it seems just
imperative to me that they know all of me in that
sense.
That the biggest part of my life is who I love,
if I ’m involved with someone.
Then that friendship
isn’t going to mean anything or be anything real unless
they know that about me.
Teri made the decision about coming out to her advisor
for a different reason.

She saw him as a conservative man

and wanted to "shake him up."

Teri believed that "if we all

hide and d o n ’t ’ tell, you do let others define who you are"
and she did not want that to be the case with him.
Teri struggled with accepting her sexual identity for
five years before coming out to herself as lesbian.

When she

met someone with whom she fell in love, she said "I knew
right away that yes, I was and yes this was fine with me."
Her reactions to her own process since that time have been
positive.
Teri stated that she had made many changes in her
coming out process.
out and to whom.

Initially,

she was timid about coming

She came out to a limited number of people

and those who were close to her.

She had been afraid of

losing her job and people in her life.

Teri described then

going through a phase of telling the "world" and doing so
"right away."
Now Teri describes her coming out as "much more a part
of daily who I am and who I present to the world."

She
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stated feeling more comfortable with who and what she is.
a result,

As

she is willing to come out to more people and does

not worry about their reactions.

She stated being more

willing to come out to the people in the "next tier of my
life," which included people with whom she works and does
business.
different.

In addition, how she feels about coming out is
Of this she said "I don't feel angry anymore.

I

think in a lot of ways in the early days, you almost wanted
to put it in somebody's face and dare them to disapprove.
And I don't feel that way anymore."
A significant event for Teri had been listening to a
lesbian writer speak about coming out.

The speaker had urged

the audience to come out "because if you don't, exactly that,
that other people will get to define you and say whatever
they want about you."

The message Teri took away from that

speech was that "the way to make things change is to educate
and the only way you're going to do that is to if you're
willing to put yourself on the line and be one of the
educators."

As a result, coming out was easier for Teri.

In addition,

significant for Teri has been moving again

and making decisions about coming out or not.

She was

reflective when stating:
I guess what amazes me is you go along in life and
nothing stops.
You never get to a point where you're
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done... I mean, I'm 40 years old now and still I know
that I'll confront these in different settings,
different times, always...And it's going to happen
again and again and again.
I guess each time I just
hope things become clearer, the process of how I'm
going to tell, who I'm going to tell, how's it going to
happen.
I guess the one constant is that by now I know
that I will just always be myself.
I will never hide
it and at least that's there. How you choose to deal
with things on a daily basis and the decisions of 'am I
going to tell this person now?', that will always be
there.
But I never feel like I'll have to hide from
anybody.
It's just ongoing.
Composite Summaries
The purpose of this section is to collapse the
participants'

interviews within each homosexual identity

development stage to create composite stage summaries.

These

summaries will be organized by stage and will highlight the
themes of identity management revealed through data analysis.
The analytic process following the steps recommended by
Hycner

(1985) and discussed in chapter three uncovered four

domains or themes and ten sub-categories
The general themes are Disclosure Status,

(See Appendix I ) .
Identity Management

Strategies, Decision-Making Strategies, and Changes in
Identity Management.

These themes and sub-categories are

presented in a way that addresses the first two research
questions which are: How do lesbians at six different
identified stages of lesbian identity development manage or
regulate information about their identities? and In what kind
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of decision-making process do lesbians engage when managing
their identities?
The first domain, disclosure status, is descriptive of
to whom participants had revealed their sexual orientation
and to whom they had not.

As such, the sub-categories chosen

for analysis in this domain are To Whom Out and To Whom Not
Out.
The second domain,

identity management strategies,

comprises the methods participants’ used when disclosing and
concealing their sexual orientation.

This domain consists of

four sub-categories chosen for analysis: Direct Active Out,
Indirect Active Out, Passive Out, and Hiding Techniques.
The third domain, decision-making strategies, reflects
how participants made decisions to come out or not.

The sub

categories related to these themes are Decision To Come Out
and Decision Not To Come Out.
The last domain, changes in identity management,
includes the changes participants had experienced in how they
come out and how they make decisions about to whom they come
out since coming out to themselves.

The related sub

categories are Changes In How Come Out and Changes In
Decision-Making Processes.
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Stags J,
Disclosure Status
1.

To Whom Out
Jan, who represents all data collected for stage 1, had

come out to a limited number of people.

These were a few

friends and her therapist.
2.

To Whom Not Out
Jan was not out to most people in her life.

She was

not out to her family of origin, her "second family" which
was a surrogate family, or many friends.

Jan kept her

confusion very private.
Identity Management Strategies
1.

Direct Active Out
Jan engaged in direct active coming out strategies when

disclosing to her therapist and friends that she was
confused.

She simply told them that she was either

"confused" about who she was attracted to or that she was in
love with her good friend and wasn't sure what to do about
it.
2.

Indirect Active Out
Only once did Jan use indirect active out strategies.

When coming out to the woman to whom she was attracted, Jan
"beat around the bush" and avoided directly saying she was
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confused about her sexual orientation.

Instead,

she likened

their relationship to a movie which contained information
about a female friend being attracted to another female
friend.
3.

Passive Out
This identity management strategy was never used by

Jan, primarily because the number of people to whom she was
out was limited and segregated.

There was no exchange of

information from one friend to another.
4.

Hiding Techniques
Jan used passive hiding techniques to conceal her

sexual orientation.

She never went out of her way to hide

information about her sexual orientation.

However,

she would

remain hidden by not introducing the subject into
conversation and not actively offering information about
herself.
Decision-Making Strategies
1.

Decision To Come Out
Jan's coming out decisions were based primarily on the

sense of trust in and quality of the relationships she had
with others.

If she felt others to be trustworthy with the

information about her sexual orientation, she would disclose.
If she felt emotionally close to someone, she would make the
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decision to disclose.

She said "I don't discuss it with

anybody that I don't feel extremely close to."
Additional reasons why Jan would make the decision to
come out were to gain information about being lesbian or
bisexual and to be understood.
2.

Decision Not To Come Out
Jan's decisions not to come out were based on a variety

of reasons.

Within her family of origin, the decision was

based on the family agenda of keeping personal issues quiet,
on the fear of homophobic responses, and on the lack of easy
communication among the members.

The fear of others not

responding well was also why Jan did not come out to her
surrogate family.
In addition, if the quality of the relationship was not
one which warranted intimate conversation, Jan made decisions
not to come out.

Expending energy with those whom she did

not regularly communicate on an issue that was presently
confusing for her guided Jan's decision away from coming out.
Changes -in-Identity Management
1.

Changes In How Come Out
This participant had experienced no changes in how she

comes out.

This was primarily a function of the relative

novelty of her own coming out.
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2.

Changes In Decision-Making Processes
Though no changes were made in how Jan comes out, she

did discuss a change in gravity of feelings toward her friend
which has affected her thinking about coming out.

Her

attraction to her friend has increased in intensity and has
made her feel more compelled to come out.
Stage 2
Disclosure Status
1.

To Whom Out
The two participants in this stage were out to a select

few

in their lives.

them such as
her

Both were out to some people close to

a good female and male friend.

Am y was out to

brother, sister, and group at church while Pearl had come

out to her exhusband and a past therapist.

Pearl also tended

to disclose to those of less importance, such as some male
companions.
2.

To Whom Not Out
Both participants were not out to anyone at work or

school.

Pearl was not out to anyone in her family while Amy

had come out to only two members of hers.

Neither was out to

many friends.
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Identity Management Strategies
1.

Direct Active Out
To the few people Amy had disclosed,

active.

she was direct and

Pearl was direct and active as well when coming out

to her exhusband, her male friends, and her past therapist.
Both participants discussed simply telling others they were
lesbian or attracted to women.
2.

Indirect Active Out
Only one participant engaged in this identity

management strategy.

In an incident with a woman Pearl

believed to be lesbian,

she hinted about her sexuality when

purchasing lesbian literature.

At other times, Pearl

included the topic of homosexuality into conversations with
others.

She did this to evaluate the degree of safety and

openness of others before coming out directly.
3.

Passive Out
This strategy was not used by either participant.

4.

Hiding Techniques
When concealing their sexual orientations from others,

each participant hid in a different way.
primarily through evasion.

Pearl did so

This involved being vague when

asked about intimate relationships.
Amy was taciturn when the conversation would turn to
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gay and. lesbian issues or to her personal life.
I had a lover, nobody would know.
that person."

In addition,

She said "if

I just wouldn't talk about

she was careful not to invite

people to her home where someone could see lesbian books and
pictures.

When pressed, Amy lied about where and how she

spent her time.
Finally, in order to keep her lesbian identity hidden
from her sister, Amy engaged in counterfeit secrecy.

Amy

said this about her sister's reaction to Amy's attempt at
coming out —

"But then she totally blocked it out, or for

her the fact that I'm not having sex, so she doesn't think
it's real."

In response, Amy did not talk about her

sexuality and so colluded with her sister.
Decision-Making Strategies
1.

Decision To Come Out
There were similarities and differences between the two

participants in terms of the decision to come out.

Both

women made decisions to come out as a function of feeling
safe, close, and accepted in their relationships and as a
function of needing to be true to themselves and honest with
others.

Pearl said "the most important thing to me I think

is people knowing me for what I am."
Both expressed a desire to come out when relationships
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became more intimate.

In addition, both women came out as a

way to stop others from assuming they were heterosexual.

Amy

did this with her sister and Pearl with men who were asking
her out on dates.
Pearl also made decisions about coming out that were
different from Amy.

With a past therapist,

Pearl came out to

gain clarity with regard to feelings she had for another
woman.

Coming out to her exhusband was undertaken as a

result of her need to talk about her feelings.
2.

Decision Not To Come Out
Others1 homophobia was a primary reason both

participants gave for staying closeted.

They both feared the

responses family members and coworkers would have if they
knew they were bisexual or lesbian.

Amy's coworkers were

"homophobic" and has been "constantly cracking little dyke
jokes, lesbo jokes, and it pisses me off and I have to
control it."

As a result, Amy decided that she did not need

"any more shit" in her life and remained quiet about her
sexuality.

Pearl said this about making

come out with her mother —

the decision not to

"My mother would be like, the

first thing that would come out of her mouth would be 'You
kids just never listened to me'.

She's not going to be able

to deal with i t ."
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Fearing the loss of security was another reason both
participants gave for not coming out.

For Amy, the security

was economic and emotional and for Pearl,
emotional.

it was chiefly

Pearl's need for a secure identity drove her to

keep closeted until she could feel more certain about her
sexuality and be able to communicate that to others.
said this about not coming out to her family —

She

"I feel that

when I get comfortable, we're not that close, when I get
comfortable with the way I feel, I won't care if they find
o u t ."
Amy feared the loss of her job if others were to know
and the loss of love from those meaningful to her.

In

addition, Amy made the decision not to come out if the
relationship she had with others was insignificant to her, as
it was with her mother. She said that coming out to her
mother "would have no meaning in her life" and that for Amy,
"it wouldn't have any meaning to my life Mom accepting that I
was gay."
Changes in Identity Management
1.

Changes In How Come Out
Both participants discussed some changes in how they

come out or would come out.

Because Amy has not met anyone

new since coming out to herself, she has not had the
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opportunity to put into practice the changes she feels.
said "I would be more self-assured,
confident.

She

I would be more

I would feel less shame because I'm more

confident now and more aware of who I am."
Pearl discussed becoming a bit more open in how she
comes out.

She is more direct than she was when first coming

out to herself.
2.

Changes In Decision-Making Processes
Deciding to whom to come out has changed for one of the

participants.

Pearl discussed making decisions to no longer

maintain friendships in which she could not be open about who
she is - "As far as people in social situations, especially
the more personal the relationship gets,

I have to let them

know and it will happen."
Stage 3
Disclosure Status
1.

To Whom Out
The two participants in this stage,

Tami and Diane,

were out to a limited number of people in their lives.

Tami

had come out at one of her jobs and to a few women in her
family who were lesbian.

Diane came out to her therapist, a

handful of friends, her two daughters,

and her mother.
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2.

To Whom Not Out
Neither participant was out to anyone else in her

family of origin and both participants were not out to any
other friends.

Tami was not out at her second place of

employment and Diane had not come out to her husband with
whom she was separated.
Identity Management Strategies
1.

Direct Active Out
Only Diane had been actively direct when coming out.

She did so with most of those whom she had told.

For

example, when coming out to her therapist Diane said "...men
are very nice but I don't feel the same kind of attraction."
2.

Indirect Active Out
Both participants came out to others in indirect yet

active ways.

Diane did so with her youngest daughter by

admitting to feelings for a woman that were not just those of
friendship,

intimating something more.

Tami used this strategy in most of her coming out
experiences.

She would introduce her partner to others and

allow the association and assumption to disclose her sexual
orientation.

Tami said "I came in and said 'I found this

girl' and brought her around and showed her to them.

Show

and tell."
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3.

Passive Out
This strategy was used only by one participant.

If

asked, Tami would not deny her lesbianism but she would not
offer the information spontaneously.
4.

Hiding Techniques
Both participants in this stage used hiding techniques,

though one more so than the other.

Diane engaged in a few

strategies for concealing her lesbian identity,

such as being

reserved around the subject of her sexuality and actively
hiding lesbian literature in her home.
Tami, however, managed information about her lesbianism
by not talking about relationships with others, passing, and
using counterfeit secrecy.

Passing was used primarily during

family gatherings when Tami might dress more femininely.
Sometimes Tami would "play the straight little person" with
those she felt could not "handle it."
Counterfeit secrecy was employed with those whom Tami
had a longstanding relationship,
friends.

such as family and old

The status of her relationship with her partner was

never discussed in these relationships, though Tami had
introduced her partner to family and friends.

She was aware

of the "game playing" within both spheres of her life and
made the decision to continue with the game.
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figglslon-Makxng. Strategies
1.

Decision To Come Out
Safety and acceptance were two ingredients both

participants discussed as necessary when making the decision
to come out.

Knowing that the others they were coming out to

were gay made the decision even easier.

Diane said "it was

easy to come out because my therapist is a lesbian."

With

those at work Tami said "I knew they were and would accept
her.

And I wouldn't be offending anybody."
Diane had additional decision-making strategies for

coming out.

Her desire to let her children know the

possibility of all kinds of relationships and to have the
freedom to confide in her about their lives, was an impetus
for Diane to come out to them.
daughter,

She said "with my eldest

I think she wanted support from somewhere and I

felt that I could give her that by coming out to her."
The need to understand her feelings pushed Diane into
coming out to her therapist.

Once done, she discussed

feeling "tired of hiding" and made the decision to come out
to her friends in her therapy group.
place where I could relax.
attraction toward a female.
that it was okay.

Diane said "it was a

I could actually feel an
And it was so wonderful to feel

That it was normal."
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2.

Decision Not To Come Out
The two participants in this stage made decisions not

to come out to as a result of fearing the loss of financial
security.

Tami feared she would be fired if her employer

knew she was lesbian, and Diane was concerned that her
husband would take away the financial support he provided
her.
Fear of others' responses was also a motivating factor
in staying closeted for both participants.

Diane feared her

husband's anger if he should find out about her lesbianism.
Tami's decision was based on the fear of losing the
relationships she had with her family and friends.

She

believed that "they [her family] wouldn't accept it" so it is
better "not to say anything to cause trouble."
Lack of a close relationship was the reason Diane gave
for not coming out to her father, brother,
her family she said "Frankly,
others.
together.

I paid my dues.

and neighbors.

Of

I feel that I did my job for

It's time for me to get myself

I can't deal with them anymore."

Changes in Identity Management
1.

Changes In How Come Out
Of the two participants in this stage, one discussed

changes she has made in how she comes out.

Diane said she is
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more frank and less hesitant when coming out.
it this way —

She described

"I come out more straightforward now.

I

d o n 't h i n t .”
Tami discussed changes she would make if presented with
the opportunity to come out.

She said she would come out

differently than she had when first defining herself as
bisexual - "Because now if somebody would ask me,
yes.
2.

If somebody would ask me 20 years ago,

I would say

I would say no."

Changes In Decision-Making Processes
Only one participant discussed changes made in her

decision-making processes.

Diane felt she had more

confidence and self-esteem now than when first defining
herself as lesbian.

These personal changes allowed her to

make decisions to come out to family and friends,

a step she

would not have taken early on in her coming out process.
Tami, because she had not integrated any new people in
her life in many years, had made no changes in regard to
decision-making processes.

Stage 4
Disclosure Status
1.

To Whom Out
There was a range of disclosures for the eight

participants in this stage of development.

In the social
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sphere of family, only one of the women, Tina, had come out
to both parents while two others, Judy and Pam, had come out
only to their mothers.

Of the remaining five participants,

April and Candy had come out to a sibling and Mary to her
sons.

Tina and Judy had come out to at least one sibling and

extended family member, while Pam had disclosed to a sibling.
In the realm of friendship,

all participants had come

out to both lesbian or gay and heterosexual friends.
out to the widest circle of friends.

Pam was

The remaining seven

participants had come out to smaller numbers of people.
At work and school, only one participant,
to all colleagues.

Pam, was out

Four of the participants had come out to

some colleagues or coworkers at school or work.

One woman

had come out to a previous employer.
Two of the participants,
at the time of the interview.

Pam and Erica, were in therapy
Both were out in these

settings.
2.

To Whom Not Out
Three of the eight participants, Mary, Erica, and Hope,

were not out to anyone in their family of origin or extended
family.

Candy and April had come out to one sibling but were

not out to their parents or anyone else in their family.
other participants, Judy and Pam, were not out to their
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fathers.

Neither Tina nor Pam were out to their other

sibling.
For all participants,

except Pam, there were pockets of

friends, primarily heterosexual, to whom the women had not
come out.

Most of these friendships were longstanding ones,

though Tina remained closeted with friends she had
established at school and Candy with her housemates.

Mary

made the decision to not come out to her exhusband or present
husband.
Remaining completely hidden at work or school was the
choice for Hope and Erica, while the rest of the participants
chose to be closeted in varying degrees.

Pam stayed hidden

with students she taught, Tina with other students she met in
class, Judy and Candy with colleagues in their departments
and with the students they taught, April with most people in
her department at school,

and Mary with coworkers and

colleagues.
Deciding not to come out within more remote social
realms, such as with neighbors, acquaintances, or colleagues
in professional organizations, was made by all participants.
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Identity Management Strategies
1.

Direct Active Out
Coming out directly and actively was a strategy in

which seven of the eight participants engaged.
was used within a variety of relationships.
she came out to her therapist,
gay.”

When asked how

Pam said "I just said that I ’m

April came out to a friend by saying,

bisexual,

This strategy

I said no, I d o n ’t think,

gay" when coming out to a friend.

I know."

"I think I'm
Hope said "I'm

Judy directly said "I'm a

lesbian" when coming out to her mother,

as did Pam.

Mary was

straightforward when coming out to her sons, some friends,
and a few coworkers,
close friend —

and Tina said this about coming out to a

"So I sat down with her one day and I told

her about me and some of the experiences that I'd had."
Though Erica did not use the words gay or lesbian when
disclosing to others,

she had, on occasion, said that she was

"attracted to women."
2.

Indirect Active Out
All but one of the participants in this stage,

engaged in this identity management strategy.

Pam,

Candy used

this mechanism as her primary way of letting others know she
was lesbian.

For example, when coming out to those in her

department at school, Candy said:
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And two years ago one of the women in our department
was moving away and we were giving her a going away
party and I brought Jane with me. After that point,
there were some people in the department who talked to
me about lesbian issues.
She also dropped clues about her lesbianism through her
dress, use of lesbian jewelry and buttons,

and discussion of

lesbian music festivals.
Coming out by mentioning a relationship with a woman,
revealing involvement with gay or lesbian issues or
organizations, discussing gay or lesbian themes in
conversation, or dropping clues through the use of symbols
were additional indirect and active strategies the women
used.

Erica said she would let others know by saying she was

"involved with a woman."

Hope would tell others that she was

"in a relationship with a woman" and engage in heated
discussions about gay and lesbian issues.

Tina, when asked

by her mother whether she liked other women said,

"Yes, I

guess you could say that."
April participated in gay and lesbian awareness
programs on campus and let her involvement in these events be
the vehicle for coming out.

She frequently dropped clues

about her sexuality through the use of gay or lesbian
literature,

jewelry, conversations about gay or lesbian

themes, or statements such as "I have mentioned once or twice
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that I go out dancing to gay bars" in town.
Judy indirectly came out when including lesbian
material in her acts as a comedienne.

She also dropped clues

as a mechanism for indirectly coming out.

She would mention

gay or lesbian literature, music, bars, etc, and would select
just the right hint for her listener.

In addition, she would

use nonverbal hints, such as eye contact, a smile, and a
light touch, to communicate her sexuality to others she
assumed were lesbian.

Judy described combining verbal and

nonverbal hints in this way:
For instance, say we work together and I find you
attractive...So, if I'm being exploratory, I might say
to you 'Oh, did you hear about this?"'.
Judy touched
my arm when she said and continued "So I do that to
literally keep in touch with people.
3.

Passive Out
Six of the eight participants in this stage relied on

assumptions others made about their sexuality and the
transmission of this information to others as vehicles for
coming out.

The assumptions might be as a result of meeting

people at gay or lesbian events or places, being associated
with known gay or lesbian individuals or associations, or
somehow picking up on what Pam called a "difference" between
heterosexual and homosexual individuals.

She continued with

this description by saying "a lot of gay people just operate
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on appearance and you stereotype people and you can look at
somebody and tell whether or not they're gay."
relied on these passive mechanisms,

Pam, who

said this when asked how

others in her department knew she was lesbian:
I guess partly through gossip. Most of my friends
right now I know through school.
I don't know, gay
studies is such a big thing in the English department
that you just get kind of identified as gay or not gay
or sympathetic to gay studies.
Judy, who lived in a small town, assumed others would
talk about her.

She said "sometimes I just assume that

people know" and that "because in smaller towns that just
happens.

Word of mouth and people talk."

Erica and Tina discussed how people to whom they were
out related this information to others in their lives.
Tina's mother came out for her on many occasions - "Even my
grandfather knows.

My mother told him."

work by a friend of hers.

Erica was outed at

She said "one person knows through

Kate, but I never talk with her.

I didn't share it with her

but she knows through K a t e ."
Mary's association with a professional organization
focusing on gay and lesbian issues implied a statement of her
sexuality.

She said "by the virtue of the fact that I was

there, then there would be the assumption that I was
lesbian."
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4.

Hiding Techniques
All of the participants in this stage utilized a

combination of hiding strategies.

Every woman stayed

closeted by avoiding the topic, not talking about themselves
or their personal lives, not fully disclosing the nature of
their relationships with women, and remaining passively
silent when the topic of relationships arose in conversation.
In a conversation about with her father, Mary said she talks
about her partner "like she's a good friend."

With her

parents, Hope "stayed hidden by not talking about it."
Three of the participants were evasive when discussing
their relationships and sexuality or how they spend their
time.

When asked by a friend whether or not she was "seeing

someone," April answered "yeah" and then changed the subject.
Hope will admit to having a "sexual part" to her but, as she
said,

"I just never say with whom."

When asked where she

spends her time and with whom, Tina will be vague, will
"forget the name" of clubs she frequents, and will say "you
probably don't know my friends."
Denying they were lesbians was a strategy used by five
of the eight participants.

Both Pam and Tina, when

originally asked by their mothers whether they were gay, told
them no.

Pam said, "so my mom would just ask me all of the
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time and I would just be like 'no'."

Erica and April were

asked at work and school by a colleague and both denied their
lesbianism.

Hope, when confronted by a friend, said "we had

been arguing over domestic partnership and I must have used
the pronoun we.
me something?1

And he caught it.
I said 'Oh, no'.

'Are you trying to tell
So I denied it then."

Selecting out information or omitting important content
about their sexuality was utilized by two of the
participants.

Pam described her process in this way —

"And

those that don't know, really doesn't take much active hiding
on your part, more of an act of omission than commission."
Candy would "select out information" and discussed that since
she did not live near her family,

"there's plenty I can

select out and they would never know it."
Four of the eight participants used passing and
changing pronouns as ways to hide their lesbian identities.
April used passing when confronted by her father in regard to
a double interlocking women's symbol earring she wore.

She

said "I just passed over it and said 'oh, it's just an
earring, it was just a gift,
couldn't find my studs.'

I'm just wearing it because I

And that passed."

If Erica spends

time with a man, she is sure to tell her father about it.
Judy had used gender neutral pronouns in conversation and
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Candy had used male pronouns when discussing her relationship
with a friend to whom she had not come out.
Directing the conversation away from themselves and
refocusing it onto their listener was a strategy used by
Erica and Judy.

Judy said "Sometimes I don't say anything,

sometimes I try to take the focus off myself and keep it on
other people."

When asked how she does this with her mother,

Erica said "I just focus on her, that's all I do."
Sometimes, participants would hide information about
their sexuality.

Mary did this by putting away lesbian

literature when her exhusband came to her house.

When a

radio station Candy was listening to in her house played a
lesbian program,

she turned the volume down so that her

housemates would not hear.

Candy would also not invite

friends or lovers to her house to avoid a chance meeting with
her housemates.
Finally, counterfeit secrecy was a strategy used by
three of the participants in this stage.

Hope was sure that

her boss knew she was a lesbian and said "other than me
owning the fact to her that I am a lesbian, we've talked
about it on all kinds of different levels."

Erica once had a

conversation with her father about her sexuality yet,
since then, we never talked about relationships."

"ever

Judy
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reported an "unspoken understanding" with many people with
whom she had not disclosed her lesbianism.
Decision-Making Strategies
1.

Decision To Come Out
Unanimously,

all participants in this stage stated that

they based the decision to come out on the quality of the
relationship they had with others.

Implicit was the

importance of these relationships.

If they felt the

relationship was one in which they felt safety and trust,
acceptance,

caring, and understanding,

they would come out.

Safety was particularly important for Erica who said "and I
felt safe, or I thought I was safe" when deciding to come out
to a friend.

Little risk in rejection or consequence

prompted Pam to come out to her brother.

Hope made the

decision to come out to a friend because it was "someone I
really trusted,

someone I thought would understand."

In addition to the sense of closeness and trust Mary
had developed with a friend, she was prompted to come out
"because I care about her so much."

Candy "trusted them that

there wasn't going to be negative responses" when deciding to
come out to colleagues in her department.

April decided that

"there are people who I need to tell and there are people I
don't need to tell because I'm not really close to them
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anyway and they never ask."

Tina reported a feeling that "I

could talk with him" when coming out to her brother and that
with friends, "I guess by telling other people, I wanted them
to be included in how I feel."

Judy believed her brother and

sister-in-law would be "cool" and accepting of her.
A need for honesty and a desire to stop lying inspired
all participants to come out in those relationships important
to them.

Honesty was acutely important for Tina who said "I

really didn't have to tell m y friends because,

in a sense,

they didn't really have to know" but that she was "so tired
of having to lie about things."

April made the decision to

come out through awareness panels because "I don't like
hiding my sexuality to a certain extent.
person by nature."

I'm a very open

Lying was a "burden" for Mary who, when

coming out felt the burden "lifted."

Judy felt badly about

the developing chasm between she and her mother and decided
to close it by coming out.

Hope began to feel divided within

herself, attempting to keep her private life from friends.
As a result, she made the decision to come out to bring her
public and private lives into greater accord.
Two of the eight participants felt a need to talk about
their experience and feelings.
factor in coming out.

This need was a deciding

Erica stated she "wanted to talk about
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it" and to "see how it felt to talk about it" when making the
decision to come out in her therapy group.

April's decision

to come out to her sister came out of her "need to voice this
to somebody",

and with friends from high school April said,

"I needed to tell someone."
Three of the participants gave unique reasons for
making decisions to come out.

The need to feel a "part of a

group" was a motivating factor behind Mary's decision to come
out in a professional meeting.

She also made the decision to

come out to her sons for fear they would discover a note she
had written about being a lesbian.
Judy came out to an employer of hers after having been
outed by a coworker.

She was angered by this experience and

said "I called the director who I had never come disclosed
to."

Judy desired resolution of this conflict and needed to

solicit her employers help to do so.
Pam was the only participant in this stage who voiced
no need to hide her lesbianism with those at work or with
friends.

She believed it to be something "apparent" about

herself which precluded a need to make a statement about her
sexuality.

In addition, being lesbian in her department at

school was a valued characteristic - "...if you can be black
and a woman and a lesbian you will be the authority in your
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department."
2.

Decision Not To Come Out
Every participant in this stage reported that some type

of fear motivated them to stay hidden about their sexuality.
To varying degrees they were fearful of losing their jobs or
financial security,

their credibility at their jobs, their

physical or emotional safety,

their ability to practice their

religion, their connection with family or friends,
their children.

and/or

A few of the participants were simply afraid

of others' reactions, unsure what those reactions might be
but unwilling to make themselves vulnerable to know.

Fear of

others' homophobia and others' placing stereotypes of
lesbians on them were additional reasons to stay closeted.
Here is what some participants said about their fears:
April in regard to colleagues in school - I brought the
subject up once or twice and the consensus was that
none of them could deal with gay men.
I always felt
that eventually, if things got out of hand enough, for
instance we all go out together and people got drunk
enough I don't know what kind of physical danger I
would be in by myself in that situation.
Judy's fears of others' stereotypes - And because they
have the knowledge that I am a lesbian might initially
put a lot of things on me.
Dump all their stereotypes
on me.
Oh, the things that they believe about sexual
orientation.
So nuances, subtle situations may be
interpreted differently.
For instance, if you're
homophobic and we work together and say if, like
sometimes I wink when I talk to people.
And to people
who are homophobic, that wink may suddenly have a
different meaning.
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Mary and her fears of coming out to her exhusband Because he would probably make trouble for me because
my younger son still lives with me. A n d he might try
to convince, cause trouble with my custody of my son.
And of her fears about coming out at work in the church
-Because all of the people above you are men and I'm
just a woman, and I've rocked the boat a little bit.
And that could be used as an excuse to make trouble for
me if I came out.
Erica's fears of losing her family - But there's fear.
So I don't come out because there's so many other
issues that it seems like that would be it, that would
be the one thing that disconnects me from everyone
else...I could go there in a moment and lose everything
I've worked for and it's really sad.
All of the participants stated that the absence of a
close and meaningful relationship was reason enough not to
disclose.

They were unwilling to take the risk of being

vulnerable with people whom were unimportant in their lives.
Tina stated that "I'm not close enough friends with them, so
they really don't need to know about it" when describing why
she remains closeted with some people at school.

Pam said

this about not disclosing to her father and brother:
I haven't basically seen either one of them since I was
a little girl.
So since they know absolutely nothing
about me it makes not sense to have the troublesome
thing be the...So it's sort of, do I want to be
vulnerable in this way and I think, probably not.
Candy remains closeted with her housemates and said "I
don't think any of them know hardly anything about me.
There's never been a time when we shared personal information
about anything."

Erica stated that she "needs to feel that
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I'm in a relationship" before she will come out, and Hope
discussed how she made the decision not to come out with some
college friends because "they're not an integral part of my
life."
Two of the eight participants discussed the absence of
necessity to let some people in their lives know about their
lesbianism.

For Pam, she believed her lesbianism was obvious

and so needed no statement.

Hope felt that it wasn't

important to her whether her coworkers knew or not.
One participant,

Judy, discussed not coming out to

others because this information was "personal" and she did
not want to "hold it up like a flash card."

She believed

that "if it's not going to valued by those in my environment,
I'm not going to bring it out for them to trash it."
Changes in Identity Management
1.

Changes In How Come Out
Not all participants reported changes in how they come

out now as compared to when they were first identifying
themselves as lesbians.
changes they had made.

Three of the participants discussed
Two of them became more direct in

their disclosures and would use the word "lesbian" or
"bisexual" when doing so.

Erica said:

It's more direct and more, yes.
I'm definitely more
direct and I have, my mission is, how I come out.
I
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guess I've done
about it but my

it the same way in terms of talking
presentation is different.

When first coming out, April beat around the bush, but now
she said,

"I'm more able to sit down and say,'

you something,

I need to tell

I'm bisexual'.''

If given the opportunity to come out to her family in
another way,

Judy discussed that she would.

She said she

would do so in person rather than on the telephone, would
pick a more appropriate time to tell her cousin, and would
come out to both parents together.
2.

Changes In Decision-Making Processes
Of the eight participants,

their decision-making processes.

five reported changes in
Erica said that as a result

of feeling more "confident" and able to "articulate" her
feelings,

she came out now more as a result of an interest in

others knowing who she is rather than
whomever I was coming

out to."

as an attempt

April too felt less

to "get
afraid to

come out and believed that was a result of receiving positive
reactions from others and support from friends.
If given the choice, Tina said she would not have come
out to her parents when she had.

However,

she stated she

would do so now because she was "getting frustrated with all
the lying" and she had a desire to be "clean and honest" with
others.
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Ho p e ’s increased comfort with herself has resulted in a
change in deciding when to come out.

If a friendship is

becoming more intimate, she would disclose sooner than she
had in the past.

Earlier in her coming out process she

wanted others to like her before she would come out.

Now she

says "it’s you like me for who I am."
Only Judy reported changes which resulted in her
becoming more closeted.

When first coming out,

she was

"quite anxious, not knowing whether I should tell people or I
shouldn't tell people or who to tell and what will the
consequences be."

Though she no longer fears rejection,

she

does spend more time assessing the trustworthiness of those
whom she does not know well.

As a result, Judy comes out

less often now than at the beginning of her coming out
process.
Stage 5
Disclosure Status
1.

To Whom Out
All of the five participants in the stage had come out

to their parents,

their friends, coworkers and colleagues,

and many in their extended family.

Two of the five

participants were heterosexually married and out to their
husbands.

Of the five participants,

four had siblings and
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two of these four were out to them.

Two of the women had

come out to present and past therapists.
out to her children, minister,

One participant was

some teachers and mothers at

her daughter's school, and coworkers from her previous place
of employment.
2.

To Whom Not Out
Two of the participants were not out to their siblings

and four of the women were not out to some in their extended
families.

For two of the participants,

to not come out to a grandparent.

the decision was made

Finally, one participant

was not out to her landlord, another was not out to members
of her church, and another was not in her massage therapy
class.
Identity Management Strategies
1.

Direct Active Out
All of the participants used this identity management

strategy when coming out to a variety of people in their
lives.

Directly and actively saying that they were lesbian

was how all but one of the participants came out to their
parents.

Most used this strategy when coming out to friends,

coworkers, and colleagues.

For example, Lisa said this when

coming out to her father —

"I know you know but I need to

say this.

I haven't been at that point with you where I
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wanted to acknowledge this, but you need to know that I'm
gay."
2.

Indirect Active Out
Coming out indirectly was a strategy all participants

utilized as well.

Sue, Ann, and Kara would do this by

mentioning their partners in conversation.

Sue also was

affectionate with her partner in public and would use the
word wife when talking about her.

Becky indirectly came out

by mentioning a failed relationship with a woman.

Both Ann

and Lisa indirectly came out through circumstance,

such as

attending a gay A A meeting or applying for a job at a gay and
lesbian health agency.

Kara came out indirectly by writing a

paper on lesbians for a course.
The most unanimously and widely utilized mechanism for
indirectly and actively coming out was dropping clues.

All

nonverbally came out by using symbols such as the rainbow
flag, lesbian jewelry,
clothing,

gay bumper stickers, choice of

lesbian buttons, and lesbian pictures.

Kara said

she wore the "freedom rings to work a couple of times" to
indirectly let others know about her sexual orientation.

Ann

said this about using symbols for coming out:
I think I started dropping big hints to my sister and
continuing portraying some of the stereotypes she
knows.
Like I do wear the thumb rings around her all
the time.
I do generally wear my earrings.
I do
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generally dress a little more in the construction boots
and jeans type thing when I go home to the family.
Lisa has a rainbow flag on her car while Sue has a rainbow
wind chime hanging from her balcony at home and a flag on her
car.
Verbally,

all participants mentioned gay or lesbian

literature, music, people, movies,

issues, or bars in

conversation to let others know they were lesbian.
said, when asked about dropping clues,

"Oh, yeah.

Becky
You do

that all of the time, whenever you meet someone and you're
pretty sure that they're gay...Talk about homosexual issues,
military,

even AIDS."

Sue said she was "always talking about

empowering women" and that she made "every effort and was
clearly not interested in a man."
3.

Passive Out
Only one participant discussed this strategy of coming

out to others.

Kara said that many of the members in her

extended family knew "mostly through word of mouth."
4.

Hiding Techniques
Three of the five participants stated that they did

nothing to actively hide their lesbian identity.

Becky said

she did nothing to hide and would talk about relationships
and friends without censorship.

Sue as well said she did not

hide her lesbianism but because of distance,

"it just hasn't
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been the appropriate time" to come out to the remainder of
her extended family.

Given the opportunity to have

communication with them, Sue said she would come out.
Though Kara would primarily be passive when it came to
hiding,

she sometimes was more active in her hiding,

not wearing lesbian jewelry or clothing.

such as

The other two

participants hid their lesbianism more actively as well.

Ann

would be evasive when discussing relationships by using the
plural pronoun "they" when asked if she was "seeing anybody."
In the past when actively hiding, Lisa said "none of my
personal sexual orientation things would be out, thereTd be
no catalogues, no books, everything would be up and hidden
somewhere."

Though she no longer hides in this way, Lisa

might question whether she needs to "call it to their
attention" and stays hidden by not disclosing her sexual
orientation.
Decision-Hakina Strategies
1.

Decision To Come Out
There were a variety of decision-making strategies for

coming out discussed by participants in this stage.

However,

all of the women said that the quality of the relationship
they had with others determined whether or not they came out.
For Lisa,

if she cared for those others and if she believed
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they would stay a part of her life, she would disclose.
Closeness was an important factor for Sue who said "the
friendships that I saw that were very important to me, very
significant,

I wanted them to still be a part of me and I

told them."
Becky, Ann, and Kara discussed the need to be honest,
the refusal to lie anymore, and the desire to have those
important to them know who they are.

Becky said she will

come out to others "if they are important enough to me.
want to develop a relationship with them."

If I

Kara also judged

the quality of her relationships in terms of how "safe"
others might be.
Three of the participants discussed the desire not to
live, as Lisa described it, a "double life" or to be seen as
heterosexual anymore.

Kara said she "got tired of people

assuming that I was one way when I really was another."
offered that she was motivated "to tell everyone else.

Sue
It

was because I was tired of living as if I were a
heterosexual.

And I didn't want, no longer did I want that

label as being heterosexual."
The establishment of new and significant relationships
and the ending of failed relationships prompted four of the
participants to come out.

Sue, Ann, and Lisa came out to
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share their happiness of a n ew relationship and to let others
know how important this new person was to them.

Sue said

this when discussing how she plans to come out to her
extended family - "This is m y wife.

This is someone who is

very important to me and if you can't accept her, then you
don't accept me, and then I won't be a part of it."
Becky and
close people to

Lisa discussed coming out to important and
gain emotional support after

romantic relationship.
said,

ending a

When coming out to her mother Becky

"I told her straight out, that I need to talk to her,

that I was really upset and I told her that I was upset
because my first lover and I broke up and I needed her
support."
Both Becky and Lisa had unique reasons for coming out
that differed from the rest and each other.

As Lisa emersed

herself more into the gay and lesbian community, the more she
said she felt "empowered" which created the "urgency to come
out to people."
"find some good

She would also come out when others tried to
guy" for her as a way to let

them know that

this was not necessary.
Becky came out to her therapists as a way to "test"
them to see if they could be trusted not to attempt to change
her.

When on the other side of the therapeutic relationship
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as a therapist, Becky said she would come out to clients when
asked as a way to return the risk her clients made with her
own.
2.

Decision Not To Come Out
All of the participants made the decision not to come

out based on the quality of their relationships.

If there

was no "bond" or if there was a lack of closeness,
women made the decision not to disclose.

all of the

Lisa and Ann

described the "lack of importance" those relationships had in
their lives as a reason for staying hidden.

Becky said she

didn't come out to a previous supervisor because she "didn't
feel very strongly about her as far as developing a
relationship with."

A n absence of relationship or contact

was described by Kara and Sue as well.
Four of the participants discussed some type of fear
which motivated them not to come out.

Becky and Lisa both

stated a fear of rejection by important others as reason to
stay closeted.

Of her relationship with her grandmother,

Becky said "I guess I'm afraid she would separate or not want
to be around me or be angry with me."

Lisa was also afraid

of a friend's reaction and said she didn't come out because
"just fear of rejection.

It's a big fear and it's the basis

of it."
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Sue discussed her fear of making "waves" with her
"elders" in the family and then having to "deal with that."
She was not sure how they would react and, out of respect,
was making the decision to presently not disclose.

Sue also

stated her fear of her landlord's reaction and resulting
desire to "avoid any issue of discrimination."

This

motivated her to make the decision to stay closeted.
Ann remained hidden with her younger sister for fear
that she would be prohibited by her parents to have contact
with her.

She said "they've point blank said that they will

not allow her to hang out with me if I tell her right now.
So I'll tell her when she's 18."

With her grandmother, Ann

feared the pain coming out would cause her grandmother and
felt no need to "put her through th i s ."
Concern for her son and mother was the motivating
factor for Kara in terms of staying closeted with those at
her son's school and members at her mother's church.

She

discussed being aware of the problems her disclosure might
cause them and said this about how she presents herself at
her son's school,

"I'm careful,

like I don't wear a hat or a

shirt or something that would cause him problems."
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Changes in Identity Management
1.

Changes In How Come Out
All of the participants described changes in their

processes of coming out.

Each woman said that now she comes

out more easily and directly and without the hesitant and
tenuous mien initially displayed.

At first Sue said she

"stayed in the closet" about her sexuality and would
occasionally drop hints.

Becky was also very careful and

watchful of her language when first coming out but now is "a
lot more free."
In the past, Lisa spent time making sure the person she
was telling was "comfortable" before disclosing.

However,

now she spends less time worrying about others and said "it's
a quicker process."

Originally Ann would keep more quiet and

hidden but now, she said "I don't hide if from anyone.

I

don't keep a hush tone in restaurants if I'm talking about a
girlfriend."
2.

Changes In Decision-Making Processes
Every participant in this stage reported some change in

coming out decision-making processes.

All of them felt more

comfortable with their lesbian identity.
"internal support",

This gave them

as described by Becky, which allowed them

to be less afraid of others' reactions.

As a result, many of
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them said making the decision to come out was easier.
The changes also encompassed,

for Ann and Kara, a

reversal in decision to stay closeted.

Ann's decision-making

process changed from questioning why she should come out to
now wondering why she shouldn't come out.
more just like,

She said "it's

the best example I can bring is that it's

just natural...This is who I am, deal with it."

This echoes

Kara's statement of "it's just who I am" which has allowed
her to shed

her "deep dark secret" and make decisions to

out.

increased comfort with herself and bolstered

Sue's

come

support system provided her the confidence to see herself as
just "living" as and not "choosing" to be lesbian.
Finally,

Lisa originally made decisions to come out to

those people in her inner circle of people,
and friends.

such as family

Now that "those areas are covered",

she said

she is making decisions based on "professional survival."
This leaves

her wondering how being out in her present job

will affect

her future career plans.
Stage 6

Disclosure Status
1.

To Whom Out
Participants in this stage were out to most,

if not all

of their friends and family members, colleagues at work and
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in school,

and neighbors.

Of the five women who were in

therapy, all were out to their therapist.

One participant

who attended church regularly was out to her minister.
2.

To Whom Not Out
Three of the seven participants were not out to some

family member,

such as father, brother-in-law, grandmother,

stepfather, or half-sister.

At work or school,

five of the

women were not out to some of their colleagues, coworkers,
students.

or

The one participant who attended church was not

out to the members in her congregation.

Identity-Management Strategies
1.

Direct Active Out
This strategy of managing a lesbian identity was

employed by all participants in this stage.
would simply say "I'm lesbian" or "I'm gay."

Sometimes they
Amanda called

it the "official conversation" when she would
straightforwardly tell someone she was a lesbian.
Most of the women described an additional style of
directly coming out that was more casual and natural.

Rather

than come out by saying "I'm gay", sometimes they would
include that fact in conversation.

For example, Teri said

she came out to someone in her department by saying "we
started to become friends and I made some reference or
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comment on how hard it was to be gay and moving into a new
area."
2.

Indirect Active Out
All of the participants had indirectly and actively

come out in one of the following two ways.

They all would do

so through their relationships with their partners.

In this

way they would come out by mentioning their partner's name in
conversation,

attending functions with their partners,

telling others that they were in a relationship with a woman,
or engaging in what Amanda called "we talk."

By this she

meant "we talked we, our house, our cat, we would like to buy
a house like your house.

Those sorts of things."

The other mechanism of indirectly coming out was
dropping clues.

Only Jean actively engaged in this method

presently by using gay or lesbian symbols and mentioning gay
bars in conversation.

Teri, Paula, and Cris stated that they

had done so in the past but no longer engaged in this
behavior.
Fran's use of clues, such as entering new situations
"identified" as lesbian, using symbols in her home, involving
herself with gay and lesbian activities on campus, and
reading gay newspapers in public, were not enacted to hint
about her lesbianism.

For her, these were ways to
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nonverbally, indirectly, and actively let others know she was
lesbian.
3.

Passive Out
Four of the participants discussed passive methods of

being out.

This entailed members in their family and

colleagues at work disclosing their lesbian identity to
others.

When asked how her cousins knew she was gay, Cris

said:
I guess I had been a topic of conversation while they
were out playing golf.
So they came back in and asked
my aunt if I was gay and she said yes...I guess I
personally, everybody does it for me.
Sometimes they were out passively through assumption.
Amanda lived in a "woman's household" which was assumed to be
occupied by lesbians.

Cris believed that "people can usually

put it together" and suspect that she is lesbian.

Teri

stated "I just assume people know without me having to tell
them."
4.

Hiding Techniques
All but one of the seven participants in this stage

used some kind of hiding technique.

These women did not

actively hide their lesbianism but assumed a more passive
stance,

such as not discussing personal information, not

offering information about their sexuality, and not fully
disclosing the nature of their relationship with their
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partner.

They stated, however, that they did not engage in

these behaviors frequently or as means to stay closeted.
Teri captured this process best when discussing how she might
be passively hidden with her brother-in-law:
hidden in front of him.

"I have not

I have not been direct, I guess."

Two of the six women who used passive hiding techniques
also used more active ones.

Jean described deliberately not

displaying any symbols when with her father or half-sister
and how, when she's "not ready to tell",
lies."

she has told "white

She has also been purposefully evasive about herself

with others and has used counterfeit secrecy with her father.
Amanda has been evasive as well and won't be direct
when asked how she spends her time.

She also doesn't

"necessarily counteract" assumptions that she is "a straight
woman."

Yet,

"when it gets to the point where it's stated",

she gets too "uncomfortable not saying anything."
Decision-Making Strategies
1.

Decision To Come Out
For all of the participants in this stage, the decision

to come out was based on the quality of the relationship they
had with others.

If they had established trust and safety

and felt close and valued by others, they would disclose.
Amanda said she told her "friends for life" because she felt
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"secure enough with them to tell them" and that "when it
seems safe, why are you not [out]."
Furthermore, making the decision to come out based on
the nature of the relationship and its significance to the
women was related to the desire they had to be "known" by
others and to share themselves.

Fran's sense of closeness

with her sisters and her desire to share the love she felt
for her partner prompted her to come out.

When making the

decision to come out to her supervisor, Cris said "I work so
closely with the Dean of Students whose office is right
there, that, you know, it's part of me and as part of me,
they should probably know what all they're working with
h e r e ."
The desire not to actively lie or hide were important
factors for the women as well.

Jean told a good friend "I

don't want to lie to you because you're one of my best
friends."

Paula's need to be honest with her sons and those

in her therapy group was a factor in her decision to come out
to them as well.
Both Jean and Paula also came out because they wanted
to regulate their own coming out processes.

Paula came out

to an aunt because "it was all out there and I knew it was
out there and I guess I wanted to have some control over how,
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who knew and how they were told.”

Jean was afraid a good

friend would find out about her lesbianism indirectly and
consequently wanted to tell him first.
Two of the women, Jean
emotional support.

and Cris,

came out when needing

Cris said that she "really used those two

[friends] as like a support system" when coming out to her
mother.
Four of the participants had unique reasons for coming
out not stated by any of the other women.

Fran made

decisions to come out on campus where she worked as a means
to provide the faculty, staff, and students with a gay and
lesbian community and to educate the university community.
She also, at 19 years old, had an automobile accident that
changed her life.

As a result, she said "at that point I

just decided that, o.k., I've had to be quiet about
everything" and made decisions to no longer remain silent.
Teri came out to her "conservative" advisor for
"educational" reasons.

She

said she wanted to "wake him

because she believed "if weall hide and don't

tell, you

up"
do

let others define who you are."
Cris made the decision to come out to her parents
because she did not want them to think her lesbianism was
their "fault at all," as they had "a lot of guilt and blame."
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Finally,

Paula would take the risk to come out when her life

was calm and less tumultuous.
2.

Decision Not To Come Out
Fear was a deciding factor in not coming out for five

of the participants.
closeted at work.

Amanda,

Paula, and Jean had been

When teaching, Amanda wanted her students

"to be open to as many ideas as possible" and was afraid that
coming out to them "shuts them down right away."

Paula's

fear had more to do with physical safety when at a previous
job.

She had "been threatened before for other things" and

knew how "homophobic people were."

Jean feared she'd lose

her position as a counselor in a girl's summer camp.
Amanda, Cris, and Ashley feared rejection and the loss
of relationships with significant people in their lives.
Jean was afraid her father would not "be happy about it",
that her younger sister might have a "bad impression" of
Jean, and that her grandmother would have a "heart attack."
Cris also feared that her grandparents would not have
understood and would be hurt by the knowledge of her
lesbianism.

Ashley feared nonacceptance with the members in

her congregation.
Five of the participants in this stage discussed the
absence of a personal or meaningful relationship as reason to
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make decisions disfavoring coming out.

Teri stated "if it's

someone I don't care about, then I don't really feel the need
to say anything generally", which was true with her brotherin-law.

Paula's lack of relationship with her step-father

was cause not to disclose,

as it was for Ashley when

discussing staying hidden with acquaintances.
Amanda said that

with some colleagues in her department

"there was no decision not to do it, I mean these are folks

I

don't have anything to do with...So I don't engage with them
at all."

Cris makes the decision not to come out "if it

would make absolutely no bearing on whatever relationship I
have with the person."
Concern for others was an element in Paula's and Teri's
decision-making process not to come out.

One of Paula's sons

was attending the same university as Paula, which made her
more reluctant to come out.
that would be different.

She said "if he wasn't here,

I have to take his stuff into

consideration."
Teri's concern for her parents and their difficulty
with any "complication or turmoil or any emotional distress"
motivates her not to come out to her brother-in-law.

She has

heard him say "derogatory comments in the past about a lot of
things, homosexuals being one of them" and felt that,

for her
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parents, her silence would help "keep the peace."
Amanda was the only participant to state that decisions
not to come out were made as a way to save "time and energy"
with those whom she did not feel "obligated to explain or
help them get it or help them through it."

She did not want

to engage in the "official talk because that is a lot of
work" to invest with "folks that are that far away" from her.
Changes in Identity Management
1.

Changes In How Come Out
All of the women experienced changes in their coming

out processes since first identifying themselves as lesbians.
In the beginning they discussed feeling timid and
experiencing difficulty disclosing to people.

Ashely said "I

was having a hard enough time letting myself know, let alone
telling anybody else."
The women described a phase they went through of being
very "out" and "announcing" their lesbianism.

Paula said

"there was a time when I wanted to stand on the mountain top
and scream it to the world.

There was a point in time where

it was an 'in your face kind of thing'."
Now, six of the women discussed coming out in a more
"normal" and "natural" way.

This process was one in which

they came out while talking about themselves in conversation
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without censorship or announcement.

While having dinner with

her partner's friend and husband, Cris said:
I had met her friend from work once at a mall and never
met her husband before.
An d I'm sitting at dinner
talking about being queer.
So, I just kind of feel
like it's a part of the package now.
Fran's changes had more to do with finally finding the
words to describe herself.

She said that at first, she

"didn't even know what to wear" but that now "if we all turn
purple for a day, we'd have a totally different world.
at this point,

I'm turning purple in one way,

Well,

shape, or

form."
Two of the participants stated feeling less angry.
a result,
adamant."

they come out, as Paula stated,

As

"quieter" but "more

Without the anger, Teri said "I don't feel the

need to push anybody or get in anybody's face about it."
2.

Changes In Decision-Making Processes
All of the women discussed some transformations in

their fear of rejection and the resulting influence on their
decisions about to whom to come out.
absent,

Though not entirely

the fear they experienced when first identifying

themselves as lesbian had lessened over time.

The effect of

this change has been a sense of greater freedom to come out
to more than just gay and lesbian friends and those people
close to them.

Teri speaks of coming out in this way:
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Maybe before it's just you have to do your friends
first and watch them disappear.
I don't worry about
that now.
So I think I'm more willing to go beyond
that being out to your friends and family.
I'm much
more willing to be out to people in the next tier of my
life.
The people I work with, business, like at the
bank and lawyers and be upfront with that whole set of
people.
Fran described her change process as related to her
need to educate others about gay and lesbian concerns.

Once

protected against discrimination at her place of employment,
she felt freer to "look at both aspects, how do we help the
people of our own community and how do we help those who
aren't in our community but need to know.1'
Also discussed was a greater sense of comfort with
themselves as lesbians than had been experienced in the
beginning of their coming out processes.

Jean discussed

feeling more pride in herself and using words like "Dyke" to
describe herself because "I feel more powerful when I say
Dyke."

An increased self-acceptance of their sexual

orientation has translated into making decisions to come out
not made earlier on.

Ashley said "I'm happy with who I am

now so I d o n 't care who knows and who doesn't ."
Amanda was thoughtful when describing her changes in
coming out and said:
I think what I've done is developed a coming out
theory, a way to come out.
I've come to conclusions
that may change but which I am comfortable with and
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those people who I do interact intensively with I come
out to them. And I think, I guess there was a time of
trial and error...Now I have a method and theory for
doing it.
Summary
The results of this study reveal that, across the
stages, participants used disclosing and hiding management
strategies that were similar and disparate.

A summary of the

similarities and differences follows.
Similarities
In terms of disclosing strategies,

all participants had

come out directly to others by disclosing their lesbian
identity or saying that they were confused about their sexual
orientation.

In addition, all participants had, in some way,

used indirect means of coming out.

This was accomplished by

dropping clues or hinting that they were lesbian or confused,
telling others that they were living with or dating a woman,
discussing involvement with gay or lesbian issues or
activities, bringing their partners to events, or in some
other way indicating that they were romantically and sexually
involved with women.

Though exactly how this was

accomplished and how often this strategy was relied on varied
among the stages,

all women utilized indirect coming out

strategies at some point in their disclosure repertoire.
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Starting in stage three, coming out passively was a
strategy participants discussed.

This strategy involved no

active movement on the part of the participant in regard to
coming out.

Instead, the participants relied on either other

persons talking about their lesbianism to other persons or
other persons assuming that they were lesbian.

In this way,

the women accepted a more passive stance toward their own
coming out, yet the information about their lesbian identity
was communicated to others.
Hiding strategies as well were employed by all
participants.

However, the variety of strategies utilized

and the frequency with which they were employed -varied among
the stages.

Nondisclosures were undertaken either passively

or actively.

Passive hiding involved not bringing up the

topic of homosexuality in conversation or remaining silent
when it did arise, not offering personal information about
themselves,

and not fully disclosing the nature of their

relationship.

The results reveal that passive hiding was

utilized in all stages.
Active hiding strategies were used by participants in
stages two, three,

four, five, and six.

Participants

discussed using these techniques to actively dissuade others
from knowing that they were lesbian or to preserve the
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misconception of heterosexuality.

Active strategies included

hiding from others their lesbian literature, clothing,
jewelry, or any other item that might indicate that they were
lesbian, changing pronouns or making them plural such that
the gender of their partner was not revealed, passing by
dressing more femininely, lying about where and with whom
they spend their time, engaging in counterfeit secrecy,
denying that they were lesbian, selecting out or omitting
information that would reveal that they were lesbian,
directing the conversation away from them, and being evasive
about their private lives.
Differences
The results revealed that the disclosure strategies
participants used differed among the stages in regard to both
frequency and type.

The differences occurred primarily with

indirect and passive coming out strategies.
Participants in stages four,

five, and six appeared to

use the most number of indirect active disclosure strategies
and to use them more frequently than participants in any
other stage.

The participants in stages four and five used

the nonverbal technique of associating with a gay or lesbian
activity or organization as a means to disclose.

They also

indirectly came out verbally by dropping clues such as
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mentioning lesbian or gay movies,

literature, music, people,

bars, and issues more frequently than any other participants.
The women in stage six most often used the indirect
strategy of coming out by either mentioning that they were in
a relationship with a woman or lived with a woman, or in some
way discussing their partner in conversation.
in a casual way and as a matter of course,

This was done

rather than by

engaging in the "official talk" discussed by one participant
in stage six.
The nonverbal indirect method of actively disclosing,
which involved the use of lesbian symbols,
flags, jewelry,

such as rainbow

clothing, and pictures, was used most often

by participants in stage five.

These women discussed

displaying symbols at home, on their cars, and in their
dress, as a way to let others know that they were lesbian
without saying the words.

Though this strategy was used by

participants in other stages,

it was in this stage that the

participants discussed using these symbols the most and with
the greatest variety.
Passive coming out strategies were not discussed by
participants until stage three.

Women at each stage

thereafter discussed being out in this manner.

The results

seem to reveal that prior to stage three, coming out is more
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of an active than passive process.
In terms of stigma evasion strategies,

though evident

in all stages, there were differences in how the participants
in the various stages passively hid.

Women in stage five and

six passively hid by not being direct or fully disclosing
about their relationships.

In contrast, participants in

stages, one, two, three, and four passively hid by not
offering personal information about themselves, avoiding the
topic altogether, or remaining silent when the topic of
homosexuality arose in conversation.
The results reveal that active hiding strategies were
not used by the participant in stage one.
used by those is stages two, three,
addition,

However, they were

four, five, and six.

In

active hiding strategies were discussed with the

greatest frequency and utilized with the greatest
multiplicity by participants in stages two, three, and four,
and encompassed the continuum of methods described in the
similarities discussion.

The participants in stage five

rarely used this means of hiding, and when they did, it
included removing stigma symbols, such as clothing or
jewelry.

One participant in stage five discussed sometimes

using the plural pronoun "they" when mentioning who she might
be dating.

Doing so allowed her to be vague about the gender
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of her date.
Two participants in stage six discussed actively hiding
their lesbian identity.

Both did so through the use of

passing as heterosexual by not correcting others'

assumptions

of heterosexuality, while only one used techniques such as
counterfeit secrecy,

lying, and removing stigma symbols.
Comparison of Stages

The last section of this chapter is designed to discuss
the research question:

How are the decision-making processes

different at each of the six stages of lesbian identity
development?

In the service of doing so, data were collapsed

across all of the stages and within the theme of decision
making strategies.

From that explication process,

similarities and differences were uncovered.

The results of

this analysis follow.
Similarities
Decision to Come Out
Across all stages,

the quality and importance of

relationships with others was key for participants in their
coming out decision-making processes.

If the relationship

was one which was meaningful,

caring, intimate,

significant for participants,

decisions to come out were

made.

Many said that a sense of "caring" from,

and/or

"closeness"
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with, and being valued by others was necessary in their
coming out decisions.

Having a "closer relationship" between

she and her boss in which she "can actually talk about what's
going on" was important to a stage three participant.

A

participant in stage four wrote that she believed her "self
disclosure would be valued" by a colleague of hers.
in stage six stated,

A woman

"Right now I see it as a personal issue

that I choose to tell those people that I feel closest to people that I spend a lot of time around."
Related to the quality of the relationship, all
participants discussed the significance of a feeling of
safety and trust with others.

"I'd have to say trust is the

qualifying characteristic when choosing who to tell or not
tell...It's all a trust thing with me - not trusting them to
keep it a secret but more like trusting that I know how they
will react" asserted a woman in stage six.

Safety was

important for a participant in stage four who said she
observes others' facial expressions when saying the word
"gay" as a way to assess "others' attitudes and reactions
toward 'gaydom'."

A participant in stage two "considers the

consequences" and questions whether others could "hurt" her
with this "information" before coming out to them.

The woman

from stage one stated that she looks for a "safe zone."
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Associated to safety and trust in the decision-making
process to come out was feeling acceptance from others.

The

participants discussed how this would take the form of
knowing others would not try to change them and would love
and respect them as they were.

The participant from stage

one said "I guess my way of deciding who to share with and
who not to share with is contingent on what goes on in our
conversation in relation to homosexuality, bisexuality,

or

just the acceptance of others who don't fit 'the norm'."
Similar across all stages when deciding to come out was
the need to

be honest with self and others.

women spoke

of being "true" to themselves and to be "known"

by others.

Many of the

A woman in stage six said, "the more important it

is to me to

be real with an individual, the more likely I

to be out."

A participant in stage four stated, "I think

that maybe I need to be honest and come out to my dad.
least I'll be honest and true to myself."

am

At

"Basically, my

principles force me to be honest...I try to be honest with
myself as well" said a participant in stage two.

These

decisions helped bolster self-esteem as stated by a
participant in stage six who said that she was "promoting my
own feelings of self-worth by being honest about who I am."
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All but the stage one participant discussed the caring
they felt towards others as a motivating factor in coming
out.

Many of the women spoke of "caring enough" about those

important to them to want to be "confide" in them.

For a

woman in stage three, this manifested in her desire to give
her daughter support through her own coming out.

These

decisions were related to the significance and closeness of
the relationship.
Decision Not to Come Out
The primary reason women at all stages offered for not
coming out was fear.

This fear encompassed fear of rejection

by those in significant areas of their lives, such as family,
friends, and members of religious groups.

It also manifested

in fear of loss of a job or financial security,

custody of

children, credibility and authority in a job, and emotional
and physical safety.

Fear of others' homophobia and

homophobic remarks was also discussed as reason to stay
closeted.

Comments from the women included:

Stage Three Participant - As much as I like the guys I
work with, they are all very homophobic.
I always got
to watch what I say.
Stage One Participant - I know she'll [mother] still
love me and not abandon me, but I can just hear her
losing it and crying and so on and so forth.
So I
chose not to say a word.
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Stage Two Participant - I guess I'm afraid that they'll
[in-laws] be disgusted, reject me, and try to take Jane
away from me forever and make her ashamed of her mommy.
Stage Six Participant - The losses may be feeling
vulnerable to people in positions of authority teachers, doctors, police, whomever controls my source
of income, and it's the people who I figure aren't
open-minded or haven't been exposed to alternative
lifestyles that cause me some anguish.
Stage Four Participant - I don't read the gay newspaper
in public because I don't know whether the man sitting
across from me is a gay basher.
Being identified as a
lesbian heightens my vulnerability.
I think or I guess
I fear.
As was important when making decisions to come out, the
quality of relationships dictated when not to come out for
all participants,

except for one participant in stage two.

If the relationship was "superficial", unimportant, distant,
and/or inconsequential to the participants,
come out were made.

decisions not to

A participant from stage five stated she

"made this decision because we were never on one-to-one
basis" when deciding not to come out to an acquaintance.
There was a need to "establish some kind of connection with
people I work with before or if I then come out to them,"
wrote a woman from stage six.

Another participant from stage

six discussed that "except for those with whom I have a more
'intimate'
soul."

relationship,

I don't feel like I need to bare my

Assessing the benefit of coming out to someone who

was not close or important to them was summed up well by this
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participant in stage six, "I had nothing to gain from it and
perhaps too much to lose.

I wouldn't be advancing a

friendship or helping to educate someone."
Without the establishment of a relationship that
sanctioned disclosing this intimate detail of one's identity,
there was no basis for trust.

The consequence of this

primary requisite when establishing relationships was the
decision not to come out.

For a woman in stage six, the

decision not to come out to members in her church was made
because "I don't feel that I can trust anyone that much."
In addition to trust, without the foundation of a
friendship all participants discussed no need to disclose and
therefore expend energy on relationships that were
meaningless to or difficult for them.

There seemed to be a

process of deciding how much emotional energy they would have
to invest in relationships in which there was a "lack of easy
communication" as the participant in stage one stated.
Concern for others was a component to the decision
making process unique for women in stages one, five, and six.
Concern included the desire not to "upset",

"cause problems"

for, or disrupt the "peace" with individuals important to
these participants.
to her family,

When making the decision not to come out

the participant in stage one stated "I don't
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think I will tell anyone now how I feel because I don't want
them to get upset.”

While visiting family after the death of

her grandmother a woman in stage five wrote:
My decision not to come out to my aunt was to keep
peace.
My family is still grieving the death/passing
of my grandmother and I wanted to respect this time.
The holiday was a time for bonding, healing, and
reminiscing and I didn't want to take center stage.
Differences
Decision to Come Out
Unique to the participant in stage one was her decision
to come out to a woman she knew to be lesbian as a way to
gain information about being lesbian.

This was not a

decision-making process discussed by any other participant.
The decision to be honest with others was made
consistently by the participants in stage five and six for
reasons distinctive to them.

The underlying issue when

disclosing for these women was, in addition to wanting to be
known as stated earlier for all participants,
feel congruent internally.

One participant wrote "I spent

too much time suppressing my true nature.
do it anymore."

the need to

I'm not going to

"My decision is based on me being me.

I'm a

loving, caring, and emotional womyn who is a lesbian and in
love with another womyn," wrote a participant.

Another had

the need not to have others presume she was heterosexual -
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"My decision to come out to my friends is because I don't
want them to think I'm a heterosexual."
An additionally unique reason stage five participants
came out was because of their pride in themselves as lesbians
and their intolerance with silence around that piece of
themselves.

One participant stated,

is based on the idea that we

"My decision to come out

(homosexuals)

have been silent

too long and now's the time to speak loudly, and I do."
Their need to be open was offered by a woman who said "I
didn't make a choice to come out in any way other than just
being myself."
Greater involvement in the gay and lesbian communities
for the participants in stage five ushered in more a more
urgent need to come out not discussed by participants in the
other stages.

The feeling of "empowerment" expressed by one

participant and the charge felt by another after attending
the 1993 Gay and Lesbian March on Washington inspired coming
out decisions.
The desire to regulate one's coming out and take
control over who knows and how was stated by two of the
participants in stage six.

They discussed a preference to be

able to tell others rather than have people important to them
find out through "word of mouth."
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Unique as well to stage six participants was the need
to educate others and confront homophobic remarks.
participant

One

made this her mission at the university where

she was employed and wrote how important for her it was to
"combat ignorance,
understanding,

fear, and lies with information,

and truth.”

Another participant wrote how the

gains of coming out included "helping someone understand
about gay people, denouncing offensive comments to keep the
lies about gays from being perpetuated."
Decision Not to Come Out
The decision not to come out was made by the
participant in stage one for reasons unlike any other
participant.

The uncertainty within herself in regard to her

sexual orientation prompted her not to self-disclose.
statement,

Her

"I'm not sure where I stand at the moment, so I

think it could prove to cause undo stress and unease for
them" was a reason unique to stage one.
Closely related to the confusion in sexual orientation
stated b y the above participant, one of the participants in
stage two made decisions not to come out until she could feel
more settled about her lesbianism.
I can tell her

She said,

"I don't think

[mom] about this for a few reasons.

One is

that I haven't had the time to completely adjust myself."
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She felt this way about other disclosures not made to family
members.

Sw m ary
This chapter included interview summaries of the twenty
five participants at varying stages of lesbian identity
development.

These summaries were presented to offer a

gestalt of each woman's experience.

Summaries were arranged

according to stage as determined by each participant's
response on the Stage Allocation Measure.
This chapter also provided composite summaries for each
stage.

From the explication process within stages emerged

four themes of identity management.

Each theme had a

disparate number of subcategories chosen for analysis.
The first theme, Disclosure Status, examined to whom
participants had revealed their sexual orientation and to
whom they had not.

The second theme,

Identity Management

Strategies, explored how participants disclosed and concealed
their sexual orientation.
telling others,

Strategies such as directly

indirectly and actively coming out by

dropping clues or intimating without saying, passively coming
out through assumption or word of mouth, and hiding by using
a variety of techniques were uncovered.

These two themes

were directly related to the first research question:

How do
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lesbians at six different identified stages of lesbian
identity development manage or regulate information about
their identities?
tell?

Whom do they tell and whom do they not

How do they tell and do they hide?
The third theme,

Decision-Making Strategies, addressed

the processes undertaken by participants when deciding when
to come out and when not to come out.
Changes in Identity Management,

The last theme,

examined the changes

participants had experienced since first self-identifying as
lesbian or bisexual.

These changes included how they come

out and how they make decisions about to whom they come out.
This theme was directly related to the second research
question:

In what kind of decision-making processes do

lesbians engage when managing their identities?

How do they

decide whom and when to tell and whom and when not to tell?
The last section of this chapter was designed to
examine how the decision-making processes might differ at
different stages of lesbian identity development.

The data

were collapsed across the stages and within the domain of
decision-making strategies.

From this analysis,

similarities

and differences in how participants made decisions to come
out and not come out were uncovered.

This last theme is

directly related to the last research question:

How are
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these decision-making processes different at each of the six
stages of lesbian identity development?
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
This chapter addresses four areas.

First, recruitment

of participants and the implications of this process will be
discussed.

Next, data obtained will be directly related to

each of the three research questions and relevant existing
literature.

Subsequent to this discussion,

conclusions drawn

from the results and implications for training, practice, and
future research will be presented.
The three research questions were:

1) How do lesbians

at six different identified stages of lesbian identity
development manage or regulate information about their
identities?

Whom do they tell and whom do they not tell?

How do they tell and how do they hide?, 2)

In what kind of

decision-making processes do lesbians engage when managing
their identities?

How do they decide whom and when to tell

and whom and when not to tell?, and 3) How are these
decision-making processes different at each of the six stages
of lesbian identity development?
Recruitment of Participants
The process of recruiting participants for this study
was itself an experience worthy of discussion in light of
lesbian identity development and management.

As anticipated,
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it was most difficult to obtain women in stages one, two and
three of identity development.

In spite of a pointed attempt

to enlist their involvement in this study, such as
advertisements aimed specifically at women experiencing some
change in their sexual orientation and appeals to
psychotherapists who might have greater access to this
population, very few women responded.
Brady and Busse

(1994) experienced similar difficulties

in their study of identity formation with gay men.

Of the

225 participating subjects, only one subject from stage one,
four from stage two, and fourteen from stage three self
identified in these stages.

Kahn

(1991) reported comparable

findings in her study of 81 lesbian women.

Only one woman

identified in stage one, one in stage two, and 3 in stage
three.

Radonsky and Borders

(1995) also found that very few

of their participants categorized themselves in the first
three stages.

Of the 407 respondents, only 5% placed

themselves in these earlier stages of coming out.
How might this be explained?

Brady and Busse

(1994)

offer that subjects in these earlier stages may be hesitant
to volunteer for studies related to sexual orientation due to
their own reluctance to identify as gay and/or their own
"disdain for their homosexual feelings or behaviors"

(p. 13).
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This hypothesis supports Cass' proposal that individuals in
the first stage of identity development may need to "reject
the self-portrait of a potential homosexual"

(1979, p. 223).

In addition she proposes that in stage two, a feeling of
alienation is experienced.

This may preclude involvement

with any activity associated with homosexuality.
Participation in a research study which asks women to define
themselves in relation to lesbian identity development may be
too provocative and premature and, as a result, may influence
them to distance themselves from anything lesbian.
An alternative yet related hypothesis explaining this
phenomenon is that individuals in these earlier stages
grapple privately with the implications of a homosexual
identity.

Early stages of adopting a lesbian identity appear

to be processes that are undergone without much connection to
the gay and lesbian community or anyone else.

Cass

(1979)

suggested that it is uncommon for individuals in the first
stage of homosexual identity formation to discuss their
intrapsychic processes.

This is due to the ambiguity

experienced and the "attempts to resolve their confusion on
their own"

(p. 225).

Perhaps entry into experiences and

feelings that are still ill formed and incongruous with one's
identity is blocked by a need to first understand and sort
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things out for oneself.
In addition to the above mentioned recruitment
difficulty,

a phenomenon associated with the women in stages

four and five was uncovered during this study.

Recruitment

of women from stage four was easier than of women in stage
five.

In fact, most frequently it was necessary to decline

offers of participation by women who defined themselves in
stage four.

Furthermore,

it required additional effort to

obtain women from stage five.

This imbalance was also

experience by Brady and Busse

(1994) whose subject pool

included only 9% from stage five in contrast to 29% from
stage four, as well as by Radonsky and Borders who reported
that 20% of their respondents placed themselves in stage five
in contrast to 45% in stage four.
These recruitment outcomes were unexpected.

It was

anticipated that recruitment of women from stage five would
be accomplished almost effortlessly.

According to Cass'

model, women in stage five see themselves as "activists" and
immerse themselves in the gay subculture.

It was therefore

expected that their commitment to the lesbian communities
would generate a willingness to participate in a lesbian
study.

In addition,

it was expected that their connection to

the lesbian communities would afford them access to
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advertisements and fliers placed in gay and lesbian
newspapers and bars.
In contrast/

it was surprising to have so many women

from stage four volunteer to participate.

Women in this

stage were more than willing to be a part of this study.
Cass

(1979) describes individuals in this stage as moving

toward a greater acceptance of the label homosexual and
increasing their contact with the gay and lesbian community.
However/

there remains an internal tension in regard to

decisions of disclosure.

Understanding that this tension

might engender ambivalence around forays into the lesbian
community,

I had anticipated that participation in this study

would reflect the hesitance still experienced at this stage.
Interpretation of these findings relates to the
psychosocial experiences of women at each of these stages.
During stage five, individuals devalue heterosexual others.
Heterosexual others might include the psychological
profession,

a profession that historically has not been kind

to gay males and lesbians.

Perhaps women in stage five feel

less compelled to be "studied" by psychological research and
are suspicious of how the information they provide will be
used.
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In addition, women in stage five are in the midst of
living fully as lesbians.

There appears to be less

intrapsychic demand to understand oneself and more demand to
absorb oneself in lesbian activities,
communities.

literature, and

Perhaps the work to understand oneself is

undertaken more on the "outside" rather than internally as it
was for the previous stages.

What appears more important at

stage five is to live as a lesbian.

The need to introspect

may be present but not vital at this point.

Involvement in a

lesbian research study may be unappealing to lesbians at
stage five for these reasons.
A close look at the psychological experiences of women
in stage four also leads to an understanding of their greater
willingness to participate in this study and others.

Cass

(1979) proposed that individuals at this stage, because of a
greater commitment to a homosexual identity and increased
contact with the gay and lesbian subcultures,

struggle with

the tension of whether to be closeted or more open.
advertised,

As

this study asked for volunteers who would be

willing to keep a personal journal and to discuss various
aspects and issues of coming out to different people.
Possibly the prospect of exploring the very issues with which
they were grappling seemed attractive.
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The "inner tension" Cass describes might have motivated
women at this stage to seek out involvement with activities
which held the promise of helping them negotiate these
processes and develop insight into their experiences.

In

fact, three of the eight participants at this stage stated
that they were drawn to participate for these reasons.

One

woman in particular said that the idea of keeping a journal,
and knowing that she would "have to" as part of the study,
was a motivating factor in participation.

It could be that

the anxiety around management of their sexual orientation
coupled with the risk of taking steps into the lesbian
communities primed women at stage four for participation.
The combination of these events may have made them easier to
secure as participants.
Finally, perhaps the number of women in each stage
obtained in this study reflects the distribution of women at
each stage in the population.

Could it simply be that there

are more women in stage four than stage five?

This

possibility can not be dismissed as an explanation.
As for stage six, recruitment of participants for this
stage was similar to that as for women in stage four.
at stage six were very willing to volunteer,

Women

so much so that

it was necessary to decline their offer of participation.
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The fact that recruitment of women at stage six was easy was
not surprising and was consistent with Cass'

(1979)

description of individuals at stage six.
Addressing the Research Questions
This section will be a discussion of the three research
questions.

The findings from each question will be discussed

in relationship to Cass' model,

for the reason that her model

informed the foundation of this study.

A discussion of the

other literature will be incorporated to provide a fuller
explanation of the findings.
Given that recruitment of women from stages one,

two,

and three yielded fewer participants than from stages four,
five, and six, the discussion that follows will focus much
more on the women from stages four,
one, two, and three.

In addition,

women's behaviors, thoughts,

five, and six than from
interpretation of the

and feelings at stages one,

two,

and three will be done with caution due to the few
participants in each of these three stages.
Lesbian Identity Management Strategies
The first question was designed to assess how women at
varying stages of lesbian identity development manage
information about their sexual orientation.
the goal was to inform, elaborate,

Specifically,

and expand on Cass'

(1979)
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model through a qualitative study.
It is initially important to note that none of the
women in this study found their lesbian identities,
behaviors,
to them.

and/or feelings to be undesirable or unacceptable
This is significant when understanding their

management strategies against the background of Cass' model.
In particular, when describing the first three stages of
development, Cass suggests that individuals may adopt either
an accepting or unaccepting stance toward their homosexual
feelings and behaviors.

If they adopt a negative stance,

they engage in behaviors to restrain homosexual behavior or
to alter perceptions of themselves as homosexual.

Since none

of the women in this study found their lesbian feelings or
behaviors unacceptable to them,

limiting or restraining

behaviors as described by Cass were not found and will not be
addressed.
How then did the participants in this study manage
their identities?

Whom did they tell and how?

in overlapping and dissimilar ways.

They did so

To begin with, the

participant in stage one managed her identity by using hiding
strategies that were exclusively passive,

and disclosing

strategies that were both indirectly and directly active.
She chose not to come out to most people in her life, but did
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choose to disclose to a few close friends and a therapist.
Though her behavior was consistent with Cass'
description of those in stage one as being private about
inner processes,

the participant in this study was more open

than suggested by Cass.

Cass stated "In Stage 1 it is rare

for P to disclose inner turmoil to others" and if they do so,
it is often effected to gain help from a professional
counselor

(1979, p. 225).

It appeared that the participant in stage one of this
study was seeking help not only from a professional, but from
friends and other lesbians as well, and was therefore more
disclosing than expected.

Sophie

(1985/86)

found that women

in the first stage of her model engaged in coming out
strategies as well.

It is important to note that in both

studies this step was taken with people who were meaningful
to the participants.
proposed (Cass,

In contrast to what has previously been

1979; Coleman,

1982; and Troiden,

1988)

perhaps it is not so unusual that women, as they assume a
lesbian identity,

come out to others as early as indicated in

this and Sophie's study.

However, this interpretation must

be made with caution due to limlited data.
The finding that the participant in stage one engaged
in passive hiding strategies because it took "too much
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energy" to actively hide, contradicted Cass'

(1979)

assessment of the way in which individuals in stage one
remain hidden.

Cass states that individuals actively hide,

and this participant did not.
One way to intrepret this participant's passive hiding
behavior is to understand the connection between her stated
feelings of confusion and her desire to conserve energy.

It

might be that any conversation about her sexuality would not
provide much information since she was not clear about her
identity.

Actively hiding that information seemed to be

unnecessary for her as there was not much information to
hide.

In addition, to do so would require additional effort

on her part.

As a result, her stance toward hiding became a

passive process.
Participants in stage two engaged in evasive and active
strategies to hide from family,

friends, and those at work.

These behaviors are supported by Cass'

(1979) model.

Yet, inconsistent with Cass' model is the finding that
the participants in stage two made decisions to come out to a
limited number of people who were close to them and who were
heterosexual.

One participant in stage two also came out to

others who were not meaningful to her.
professional counselor,

Other than to a

Cass makes no mention of individuals
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coming out to others in their lives at stage two.
The finding of this study extends Cass' model in terms
of to whom individuals in stage two of lesbian identity
development come out.

Again this is supported by Sophie's

(1985/86) study, as mentioned above,

since she too found that

respondents made disclosures early in their coming out
process.

One might assume that the first stages of coming

out are not experienced as privately as speculated by most
theorists.

The participation of women in stage two of this

study lends credibility to that suggestion, but this finding
must be interpreted carefully due to the few number of
participants in stage two of this study.
The findings of this study also extend Cass' model with
regard to the management strategies discussed by women in
stage three.

Whereas Cass' model lacks descriptive

specificity in regard to management strategies of disclosure
and nondisclosure during stage three,

the results of this

study uncovered a variety of lesbian identity management
strategies.

They included hiding strategies that were active

and passive,

and a blend of disclosing strategies that were

indirect and active for both participants, direct and active
out for one, and passive for the other.

The range of these

management strategies was not identified by Cass who simply
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described,

in vague terms, the general management strategy of

being cautious when coming out to others.

These findings

reveal that much more is occurring than Cass has suggested,
though again these findings are based on a limited number of
respondents in stage three of this study.
In addition,

the results of this study revealed that

participants in stage three hid their lesbian identity from
family,

friends,

so passively.

and individuals at work and, at times, did

The one participant in stage three who used

this passive strategy simply did not offer information about
her sexual orientation spontaneously but would not deny it if
asked.

This supports Troiden's

(1988) discussion of

covering, a process in which individuals are ready to admit
that they are gay but do not offer the information
unsolicited.

Cass

(1979) does not speak much to the

management strategies of individuals in stage three, but one
might speculate that as individuals move closer toward
acceptance of their lesbianism, they might need to hide less
but are still not ready to come out easily or readily.

Since

this interpretation is based on a sample of one, caution must
be applied.
Participants in stage three also came out and did so
with a select group of friends, close relatives, and a safe
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place of employment.

Cass

(1979)

suggests that individuals

in this stage are careful with whom they disclose and the
findings of this study reflect that women in stage three were
carefully selective with whom women they came out.
However, this study diverges from Cass' model

(1979)

in

the finding that the participants in stage three came out not
just to lesbians, but to heterosexuals as well, particularly
those who seemed safe and with whom they had a close
relationship.

Cass proposes that during stage three,

individuals take greater steps to disclose within the
homosexual community.
divergent finding,

As a possible way to understand this

it is important to take into consideration

the time period in which Cass' model was framed.
As discussed by Sophie
1970s,

(1985/86), during the early

the gay and feminist movements had just begun to

influence popular thought around homosexuality.
time,

Since that

there has been a great deal of progress in regard to

making homosexuality more acceptable in the mainstream
culture.

Through music,

film,

literature, and politics,

it

is not unusual for gay and lesbian themes, issues, and people
to be discussed.

As a result,

it may be that attitudes held

by heterosexuals about homosexuality are more positive.
Given that the gay and feminist movements have affected
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change,

it may be less necessary for lesbians today to look

only to the lesbian community as a place to find acceptance.
One might speculate that the women at stage three of this
study have found heterosexuals who are accepting, and in
finding them, can broaden their support network beyond an
exclusively lesbian group.
In stage four, participants adopted a combination of
active and passive hiding strategies in which they engaged
with various family members, heterosexual friends,
colleagues, and classmates as well with individuals from more
socially distant realms,

such as neighbors.

techniques such as passing,
contact, hiding,

Active

counterfeit secrecy,

limiting

lying, and being evasive discussed by the

participants in stage four are supported by the work many
(Becker-Gorby, 1983; Cass,
Sophie,

1979; Moses,

1985/86; and Troiden,

1978; Ponse,

1978;

1988) who found that gay and

lesbian individuals use a variety of mechanisms to hide their
sexual orientation from others.
Consistent with the literature as well was the finding
that passing as heterosexual was the strategy used most often
by participants in this study and with women at stages two,
three and four (Ponse,

1978; and Woods & Harbeck,

1992).

This was aided by the use of the heterosexual assumption and
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the invisible nature of their lesbianism.

Ponse

(1978)

offers that "elaborate strategies may be unnecessary since
lesbians' secrecy is in part protected by the heterosexual
assumption"

(p. 317).

Many times participants discussed

allowing assumptions of their heterosexuality to remain
uncorrected.
Passing was achieved not only through silence, but
through evasion,

limiting personal information revealed,

and

selecting out content which would expose their sexual
orientation.

Troiden

(1988) speaks of these techniques as

acts undertaken to "cloak their private lives and sexuality
in silence"

(p. 57).

Cass

(1979) also speaks to the process

of controlling personal information revealed about oneself
that begins in stage two as the incongruence between one's
behaviors and others' perceptions increases.

The findings in

this study are consistent with the existing research.
Infrequently, participants reported passing by changing
their clothing or jewelry.

This was achieved by either

wearing clothing that was more "feminine" or by removing
jewelry that was lesbian in nature.

These active stances are

consistent with the findings of other authors
Ponse, 1978; and Reiter,

(Goffman,

1963;

1989) that the removal of stigma

symbols helped to propagate the illusion of heterosexuality.
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Another active technique, called counterfeit secrecy
where both individuals in the interaction know that one of
them is lesbian yet they agree to pretend as if this were not
true, was demonstrated by participants in stages two, three,
and four.

This supports Ponse's

(1978) finding that lesbian

women sometimes engage in a mutually collusive interaction
within their relationships.

Goffman (1963) as well uncovered

such patterns of stigma evasion.

By maintaining the illusion

of heterosexuality, these participants were able to persevere
important relationships without facing the fear of rejection
if the obvious were made overt.
Though active strategies were used by participants in
all stages but stage one, those in stages two, three, and
four used them with greater frequency and in greater number.
This supports Sophie's

(1985/86)

research which found that

during the middle stages of her model, subjects maintained a
mixture of hiding strategies.

Troiden (1988) as well

reported that stigma evasion strategies were not employed
until stage three of his model.
Cass

(1979)

suggests that during these middle stages,

individuals begin to adopt a homosexual identity,

and in

doing so, struggle with continuing to maintain a heterosexual
public self.

It is at this point in identity development
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when lesbians experience dissonance most acutely and work
most actively to maintain a split between their private and
public selves.

Moses

(1978)

found that the more the

respondents in her study were concerned about being
identified as lesbian, the more management strategies were
used.

This might explain why active hiding strategies were

employed more readily in stages two, three, and four than in
the others.

Women in these stages are not yet ready to be

identified as lesbian.
As well as utilizing hiding management strategies,
participants in stage four also employed a variety of
disclosing strategies.

These included directly and

indirectly coming out and relying on passive strategies, such
as others'

assumptions of their lesbianism and others'

relaying this information to individuals to whom the women
had not come out.

These strategies were used with a varying

audience which included family members, heterosexual and
homosexual friends, colleagues,

and therapists.

Indirect ways of coming out discussed by participants
in stage four included a nonverbal strategy of associating
with a lesbian organization or activity and a verbal one of
dropping clues.
of Ponse

The first method was supported by the work

(197 6) and Woods and Harbeck

(1992) who found that
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women often come out by associating with others who seemed to
be obviously gay, such as those in lesbian organizations or
other "known" gays.
The second method,

that of verbally dropping clues,

included behaviors such as talking about gay or lesbian
issues, music, bars,

literature, or people, was used to let

others know that they were familiar with these topics and
that this information could possibly apply to them.

This

strategy may be similar to what Goffman describes as
"purposeful slips" in which "fleeting offerings of evidence"
are made

(1963, p. 101).

Participants in stages four and five most frequently
engaged in both of the above mentioned indirect methods of
coming out.

It is at this point in lesbian identity

development in which women are making greater entries into
the lesbian communities and identifying more often with that
which is lesbian than heterosexual

(Cass, 1979).

It may be

that because of the increased availability to lesbian
activities,

ideas, people, and objects and the increasing

integration of these pieces into their identities,
participants in these stages of development use this strategy
more than other stages.

Women in the earlier stages are not

yet familiar with nor have access to the kind of information
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that comes from greater connection to the lesbian community.
In addition, women in the earlier stages do not have the same
amount of contact with other homosexuals as they do in later
stages.

As a function of increased contact,

lesbians model

for other lesbians how to use these indirect yet purposeful
strategies
& McDonald,

(Cass, 1979; deMonteflores & Schultz,

1978; Minton

1983/84) .

The findings for women in stage four are consistent
with Cass' model

(1979).

Cass suggests that individuals in

this stage are increasing their contact with other
homosexuals and homosexual activities while continuing to
negotiate a certain level of congruence of their private and
public identities.
hiding strategies,

As a result, they appropriate effort into
similar to the ones demonstrated by these

participants, as well as into coming out strategies.

Where

this study extends Cass' findings is in its ability to more
thoroughly and specfically describe the coming out and hiding
strategies observed at stage four.
Participants in stage five differed among themselves in
regard to hiding their lesbian identities from others.

They

were divided between those who did not actively hide at all
and those who did hide by being evasive or not disclosing
their sexual orientation.

One participant who did not
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actively hide, passively hid by not wearing clothing or
jewelry that would convey her lesbianism.

These strategies

were used only with a limited number of people in their
lives, such as a sibling,
landlords,

some extended family members,

and/or members in a class or church.

Cass

(1979)

offers that circumstances may arise in which nondisclosure is
the management strategy of choice in stage five.

Women in

stage five did choose nondisclosure within specific arenas
and relationships as mentioned.
In contrast,

all participants in stage five used

similar strategies when coming out and did so with most
people in their lives.

Each woman used direct and indirect

active coming out strategies.

Only one participant discussed

coming out passively via members in her extended family
discussing her lesbianism.

The behavior of these

participants reflects C a s s 1 (1979) theory, which describes
individuals in stage five as choosing primarily to be out, to
be associated with homosexual groups and subcultures,

and to

confront heterosexual others with their homosexuality.
An interesting finding of stage five participants in
regard to disclosure strategies was that, though used by
participants in stage four, the use of stigma symbols as a
nonverbal indirect strategy for coming out was used more
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frequently by participants in stage five than in any other
stage.

This coincides with Cass' suggestion that individuals

in stage five immerse themselves in the gay cultures and
adopt strategies to disclose more than to conceal

(1979).

Whether it was rainbow flags, jewelry, or clothing,
many of the women in stage five used some type of symbol as a
means of letting others know they were lesbian.
consistent with both Rothblum's

(1994)

This is

findings that dress

and lesbian symbols are often used as indicators of one's
lesbianism and Goffman's

(1963) discussion of the use of

stigma symbols as a method of letting others know about one's
identity.

Displaying their sexual orientation through the

use of these symbols lets others know right up front that
they are lesbian.

This finding is supported by Troiden

(1988) as well, who suggests that as individuals move into
this last stage of identity development, they change their
stigma from a vice into a virtue through a process of
conversion.

It appears that women in stage five are proud of

their lesbianism and are motivated to disclose through the
use of gay and lesbian symbols.
Finally,

all but one of the participants in stage six

used some strategy to hide their sexual orientation.

These

strategies were used with a narrow audience that varied among
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the women.

Some of the participants stayed hidden from some

family member,
coworkers,

from limited numbers of colleagues or

and from members at church.

Two of the women in stage six used active hiding
strategies.

These included,

for one participant, being

evasive and occasionally passing, and for the other,
selectively lying, concealing gay symbols, or using
counterfeit secrecy.

The use of these more active mechanisms

indicates that synthesis of a lesbian identity does not
abolish the need to conceal one's lesbianism in varying
contexts.

These findings extend that of Cass'

(1979) in that

they inform the fact that lesbians at stage six contine to
hide their lesbianism and how they do so.
Participants in stage six also engaged in passive
stigma evasion strategies, processes which involved remaining
silent.

This was also found to be true of participants in

stage five.

They did so by not being fully disclosing, or as

one woman said, not being "direct".

This strategy differed

from passing in that the intent was not to actively mislead
anyone into misinterpreting their sexual orientation as
heterosexual, but to simply remain private about themselves.
This finding is supported by the research of Troiden (1988)
who speaks of blending as a process of neither disclosing nor
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denying one's sexuality but masking it in silence.
Participants in stages five and six engaged in this behavior
infrequently, which is consistent with Cass' characterization
of individuals in these stages

(1979) who,

in general,

maintain more open stances about their sexual orientation.
Though not out to a select few, participants in stage
six were out to most of the people in their lives.
included family,
neighbors,
minister.

This

friends, colleagues at work and school,

therapists, and, for one participant, her
All of the women came out to these audiences

through direct and indirect active m e a n s .

An interesting

finding of this study, and one that elaborates on Cass'
(1979) was that participants in stage six of this study used
the method of indirectly coming out more frequently than
participants in any other stage.

It was found that women in

stage six mentioned their partners in conversation in a
casual way similar to how a heterosexual would mention a
partner in conversation.
The process of indirectly coming out supports the work
of Healy (1993), Nemeyer (1980), and Ponse

(1976) who found

that the lesbians in their studies came out less directly by
talking about their partners in conversation or bringing
their lovers to events.

That it occurred most often in stage
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six may be explained by Cass' model

(1979).

It may be that

because women in stage six, as proposed by Cass, have
integrated their lesbian identities more completely than in
any other stage,

it is done as a matter of course when

discussing their lives and partners.

The outcome in doing so

is that these women come out without fanfare or announcement
or without what one participant described,
talk".

Possibly,

"the official

this way of coming out was done more so in

stage six than in the other stages for the reason that the
very nature of the other stages precludes the ease with which
these statements can be made.
These results reflect Cass'

(1979) model to an extent.

In this final stage of homosexual identity development, Cass
proposes a synthesis of public and private sexual identities
such that steps are continuously taken to reduce incongruence
between the two.

However, Cass offers little information as

to how the synthesis actually occurs.

For example,

the participants in stage six came out passively,

some of

either

through others' assumptions of their lesbianism or through
gossip, and one participant in stage six used counterfeit
secrecy as a way to actively hide.
discussed by Cass.

These strategies were not

The findings of this study,

extend Cass' model in both the

therefore,

number and description of
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identity management strategies identified and used by women
at stage six.
As a result of obtaining a more detailed account of
management strategies for all stages, a unique finding of
this study was that the management strategy of passively
coming out seemed to emerge in stage three and to continue as
a management strategy in stages four,

five, and six.

This

passive strategy included allowing other persons to make
assumptions about their lesbianism and/or relying on other
persons to relay that information to another audience.
Assumptions of one's lesbianism as a means of coming out is
supported by Woods and Harbeck's

(1992)

study in which

lesbian physical educators came out through "non-denial of
accusations"

(p. 158).

others, Cain's

In terms of relaying information to

(1991) study of information management among

gay men revealed how respondents used their siblings as
messengers of information about their sexuality to their
parents.
As a function of increasing numbers of disclosures
occurring during these stages,

two phenomena may be occurring

that can explain this passive method of coming out.

One is

that the circles of those to whom participants have come out
have widened and, therefore, have increased the likelihood
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that friends,

family, and others will overlap and talk among

themselves about the participants.
Harry (1993) and Lee

This supports the work of

(1977) who reported that gays and

lesbians need to be aware of the extent to which
communication between audiences may occur.

This could

explain why a passive coming out strategy is not discussed
until stage three when disclosures begin to be made to more
people.
The other phenomenon is that with increased comfort in
coming out, participants may adapt behaviors,
activities,

engage in

and surround themselves with people, objects, and

ideas that are increasingly "lesbian".

In doing so, it is

easier for others to make assumptions about their sexual
orientation.

The concept of being out by association is

consistent with Ponse's

(1976) work which found that lesbians

who were secretive about their lesbianism were afraid that
"associations with identifiable gay persons may evoke
suspicions about their own gayness"

(p. 333).

Therefore,

being out by assumption was especially germane for women in
stages three,

four, five, and six of identity development who

were making an increased commitment to that identity and the
lesbian communities

(Cass, 1979).

In summary, Cass' model has strengths and limitations
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in its ability to explain the findings around stigma
management uncovered in this study.

Cass does provide an

understanding of a progressive process in which individuals
become more disclosing as they integrate a lesbian identity
and in which they engage in a variety of strategies to do so.
In addition,

it is also clear that they develop and maintain

strategies to remain hidden.

The limitation of Cass' model

is that it does not discuss in detail the management
strategies undertaken by individuals as they acquire these
identities and live their lives as lesbians.

The results of

this study offer more than can be explained by Cass' model
alone.
These management strategies utilized by the
participants in this study as described in the preceding
section, were maintained with a variety of persons.
finding is supported by much of the literature
Chapman & Brannock,
1980; Sophie,

1987; Coleman,

1985/86; Spaulding,

(Cass,

This
1979;

1982; Kahn, 1991; Nemeyer,
1982; and Troiden,

1988)

which asserts that as individuals develop a gay or lesbian
identity,

they take greater risks in disclosing and

eventually come out to many,

if not most, people in their

lives.
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In general, the women in this study followed the
paradigm of coming out to those closest to them before coming
out to those who were inconsequential.

This pattern peaked

at stage four, which is consistent with Cass' model

(1979)

which suggests that disclosures are made cautiously through
stage four.
Following disclosures to intimate others, participants
in stage five came out to most people in their lives
regardless of the meaningfulness of their relationship.
is also consistent with Cass'

This

theory which proposes that

individuals in this stage are more ready to disclose than not
and engage in "purposeful confrontations with the
establishment"

(1979, p.233).

Finally, women in stage six had come out to most people
in their lives, including family,
employers.

friends, colleagues,

and

This finding supports the results of models of

homosexual identity development cited above.
An interesting finding of this study in terms of to
whom participants came out was that most of the women either
came out to their mothers before their fathers or only came
out to their mothers.

This finding was consistent across all

stages and is supported by the work of Nemeyer
Cain

(1991).

(1980) and

Nemeyer found that, for the lesbians in her
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study,

"the key parent of concern was the mother"

(p. 124).

Possible explanations for this finding include those
proposed by Nemeyer (1980) who offers that the lesbians in
her study desired closeness with their mothers and were
concerned about their approval and love.

This was true for

some of the participants in this study who discussed the
desire to bridge the gap that had developed between
themselves and their mothers.

In addition,

it appeared that

for some of the women in this study, the importance their
mothers had in their lives and the love and approval they
sought from their mothers prompted the participants to come
out to them first.
For some of the participants in this study, an
additional interpretation of this finding might be that
coming out to mother first or exclusively was not made only
as a result of concern for her, but as a function of the
relationship they had with their fathers, which was either
conflictual or nonexistent.

Therefore, coming out to their

fathers might either engender too much anxiety and leave the
participants too vulnerable to rejection or prove to be
inconsequential and meaningless in their lives.
The differences among the stages in regard to whom the
participants came out reflects the decision-making strategies
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undertaken.

This will be discussed in the following section.

Lesbian-Decision-MaJcinq Strategies
The second question attempted to understand in what
decision-making processes lesbians at different stages of
lesbian identity development engage when managing their
identities.

In addressing this question, a discussion

relating the findings to Cass' model and additional
literature will be presented.
C a s s 1 model

(1979) is founded on an interpersonal

congruency theory which takes into account individuals'
behaviors as ways to maintain congruency or incongruency
within interpersonal relationships.

As a result,

the

overriding decision-making processes on which this model is
fashioned, as discussed in the review of the literature, are
related to the changes among perception of one's
characteristics, perception of one's behavior,
of how one is perceived by others.

and perception

In addition, Cass

suggests that how strongly others are valued by the
individual influences identity management decisions.
These processes mediate the decision whether to
disclose or conceal one's homosexual identity.

With these

concepts in mind, how do the findings of this study inform
and elaborate Cass' model?

A discussion of the decision
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making strategies to come out will be presented first
followed by a discussion of the decision-making strategies
not to come out.
The participant in stage one made decisions to come out
based on the quality of the relationship

(ie: was there trust

and closeness?), the need to be understood,

and the need to

gain information about being lesbian, and did so with friends
with whom she felt safe and with whom she believed would be
affirming.

Because Cass suggests that this initial stage is

most often a private one, she does not offer much to explain
why the participant at stage one disclosed.
In trying to better comprehend why it is that women in
the early stages made decisions to come out for reasons not
predicted by Cass,

it may be helpful to turn to the

literature on stigma management.

In a study by Wells and

Kline (1987) on self-disclosure of a homosexual orientation,
it was found that both gay men and lesbians disclosed their
sexual orientation as a result of wanting self affirmation
and because of the increasing intimacy of their
relationships.
These results are supported by many others
Harry,

1993; Nemeyer,

1980; and Ponse,

(Cain,

1991;

1978) who found that

as relationships with others, including heterosexuals,

grew
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in trust, safety, and closeness, disclosing one's
homosexuality was desired.

In fact, Harry (1993)

states that

often times risks of self-disclosure are made because "one
wants the positive valuation of that other for what one is
rather than for what one pretends to be"

(p. 27).

Though

this finding must be considered carefully because of the
small sample size, it does extend Cass' model in terms of how
lesbians in early stages of identity development may be
making decisions about coming out.
Participants in stages two, three,

four,

five, and six

made decisions to come out as a function of the quality of
their relationships,
accepted and,

in that they felt safe, close, and

subsequently, did not want to be dishonest

within these relationships.

In addition,

they came out to be

true to themselves in regard to their sexuality,
others from assuming they were heterosexual,

to stop

and to gain

support and clarity of feelings.
The above cited research addresses the factor of
honesty which is established in more intimate relationships
and which prompts individuals to disclose.
in Cain's

The respondents

(1991) study discussed the importance of telling

friends because "friends generally do not withhold important
personal information from each other"

(p. 348).

This is
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consistent with the findings of this study in terms of the
decision participants in stage two through six made to
disclose to close others based on the need to be honest.
The need to be honest with oneself also appeared to be
an influencing component in the decision-making strategies of
the participants,
through stage six.

starting in stage two and continuing
The exigency to bring oneself into

greater congruency supports Wells and Kline's

(1987) result

that, the "need to be one's self", as reported by their
subjects, was significant in decision strategies for coming
out.

That this process begins as early as it did in this

study may suggest that attempting to make oneself whole by
gaining validation begins much earlier than traditionally
believed.

This finding also extends Cass' assertion that,

only as a result of increased feelings of alienation at stage
two will individuals seek out contact with others, often
times professional counselors.
For the women in stage three, knowing that the audience
to whom they would disclose was lesbian or gay made the
coming out process easier.
model

(1979)

This is consistent with Cass'

that individuals at stage three perceive other

homosexuals as accepting.
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However, what was absent from the stage three
participants' experiences was the need Cass notes that
individuals have to seek out other gays and lesbians and not
heterosexuals.

Decisions made by participants in stage three

to come out to others did not include the need to associate
exclusively with other lesbians.

A possible explanation of

this finding was presented in the previous section on
identity managment strategies in terms of increased
acceptance of homosexuality by heterosexuals.

Again, because

of the small number of participants in stage three,
speculation must be undertaken with caution.
The participants in stage four discussed similar
disclosing decision-making strategies as stated above.

In

addition, how they made decisions to come out supported Cass'
(1979) discussion of the full and partial legitimizing
stances individuals in stage four may adopt.

If individuals

believe that "homosexuality is valid both publicly and
privately",

then they fully disclose

(p. 232).

Whereas,

if

they remain divided in their beliefs about how public to be,
they only partially disclose,
of society"

(p. 232) .

keeping hidden "before the rest

The women in stage four certainly

struggled with their beliefs about how public they wanted to
be.

However, they also made decisions in response to a
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variety of contexts,

relationships, and internal needs.

These findings offer a more detailed account of decision
making processes at stage four than does Cass' more general
statement of legitimization and therefore extends her model.
Participants in stage five spent more energy on
decisions to come out than to hide.

They discussed as

important factors in their decision to come out the refusal
to lie about their sexuality or lead a double life, the
desire not to have others assume they are heterosexual,

and

the urgency to be out once they had immersed themselves in
the lesbian communities.
These findings support Cass' model

(1979) which states

that individuals during stage five make a greater commitment
to gay or lesbian groups and identity and that they
experience a greater pride in

their sexual orientation.

outcome of these processes is

an increased desire to

The

disclose.
Lastly, disclosing decision-making strategies
undertaken by the participants in stage six involved the
desire to be known by others and to not actively hide or lie,
to regulate their own coming out processes, and to educate
others about homosexuality.

Cass

(1979) is not specific in

her description of why individuals in this last stage make
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decisions to disclose other than to say that with increased
trust and contact with heterosexuals and with increasing
integration of public and private identities, more
disclosures are made.

The findings of this study add depth

to Cass' model in its description of coming out processes for
stage six lesbians.

A more detailed discussion of these

unique findings regarding decision-making strategies to
disclose for stage six, and for stage five, will be presented
in the section on comparisons of lesbian decison-making
strategies across stages that follows this one.
As to decisions to remain hidden, the participant in
stage one made decisions not to come out because of the fear
of homophobic responses,

lack of meaningful relationship with

others and the related absence of fluid communication,
concern for others,
information.

and the personal nature of this

Even though Cass

(1979) states that those in

this initial stage do not disclose because of the inner
turmoil experienced,

it is clear that nondisclosures occur

due to the fear of others' reactions.

It is not difficult to

understand why the participant in stage one chose not to
disclose because of her fear of receiving homophobic
responses from others.

The literature is replete with

documentation about the consequences when individuals
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disclose their homosexuality
Nemeyer,

1980; Obear,

Harbeck,

1992).

However,

(Healy,

1991; Raphael,

1993; Moses, 1978;
1974; and Woods &

as the participants in this study at all

stages have stated,

fear is never relinquished and goes

beyond the fear of others' reactions to include an assortment
of fears pertaining to loss and safety.

These fears are

consistent with those reported by others

(Healy,

1978; Nemeyer,

1980; Ponse,

1993; Moses,

1978; Woods & Harbeck,

are more exhaustive than those described by Cass

1992) and

(1979).

The

exact nature of them will be discussed in the analysis of the
last research question, but mention of them now is necessary
to point out that these fears are highly influential in
participants' decisions not to come out.
Pertaining to the decisions to remain hidden during
stages two, three,

four,

five, and six, participants offered

that the absence of a meaningful relationship with others
often informed their decision to remain hidden.

This finding

supports the research cited earlier with respect to the
quality of the relationship with others as a primary factor
in coming out decision-making processes
1993; Nemeyer,

(Cain,

1991; Harry,

1980; Ponse, 1978; and Wells & Kline,

1987).

These researchers found that if the relationship with others
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lacked significance,

individuals made decisions not to come

out.
Possible explanations for this finding may be that the
risk of leaving oneself vulnerable to people with whom one
does not know well or with whom one is not interested in
maintaining a relationship,
this study and in

is not a risk the participants in

others are willing to take.

In addition,

it may be that the time and energy often invested in taking
care of others'

feelings and reactions when coming out was

not an investment many of the participants felt necessary to
make in those with whom they felt no obligation.
Participants in stages one,

five and six were also less

willing to randomly disclose without thinking of how that
might affect others in their lives.

Cass

(1979) does not

address this in her model, and, in fact, asserts that when
individuals in these stages make decisions not to come out,
these decisions are undertaken primarily out of fear of
others' responses.

This finding extends Cass' model in

offering a more dynamic interpretation of decision-making
processes in both the initial and later stages of lesbian
identity development.

Concern for others will be more fully

discussed in the next section.
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It is clear that Cass' model

(1979) offers some insight

into the decision-making strategies of these participants as
they manage their identities.

Yet, these results indicate

that the participants engaged in strategies not addressed by
Cass and, at times,

inconsistent with what she proposed.

It

is also apparent that these strategies were both similar and
dissimilar across the stages.
findings?

What might account for these

The last research question addresses this point.

Compa_rison_.of Lesbian Decision-Making Strategies Across
Stages
This last question was designed to explore how the
decision-making processes might differ among the stages of
lesbian identity development.

The results indicate both

similarities and differences among the stages in terms of
decisions to disclose and to conceal.

A discussion of the

differences will be presented first and will be followed by a
discussion of the similarities.
Differences.

Unique to the participant in stage one was

the fact that her decision to come out was motivated,

in

part, by her need to gather information about being a
lesbian.

This supports Cass

(1979) who suggests that,

if

individuals find that their homosexual behavior is acceptable
to them, they will seek out information to answer the
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question "Am I a homosexual?"

(p. 223).

Rather than read or

talk to a professional counselor about being lesbian as
suggested by Cass, this participant turned to someone living
the lifestyle she was just now exploring.

In discussing

their decision-making strategies, the other participants did
not reveal a need for such information as a motivator for
coming out.

It may be that by the virtue of their location

at later stages of identity development,

they had already

garnered the information they needed.
Uncertainty about her sexuality for the participant in
stage one and the need to feel more settled about hers for
the participant in stage two were related yet unique reasons
these women offered for not disclosing.

As stated before,

they did not want to expend energy discussing aspects of
themselves which were still not solidified and which might
cause undue stress in their relationships with significant
others in their lives.

This makes intuitive sense as a

distinguishing process for those in the initial stages of
developing a lesbian identity and is well supported by the
literature

(Cass,

1979; Kahn,

1991; and Sophie,

1985/86).

Women in these early stages are expending much effort into
managing their own anxiety around the meaning of this
identity which may leave them with less energy for managing
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others' responses.
Unique to the women in stage six and a phenomenon not
discussed by Cass
to educate others.

(1979) was the desire these women expressed
This need proved to be a motivating

factor in the decision to come out and is one supported by
the work of Woods and Harbeck

(1992) who found that lesbians

in their study chose at times to come out because "they felt
they had a duty to intervene and to educate when the issue of
homosexuality surfaced"

(p. 158).

This is congruent with the

psychological experiences of women at this point in
development in that being lesbian is something they have
integrated into their identities.

As such, they have freed

up psychic energy previously needed to accept and solidify
this part of themselves which affords them the strength to
take on an edifying role.
The desire to control one's own coming out process as
reason to disclose was stated by participants in stage six as
well.

Why participants in this stage more than any other

needed to feel control over their coming out is not clear.
One might speculate, however, that because these women see
their lesbianism as a part of who they are and not all that
they are

(Cass,

1979), they desired to be in charge of who

and how someone gets to know that piece of them.

It might
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also be that the concern they voiced having for others meant
that how those important others were told was a process these
participants wanted to regulate.
Furthermore,

one might theorize that it is at this

point of lesbian identity development that women are less
"starved" for validation from all people in their
environments.

They have already received validation from

those important to them.

As a result,

they may be more

discriminatory with whom they give power for validation and,
therefore, make decisions about stigma management differently
than those in earlier stages.

Perhaps these women invest

themselves with more responsibility for making decisions
about who will validate them, and as a result, prefer to
control that process.
When discussing the need to be honest with others, the
participants in stages five and six stated the importance of
maintaining an internally congruent position within
themselves.

These women have had many coming out

experiences, have developed a pattern of doing so, and have
preferred that others know them as lesbians rather than as
heterosexuals.

Remaining hidden would be experienced as a

betrayal to their integrity as lesbians.

Harry

(1993) offers

that "this more psychological motivation for being out would
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occur principally in those individuals who have spent
considerable time developing a self-disclosing lifestyle"
29).

(p.

Their self-esteem remains intricately tied to their

dignity as lesbians.
Related to dignity was the sense of pride the
participants in stage five reported experiencing as being an
influential component in their decision-making paradigms.
That they were immersed in this feeling and the lesbian
communities was quite characteristic of their stage of
lesbian identity development

(Cass,

1979).

As a result of

the pride they felt as lesbians and the empowered feelings
generated through connection to the lesbian communities,
these participants were primed to come out.

Their identity

as lesbians was exciting to them and overshadowed all other
aspects of who they were.

In addition,

they had erected

external support systems and internal psychological
mechanisms to help buffer against homophobic responses.

And

though participants in stage six had similar systems and
mechanisms in place, their identity as lesbians had become a
quieter and more integrated voice.
In addition to the differences uncovered by the
results,

similarities among the stages were revealed as well.

Making decisions not to come out as a result of concern for
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others was stated by participants in stages one, five and
six.

Raphael

(1974)

found that lesbian mothers in her study

chose at times not to come out to safeguard their children
from possible harassment by their friends.

For the

participants in stages five and six who voiced a concern for
others, their reasons were consistent with Raphael's in that
they wanted to protect those important to them from possible
homophobic repercussions by others.

This decision-making

process seems to supersede the need to disclose, even for
women in stage five.
Concern for others as expressed by the participant in
stage one and those is stage five included as well the desire
not to "upset" important others with the knowledge of their
confusion or lesbianism.

What is important to note is that

the concern these participants experienced was specific to
family members.

This supports Cain's

(1991) study who

reported that respondents felt torn between disclosure and
concealment because "they know that such a disclosure could
create great turmoil and hurt feelings at home"
One might suspect that,

(p. 345).

for the participant in stage one, her

motivation not to hurt her family was a derivative of her
confusion such that premature disclosures seemed unwarranted.
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That such consideration was discussed at this early
stage of development contradicts Spaulding's

(1982) work

which found that concern for others' feelings did not begin
until a more advanced level of development had been achieved.
Her results, however, may help to explain why the
participants in stage five stated a desire not to "cause
problems" with family members,

even though this finding

contradicts Cass' description of the lesbian at this point in
development.

Rather than take an indiscriminate position in

terms of coming out,

the participants in this study made

choices about the effects their coming out would have on
others.

It seems that the importance of others again appears

to play a significant role in decision-making.

Even for

those in stage five, the concern for family members'

feelings

which manifests into a desire to shelter them from
information that may prove to be difficult and painful,
remains an influential element in the decision-making
process.
Similarities.

Foremost for all participants,

regardless

whether decisions were made to conceal or disclose, was the
quality and nature of the relationship they had with others.
This finding supports the research of several authors
1991; Cass, 1979; Goffman,

1963; Nemeyer, 1980; Ponse,

(Cain,
1978;
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Wells & Kline,

1987; and Woods & Harbeck,

1992) who found

that, above all else, who the audience was predicted whether
disclosure or concealment would predominate.
More specifically,

if the individual to whom the

participants were deliberating coming out was meaningful,
emotionally close, and significant to them, as well as
someone with whom they had a sense of caring for, they made
decisions to come out.

If, on the other hand,

the

relationship was superficial or inconsequential to the mental
health of the participants and therefore not worthy of their
energy or time, decisions not to come out were made.

Always

in their minds was a process of considering the costs and
benefits of coming out or not and how these might translate
into deepening or dissolving relationships with others.
That the importance of the relationship was central to
these women supports Wells & Kline's

(1987)

finding that the

lesbians more than the gay men in their study made decisions
to come out only if a friendship was becoming deeper.

It is

not surprising that the intimacy of relationships bears as
much relevance as it does for these participants.

Gilligan's

(1982) work on the psychological development of women, and
the Stone Center's self- in-relation model
Miller, Stiver,

(Jordan, Kaplan,

& Surrey, 1991), discuss how women are
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socialized to place importance on their relationships with
others and,
them.

in doing so, develop their identities within

It seems to reason that the participants in this study

would as well develop and maintain their lesbian identities
in relationships with others, and as a result, make decisions
to disclose or not based on the power others would have to
either compromise or enhance these identities.
In addition to the meaningfulness of their
relationships and the desire to make those relationships more
or less important to them, the issues of trust,

safety, and

acceptance were stated as significant for all participants.
These elements impacted both decisions to come out and to
stay closeted.
1991; Nemeyer,

This supports the research of many (Cain,
1980; Ponse, 1978; and Wells & Kline,

1987)

who found that lesbians and gay men made decisions to come
out if they had a significant amount of trust in their
relationships and believed their audience to be supportive.
These factors are related to the concepts of validation
and affirmation discussed earlier.

It is clearly stated in

the literature that when gay men and lesbians disclose and
receive positive reactions from others,

they feel validated

and affirmed in regard to their sexual orientation which
enhances their self-esteem (Berzon,

1992; Coleman,

1982;
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Harry,

1993; and Nemeyer,

1980).

Therefore, it was prudent

of these participants to carefully select others with whom
they felt safe and with whom they could trust to be accepting
of them as lesbians.

Doing so only served to increase the

likelihood that they would be positively received.
Associated as well to the quality of relationship and
self-esteem was the desire to be honest with self and others.
All participants discussed the desire not to lie or hide as
an important influencing factor when deciding to come out.
This finding supports the research on homosexual identity
development which states that movement toward enhanced self
esteem is related to bringing one's public and private selves
into greater congruence
deMonteflores & Schultz,

(Cass, 1979; Coleman,

1982;

1978).

For the women in the earlier stages,

this need was

driven chiefly by a desire to be honest with others, while
the women in the later stages were additionally motivated by
the need to be honest within.

This was most clearly stated

by the participants in stages five and six who spoke of a
need to be congruent internally.

It appears that, as the

lesbian moves toward greater acceptance and integration of
her lesbian identity, the need for

honesty changes from a

purely interpersonal process to one which includes an
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intrapsychic demand for integrity as well.
One might speculate that this change parallels the
processes offered by object relations theorists
St. Clair,

(as cited in

1986) who suggest that the development of a self-

identity begins with the introjection of interactions between
self and others.

These interactions play a significant role

in the formation and validation of self and self-esteem.
result is that early in development,
undifferentiated from others.

The

the self is

Over time, a more independent

and differentiated self emerges as one matures and
establishes internal representations of loving others.

This

change allows the developing self to rely on internal
validation as well as external validation.
Applying this theory to the development of a lesbian
identity and the change in need for honesty revealed in this
study, one might speculate that, because women in the early
stages are reformulating their identities,

their behavior and

thought'? mirror those of the developing self.

As a result,

external validation received through interactions with others
becomes highly influential in the formation of their
identities as lesbians.

Their self-esteem may be more

invested in the reactions of others and in gathering positive
responses which can then be internalized.
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As they continue to internalize positive responses,
they may develop mental representations of loving others.
Doing so would allow those women in the later stages to be
freer of the need to seek others' approval and validation.
This may lead to an augmentation of their need to be honest
with others to include a need to be honest internally as
well.

The betrayal would not only be to those in their

lives, as it would for those in the earlier stages, but to
oneself as well.
Finally, related to the effect of others on self-esteem
and the consequences of others knowing, was the motivating
element of fear.

Participants in all stages discussed their

fears of others' responses as crucial in their decisions
whether to conceal or disclose.

These fears included that of

losing one's financial security,

custody of children,

emotional and physical safety,

and credibility or authority.

They also included the fear of rejection by important others
and the fear of others' homophobic remarks.
are consistent with the work of many
1993; Moses,

1978; Nemeyer,

and Woods & Harbeck,

These findings

(Goffman,

1980; Ponse,

1963; Healy,

1978; Troiden,

1988;

1992) who comment on the risks of coming

out and the decisions gay men and lesbian make to stay
closeted as a result.
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Though all participants discussed some fear,

there

appeared to be differences in types of fears across the
stages.

When first coming out and when in the initial stages

of developing their lesbian identities, the women in the last
two stages discussed being afraid of rejection by those
important to them.

This fear was echoed by the women in the

earlier stages of this study.

However, over time,

the

participants in the last two stages became less afraid of
rejection by others and more concerned with the repercussions
coming out would have in their careers.
This shift of importance placed on others' responses
may be a result of many events occurring simultaneously.

It

seems clear from this study and others, that as women develop
their lesbian identity,
out.

they take greater risks in coming

In the early stages,

these risks are taken by women who

are experiencing instability in their identity.
from all others,

Responses

therefore, may have a potent effect and may

serve to threaten a delicate self-esteem.

In other words,

their self-esteem may be at the mercy of all others.
As they come out and generate a network of supportive
others, they may become less vulnerable to the rejection and
homophobic responses of others.

This might be as a result of

having developed external support from caring others as well
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as internal support and strength from internalizing those
positive responses, both systems which help to buffer them
from negative responses.

In these later stages, the kind of

threat that would affect their self-esteem may need to be
qualitatively different since they have already weathered the
initial types of reactions, have found others to help them
cope with those reactions,

and have developed internal

mechanisms that help to protect them against such responses.
They are therefore more concerned with threats to their
careers and authority, which would have a

damaging effect to

their lives, than they are with the responses of others who
are inconsequential to them.
Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to explore the tie
between lesbian identity development and lesbian identity
management.

To do so, the Cass linear stage model was used

to define women at progressive periods of development within
which stigma management could be explored.
acquiring a lesbian identity,

At each phase of

the questions asked were how

these women made decisions about disclosing or concealing
their lesbianism and, how, more specifically, once these
decisions were made they disclosed or concealed.

In

addition, the study questioned if and how these management
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strategies might differ throughout development.
The results of this study revealed that there are a
variety of decision-making and behavioral management
strategies that are similar and dissimilar at varying points
of lesbian identity development.

What appears to bind these

findings together is the presence of the invariable need to
preserve, enhance, and maintain self-esteem.

The results

indicate that the tie between lesbian identity management and
development might be that of generating and sustaining a
positive sense of oneself as lesbian.

The decisions and ways

these participants managed their identities seemed primarily
motivated by this underlying process of doing so.
This need revealed that decisions to come out or not to
come out were not always tied to what was expected of a
lesbian at the various points of lesbian identity
development.

The linear stage model developed by Cass may

have been a good starting point to begin the exploration of
stigma management, but, as with most linear models of
identity development,

it did not provide for the more

flexible and dynamic processes found in this study.

Engaging

in behaviors and decisions that were characteristic of
earlier or later developmental stages but uncharacteristic
for the stage at which they placed themselves, was not
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unusual for the participants.
models is, unfortunately,

The static nature of linear

confining.

A recently developed and more dynamic model of lesbian
identity development,

such as that of Eliason

(1996), helps

to formulate the connection between self-esteem,
development,

and stigma management.

identity

As proposed by Eliason,

a lesbian identity is developed in a nonhierarchical cyclical
manner which is tied to her other identities and which
combines social, historical, and cognitive processes.

These

processes help negotiate her emerging identities, her
experience and recognition of oppression,
reevaluation and evolution of

and her

her identities.

Combating stereotypes and subjugation play important
roles in these processes and affect how the lesbian, when
confronted with oppression, manages her identity and feelings
about herself.

Eliason states that "the dominant discourses,

which produce the ideology and the stereotypes,

serve as the

basis for all individual development, and influence the
access the individual has to counter discourses and marginal
others"

(p. 17-18)

and that "experiences of dealing with

oppression can be empowering for some lesbians"

(p.16).

These statements imply that the processes of defining oneself
as lesbian and of sustaining affirmative attitudes and
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feelings about oneself as lesbian are continuous ones that
involve confrontation with mainstream others.
of self-esteem, therefore,

Preservation

is intricately tied to her

developmental process and the ways in which she manages the
oppression she faces throughout her life.
It is clear that the work of Cass in developing a stage
model of homosexual identity developoment has served a
valuable role in initiating a process of understanding gay
and lesbian identity development.

Equally clear is the need

to update and expand the model to fit with more current
research and reflection of identity within an everchanging
sociopolitical context.

This study has offered additional

exploration and explanation of psychological and behavioral
processes occurring within each stage and, in so doing,
expands the Cass model.
Additionally,

this study may serve to revise the Cass

model in terms of explicit consideration of how individuals
make decisions and then act on the decisions to maintain
self-esteem.

Overlaying the questions of "Am I gay?" or "I

probably am a homosexual" could be "What will I lose or gain
at each phase along the way if I come out regarding loss to
my self-esteem?",

"Are others trusting and accepting or

not?", and "Do I have an investment in this relationship to
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make it worthwhile to come out?"

Answers to these questions

imply that not only are individuals negotiating their self
disclosures around issues of self-perception but around
issues of self-esteem and self/other validation.
A final consideration of and modification to the Cass
model would include an additional stage beyond stage six, if
in fact a linear stage model is appropriate.
could be called "living out."

This stage

Whereas individuals in stage

six are prepared to tell anyone,

those living out do not

prepare to tell, as if they are readying themselves to
disclose.

Instead, they live out of the closet.

individuals,

For these

there is no decision about coming out or not.

All that they do, whenever they interact with others,

is a

process of letting others know that they are lesbian.

They

may do this by what they say, how they dress, what they read,
etc.

There is no question of hiding their lesbian identity;

to do so would be incongruent with maintaining their self
esteem.

This study revealed that, though infrequent, women

do reach a point in their development as lesbians where
managing a lesbian identity is no longer a process of
managing a stigma.
In conclusion, the concept of "rational outness"
proposed by Bradford, Ryan, and Rothblum (1994)

is a fitting
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one to describe the decision-making processes lesbians make
daily and how they connect with identity development.

How

out a lesbian needs to be in order to maintain positive
mental health and self-esteem is a personal decision.

It is

also a function of not only where she is in her process of
developing a lesbian identity, but in how she manages that
identity as well while surviving within a homophobic and
heterosexual society.
Implications for Practice, Training, and Future Research
Given the findings of this study, there are many
implications for practice, training, and future research.
Pertaining to the practice of psychology,

the findings of

this study can be useful in the following ways.
that,

It is clear

at various points along the developmental process for

lesbians and at various times in their lives, decisions are
made to maintain a split between private and public selves.
The results of this study indicated that even for lesbians at
later stages of development, decisions not to disclose
continue to be made.

Healy (1993) offers that it is

important not to "pathologize secrecy and to consider the
contradictory demands faced by lesbians and gay men in
society"

(p. 262).

Knowing that their decisions are normal,

understanding what the mediating factors are, and exploring
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why it is they have chosen to conceal at this time and in
this particular situation, could serve to empower lesbians
and bolster their self-esteem.

It is not always in the best

interest of a lesbian client for a therapist to "push" her to
come out, on the assumption she will be empowered if she
does.
Clinicians could also benefit from knowing that the
need to manage a lesbian identity does not stop once one has
become "synthesized."

Coming out is a lifelong process which

engenders an evaluation of costs and benefits as they change
throughout her life.

The results offer insight into the

decision-making processes and stigma management strategies
utilized by lesbians and how these processes both change and
stay the same as she integrates a lesbian identity.
insights can be useful for

These

clinicians as they help their

lesbian clients navigate their lives.
A final implication for practice is the finding that
women differ in their decision-making strategies depending on
the level of lesbian identity integration and, though
behaviorally they may

appear to act in similar ways, there

may in fact be very different underlying processes
transpiring.

Clinicians aware of these underlying nuances

will be in a better position to understand their clients and
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to help their clients understand themselves.
The implications for training are similar to those for
the practice of psychology.

Preparing students and educating

practicing therapists in regard to the variety of strategies
lesbians use to manage their identities could help them guard
against pathologizing behavior that has been labeled as
unusual,

unhealthy, or resistive by mainstream psychology.

Instruction as to the kinds of decisions lesbians make about
coming out or not, and how they change in a way that is
nonlinear, would be another proactive training measure.

The

literature review discussed the fears and consequences
lesbians face.
similar ones.

The participants in this study reported
Psychologists in training could benefit from

knowing what those fears and consequences might be and how
they, as they treat lesbian clients, m ay engender these fears
as well.
Future research on this topic could examine the effect
of race and socioeconomic status on lesbian identity
development and management.

How might these two factors

affect the lesbian's management and decision-making
strategies in terms of availability of lesbian resources,
community,

and freedom to participate in activities which are

either costly or predominately constructed by Caucasian
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lesbians?

Findings from this study illustrated that class

was important for one lesbian who felt limited by her
soicoeconomic status to fully be included in the lesbian
communitites.

This study was limited in its diversity in

terms of race and socioeconomic status as well as in its
exploration of these factors as they may effect lesbian
identity development and identity managment.

Research which

focused on the possible interplay between those factors and
identity management and development, would provide a richer
and more dynamic understanding of these processes.
Interesting as well would be to explore if lesbians in
urban communities, which are traditionally more liberal,
manage their identities differently than those in rural
communitities, which are traditionally more homophobic.
Related would be a study on the effect of religious
affiliation and homophobia in organized religion as it
effects lesbian identity management and development.
elements were not investigated in this study.
Eliason's

These

Using

(1996) model as a theoretical base, a combination

of these identities can be explored simultaneously in a more
dynamic way.
The implications of the demographics of the
investigator might also be considered in terms of future
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research.

How did my race and sexual orientation as a

Caucasian lesbian interact with the disclosures made by the
participants in this study and my interpretation of the data?
In this study,

investigator journaling as a means to

protect the integrity of the analysis and to reduce
investigator bias was utilized, and its use is recommended
for future qualitative research.

For example, using a

journal helped to relieve me of biases I might have taken
into the interviews.

This was particularly evident after

making the first contact with the women and forming initial
impressions from our brief telephone contact.

Before meeting

with the woman in stage one, I wrote:
I feel cautious when I think about her.
Can I ask all
of the questions? Why not?
I am afraid I might want
to hold back.
Will need to be aware of this.
After having written this, I was able to put aside my fear of
influencing her decision about her sexual orientation, was
able to unburden myself of that weight, and allowed myself to
proceed with the interview as with the others.
In addition,

future research might address the effect

of the investigator's demographic characteristics as they
interact with freedom of disclosure of a marginalized
population.

Perhaps this could be done in a qualitative

study that includes questions which address these issues.
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The experience of lesbians who have developed a more
integrated identity may be another topic for future
exploration.

How did these women develop the strategies they

discussed and what were important factors in helping them
develop the positive and affirming attitude they had about
their lesbianism?

Knowing this might help those in the

beginning phases of coming out and might shed light into how
self-esteem can be preserved and enhanced.
Future research might also focus on women in the early
stages of developing a lesbian identity.

This study was

limited by the small number of women recruited from these
stages.

This could be accomplished by contacting a larger

number of therapists who might be treating women in the early
stages of developing a lesbian identity or by contacting
organizations that assist teenage gay males and lesbians,
since it is often at this age that many individuals are in
the process of discovering their sexuality.
This study compared different women at varying stages
of lesbian identity development and explored their identity
management strategies.

A qualitative study that was

longitudinal in nature which followed the same women
throughout their lesbian identity developmental process and
explored their management strategies as they changed through
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their development might offer greater and different insight
into the dynamics of these processes.

Future research could

address this limitation and compare it to the findings of
this study.
Since the political climate of a cohort effects the
identity management strategies utilized,

future research

might explore how women at varying ages developed and managed
their lesbian identities.

Of interest would be the impact of

the dominant culture's homophobic attitudes on the
construction of a lesbian identity and how that identity is
managed.

If self-esteem is made vulnerable by homophobia,

would of interest to know how that effects development.

it

A

qualitative study might address this issue through the use of
questionnaires that assess self-esteem,

identity management,

and the individual's perception of homophobia.
Methodologically,

future research on this topic might

expand the number of interviews and the length of time
particpants are asked to journal.

Because this study

captured the experience of these participants in an
abbreviated period of their lives, the information obtained
was limited as well.

Including this additional method of

triangulation might enhance the vigor of the study.
Finally,

a qualitative study that uses a nonlinear
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approach to lesbian identity development could generate a
deeper appreciation for the complexities involved in stigma
management.

Since the interaction between the lesbian and

others perpetually affected the construction of her lesbian
identity, a more fluid and dynamic exploration of how this
occurs would provide additional insights into lesbian
identity development and stigma management.
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Models of Lesbian Identity Development
Theorists

Stages

Cass
(1979)

Identity
Confusion

Identity
Comparison

Raphael
(1974)

Awareness

Ponse
(1978)

Feeling
Understanding Feelings
Different
of Difference

Testing
Period

Identity
Tolerance

Entering Community
of Peers

Spaulding Awareness
Acknowledge Feelings
(1982)
of Attraction
as Lesbian

'Different'

Lewis
(1984)

Being

Dissonance

Faderman
(1984)

Evaluation of Societal Norms/
Acceptance of Lesbian Identity

Sophie
(1986)

First Awareness

Chapman &
Brannock
(1987)

Same Sex Orientation

Identity
Acceptance

Identity
Pride

Identity
Synthesis

Compartment.

Acceptance

Decoma pa rtm ent .

Seeking a Community

Relationships

Lesbian Exp./
Explore Cultural Context/
Seek Out Lesbians
Negative Identity

Relationships

Encounters with Stigma

Testing & Exploration

Incongruence

Stable Lesbian Identity

Integration

Lesbian Sexual Experience

Identity Acceptance

Self-Questioning/
Exploration

Positive
Identity

Identity Integration

Self- Id ent if.

Choice of
Lifestyle
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HanleyProhibition
Hackenbruck

Ambivalence/Practicing or Compulsion/
Exploration

Consolidation/
Integration

(1989)
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Table 1
Demographic Characteristics______________________________________

Number in each Stage

Characteristic

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

Age
18-25

1

2

1

1

5

26-35

1

4

2

1

9

2

2

4

10

1

1

36-45
46-55

Education
Some college

1

Associate degree

1

1

College graduate

2

2

1

6

Master's degree

2

2

1

5

Post-grad, degree

2

3

5

Race/ethnicity
African-American

1

2

3

Caucasian

1

7

21

1

1

Asian
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D e m ographic: .C h a j a c t e Els.t-i.gs________________________________________

Number in each Stage
Characteristic

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

Religious Affiliation
None

1

3

5

Protestant

1

1

2

Catholic

2

1

5

Jewish

2

1

3

Methodist

1

African

1

2

1

1
1

Pagan
Gay church
Other Christian

1

1

1

1

5

Relationship Status
Partnered
Living together

1

2

3

7

Not living together

3

1

2

6

4

2

2

12

Unpartnered

1

Legally married to
a man
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Demographic Characteristics______________________________________

Number in each Stage
Characteristic

1

2

3

Separated from a man
Divorced from a man

1

4

1

5

6

1

Total

3

1

1

Children
In household

1

Out of household

1

1

1

4

1

3

Region of U.S.
Northeast

6

4

6

21

MidAtlantic

2

1

1

4

College Student

4

2

4

11

Professional

4

2

3

9

Occupation

Service Worker

1

2

Technical Training

1

1
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Demographic Characteristics_____________________________________ _

Number in each Stage
Characteristic

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

2

3

12

Worker Status
Employed
Unemployed

1
1

1

1

5

1

2

4

4

13

Therapy Experience
Present
Past
None

1
2

1

3

1

4

3

1

2

4

12

2

9

1

4
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Appendix C
Advertisement in Newspapers, Bookstores, and
Lesbian Newsletters
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A doctoral student in Counseling Psychology is looking
for lesbians to participate in a study concerning various
aspects and issues of coming out to different people.

Women

at all junctures of coming out are asked to volunteer.
Volunteers will be asked to participate in a brief interview
and to keep a personal journal.

Confidentiality will be

assured.
If you are interested in participating, please call Joy
Whitman at 454-9432 to schedule an interview.

Or write:

Joy S . Whitman
111 Wharton Drive
Newark, DE 19711
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A doctoral student in Counseling Psychology is looking
for women who are questioning or experiencing changes in
their sexual identity,

sexual orientation, or both, to

participate in a research study.

Volunteers will be asked to

participate in a brief interview and to keep a personal
journal.

Confidentiality will be assured.

If you are interested in participating,
Whitman at 454-9432 to schedule an interview.

please call Joy
Or write:

Joy S. Whitman
111 Wharton Drive
Newark, DE 19711
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Stage Allocation Measure

(These are passages of descriptions of types of women.
Please read each of the following passages and circle the
numbered passage that best describes the way you see yourself
at the present time.)

Stage 1. You are not sure who you are.
You are confused
about what sort of person you are and where your life is
going.
You ask yourself the questions "Who am I?," "Am I a
homosexual?," "Am I really a heterosexual?".
You sometimes
feel, think, or act in a homosexual way, but would rarely, if
ever, tell anyone about this.
You're fairly sure that
homosexuality has something to do with you personally.
Stage 2: You feel that you probably are a homosexual,
although you're not definitely sure.
You realize that this
makes you different from other people and you feel distant or
cut off from them.
You may like being different or you may
dislike it and feel very alone.
You feel you would like to
talk to someone about "feeling different." You are beginning
to think that it might help to meet other homosexuals but
you're not sure whether you really want to or not. You don't
want to tell anyone about the fact that you might be a
homosexual, and prefer to put on a front of being completely
heterosexual.
Stage 3:
You feel sure you're a homosexual and you put up
with, or
tolerate this. You see yourself as a homosexual for
now but are not sure about how you will be in the future.
You are not happy about other people knowing about your
homosexuality and usually take care to put across a
heterosexual image.
You worry about other people's reactions
to you.
You sometimes mix socially with homosexuals, or
would like to do this.
You feel a need to meet others like
yourself.
Stage 4:
You are quite sure you are a homosexual and you
accept this fairly happily.
You are prepared to tell a few
people about being a homosexual (such as friends, family
members, etc.) but you carefully select whom you will tell.
You feel that other people can be influential in making
trouble for homosexuals and so you try to adopt an attitude
of getting on with your life like anyone else, and fitting in
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where you live and work.
You can't see any point in
confronting people with your homosexuality if it's going to
embarrass all concerned.
A lot of the time you mix socially
with homosexuals.
Stage 5: You feel proud to be a homosexual and enjoy living
as one.
You like reading books and magazines about
homosexuals, particularly if they portray them in a good
light.
You are prepared to tell many people about being a
homosexual and make no attempt to hide this fact.
You prefer
not to mix socially with heterosexuals because they usually
hold anti-homosexual attitudes.
You get angry at the way
heterosexuals talk about and treat homosexuals and often
openly stand up for homosexuals.
You are happy to wear
badges that bear slogans such as "How dare your presume I'm
heterosexual?".
You believe it is more important to listen
to the opinions of homosexuals than heterosexuals.
Stage 6: You are prepared to tell anyone that you are a
homosexual. You are happy about the way you are but feel
that being a homosexual is not the most important part of
you.
You mix socially with fairly equal numbers of
homosexuals and heterosexuals and with all of these you are
open about your homosexuality.
You still get angry at the
way homosexuals are treated, but not as much as you once did.
You believe there are many heterosexuals who happily accept
homosexuals and whose opinions are worth listening to.
There
are some things about a heterosexual way of life that seem
worthwhile.
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Appendix F
Informed Consent and Authorization for Research Participation
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West Vlrglnfe U n ta tfy
Boarf

D ep artm en t o f C o u n se lin g , R ehabilitation C o u n se lin g an d C o u n ^ l^ j ^ J ^ ^ h Q lg l ^ 1

SitfHscts

y

West Virginia University____________________ jiimi aiooa
College of Human R esources and Education

APPROVED

Informed Consent Form
Identity Management and Decision-Making Strategies of Lesbians at Various Stages of
Identity Development: An Ethnographic Study
INTRODUCTION.
I ,______________________ , have been invited to participate in this research study as
explained to me by Joy S. Whitman. This research is being conducted to fulfill the
requirements of a doctoral dissertation in Counseling Psychology at West Virginia
University.
PURPOSES OF THE STUDY.
The purpose of this study is to learn more about how women at different stages of
lesbian identity development reveal or conceal their sexual orientation with others and
how they decide to do so.
DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES.
I understand that there will be four parts to my participation. The first will require me
to fill out a demographic form and a Stage Allocation Measure form included in this
packet. The second will be a one-half to one hour interview that will be scheduled at
my convenience and to comment on the interview experience on a post-interview
form. The third part will require me to record daily entries in a personal journal for
about one month pertaining to my thoughts, feelings, and behaviors in regard to
disclosing my sexual orientation and keeping my sexual orientation hidden from others
in my daily interactions. These entries can be as brief or as extensive as I choose.
The fourth part will be a follow-up interview at the end of about one month and will
involve my reading and responding to a summary of the interview which will require
about one hour of my time. I understand that I will be one of 30 participants.
CONFIDENTIALITY.
I understand that any information about me obtained as a result of my participation in
this research will be kept as confidential as legally possible.
I understand that the interview will be audiotaped and I consent to this procedure. I
understand that all tapes will be identified by a fictitious name and will be destroyed
following transcription. I also understand that all transcriptions will be identified by a
fictitious name and that this consent form will be kept in a separate file from other
interview materials. Excerpts of interview transcriptions may be included in the final
report, but under no circumstances will my name or identifying characteristics be
recorded in this report.

304 293-3807 o FAX 304 293-7388 □ PO BOX 6122 □ MORGANTOWN WV 26506-6122
E qual O pportunity / Affirmative A ction institution
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Consent Form - Page 2
RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS.
There are no known or expected risks from participating in this study, except for the
mild discomfort some of the questions may cause.
BENEFITS.
I understand that this study is not expected to be of direct benefit to me, but the
knowledge gained may be of benefit to others.
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION.
In addition, I understand that participation in this project is entirely voluntary. I may
refuse to answer any questions at any time and am free to withdraw from participating
in this study at any time.
CONTACT PERSONS.
I understand that the following persons are involved with this study and that I may
contact them at any time if I have additional questions that are not answered here
today:
Joy S. Whitman:
Sherilyn Cormier

(304) 296-9622
(304) 293-3807

I also understand that if I have any questions regarding my rights as a human subject
that I can call the West Virginia University Institutional Review Board/Human
Subjects at the following number (304) 293-7073.
By signing this consent form, I agree that I have read this form and volunteered to
participate in this project. I have been given an opportunity to ask questions and have
been given a copy of this signed consent form.

Participant

Date

Investigator

Date
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Appendix G
Demographic Form
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Demographic Form
Name:

Date of birth:
City where currently living:
Occupation:
Education:
1. Some high school________________
2. High school graduate____________
3. Some college_____________________
4. Associate degree________________
5. College graduate________________
6. Masters degree__________________
7. Post-grad, degree_______________
8. Doctorate________________________
9. Post-doctorate__________________
Ethnic background:
Religious background:
Do you currently have a lover or partner?:
If you do have a lover or partner, how long have you been
together?
If you currently have a lover or partner, are you living
together?:
Do you have any children?:
If yes, how many children?
1. Girls_______
2. Boys________
Are any of your children currently living with you now?:
Have you had any experience with counseling or therapy?:
If yes, how much time have you spent in counseling or
therapy?:
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Appendix H
Post-Interview Statement
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Post-Interview Statement

Thank you for participating in this interview.
Please
write down your experience of the interview you have just
had.
You might, for example, state your attitudes and
feelings towards the interviewer and the interview-situation
as well as any feelings you have towards the situation in
which you have just participated.
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Description of Subcategories
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To Whom Out - People to whom participants had disclosed their
sexual orientation or who knew through some other means.
To Whom Not Out - People to whom participants had not
disclosed their sexual orientation and with whom they kept
hidden.
Direct Active Out - Coming out by telling others that they
are lesbian, bisexual, attracted to women, or confused about
their sexual orientation.
Indirect Active Out - Making a statement about their sexual
orientation by telling others they have a partner/girlfriend,
introducing their partner/girlfriend to others, mentioning
their partner/girlfriend in conversation, or making any other
statement that lets others know they are lesbian without
saying the words.

This also includes dropping clues to let

others know about their sexual orientation by hinting through
the mention of gay/lesbian music,
known people,

literature,

symbols, well-

jewelry, code words, gay/lesbian topics,

and

the like.
Passive Out - Being out through others' assumptions or by
others' relating it for them.

This involves no action on

their part.
Hiding Techniques - Mechanisms used which would either
actively or passively conceal their sexual orientation from
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others.
Decision To Come Out - Reasons why choices were made to
disclose their sexual orientation or confusion to others.
Decision Not To Come Out - Reasons why choices were made not
to disclose their sexual orientation or confusion to others.
Changes In How Come Out - Differences in the way they came
out or would come out now versus when first deciding they
were lesbian, bisexual, or confused.
Changes In Decision-Making Processes - Differences in to whom
they come out or would come out now and how they make that
decision in contrast to when first deciding they were
lesbian, bisexual, or confused.
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